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SYNOPSIS 
In recent years, development of numerical methods for 
the solution of differential equations has made great 
strides due to the rapid advances in computer technology. 
The numerical metliods for solving the differential 
equations may broadly be classified as: 
Ci:) Finite Difference Methods, Ca) Finite Element Methods, 
C 3") SfiJlne Itjiicilon AjDpi r)xl iiiaLion Methodrs-
In this dissertation, the Applications of Splines to 
Numerical Solution of Differential Equations are discussed. 
The dissertation is divided into live chapters and is 
followed by a bibliography. 
CHAPTER I: Review of Numerical Methods for the 
Solution of Differential Equations. 
A general introduction to the numerical methods, 
finite difference, finite element and spline function 
approximations for initial and. boundary value, problems is 
given. Some advantages and disadvantages of these methods 
are mentioned. 
CHAPTER II: Spline Function Approximations. 
The cubic spline function approximation which has 
been ix^ed for the solution of ordinary and pculia]. 
differential equations is discussed in detail. The piecewise 
(non-polynomial r=;pline) functions which depend on a 
parameter w are called the parametric spline (spline in 
compression), the adaptive spline and the spline in Tension. 
Tiio advantage of such a Bpline is that for a suitable value 
of w, these can be fitted to the particular differential 
equation and reduce to cubic spline when w >• 0. The 
applications of the various spline functions are given in 
t he s ub B e q \:i e n t c h a p I, e r s . 
CHAPTER III: Parametric Spline Function for Numeri-
cal Solution of Djfferenlial Equations. 
In this chapter, parametric splines have been used to 
solve both initial and boundary value problems of ordinary 
and partial differential equations. In case of fir.st and 
second order initial value problems, the resulting 
equivalent multistep method is of trigonometric and 
polynomial order one for an arbitr.ary parameter w, The 
consistency condition gives rise to the equation w/2 = tan 
w/2, which has an infinite number of roots and the smallest 
positive non-sero root is given by w = 8.98(3818916... For 
this value the spline consistency relations reduce to a 
simple form which are used in computational implementation 
Implicit difference schemes are derived for one and two 
dimensional scalar hyperbolic equations of conservation 
laws, which are second order accurate, dissipative of order 
four and unconditionally stable, for one space dimension. 
The schemes for the two space dimensions are second order 
accurate and non-iterative. The advantage of the present 
scheme is that, we can choose a sufficiently large time step 
to compute solutions and the parametric spline can be used 
to find the solution at off-node points in the t-direction, 
The numerical resvilts are given. 
CHAPTER IV: Numerical Solution of Differential Equa-
tions Using Adaptive Spline Function Approximation. 
Hero, we have used the adaptive spline function to 
solve both initial and boundary value problems of ordinary 
and partial differential equations. The consistency spline 
relation relating the first derivatives is accurate to 
second order polynomial and first order exponential. 
Further, a fourth order method is also obtained. Similarly, 
the consistency relation relating the second derivatives has 
both exponential and polynomial order one. The difference 
methods are suitable for convection-diffusion problems. In 
case of parabolic equations, for suitable choice of 
parameter, the order of the equivalent difference scheme is 
0(At , h ). But, in hyperbolic equation we can achieve 
fourth order accuracy. The numerical results are given. 
CHAF^TER V: Cubic Spline for Solution of Two-Point 
Boundai y Value Problenis-
In this chapter, the diffei'ence schemes based C' 
cubic spline function have been discussed for the second 
order non-linear two point boundary value problems v?ith 
significant first derivative. The method involves some 
parameters and its order can be increased from second to 
third or fourth by an appropriate choice of the parameters. 
By clioosing the parameters suitably it is possible to 
eliminate the spurious oscillations from the solution of the 
convection^diffusion equation, Here also, we have discussed 
three point, noi\ uniform mesh, finite difference scheme 
using splines to solve the class of singular two-point 
2 
boundary value problems which are of 0(h ) under appropriate 
conditions. V/e have also discussed difference schemes based 
on the cubic spline functions for solving Burger's equation 
in one space variable and ooux>led Burger's equation in two 
space variables. The method can be extended to non-linear 
problems arising in mechanics and other areas. The numerical 
results are given. 
CHAPTER ONE 
REVIEW OF NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE S O L U T I O N OF 
DIFFERENTIAL E Q U A T I O N S 
1. i INTRODUCTION: 
The most important mathematical model for physical 
phenomena is the differential equation. Motion of objects, 
fluid and heat flow, bending and cracking of materials, 
vibrations, chemical and nuclear reactions are all modelled 
by differential equations. To obtain accurate numerical 
solutions to differential equations governing physical 
systems has always been an important problem with scientists 
and engineers. The study of numerical methods for the 
solution of differential equations has received considerable 
attention in recent years. This is mainly due to the 
improvements in numerical techniques and the rapid advances 
in computer technology which together have made it possible 
to solve many problems which were previously intractable. 
The numerical methods developed for solving differen-
tial equations may broadly be classified as • 
(i) Finite difference methods, 
(ii) Finite element methods, and 
(iii) Spline function approximation methods. 
The numerical solution of differential equations with 
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the three classes of methods above consists essentially of 
two steps: 
(I) Derivation of a discrete approximation of the 
problem, consisting of a finite set of algebraic equations 
or recurrence relation connecting the unknown nodal values. 
(II) Solution of the set of algebraic equations or 
recurrence relation derived in step one in order to obtain 
the numerical solution. 
The form of the discrete equations that are solved in 
step two is very similar in all the three methods. 
i.2 FINITE DIFFERENCE METHODS: 
The basic idea of the method is to replace the deri-
vatives, appearing in the differential equation by a finite 
difference approximation, at a typical point. This leads to 
a difference equation. This approximation to the differen-
tial equation is used at a finite number of points which 
yields a system of algebraic equations, or a recurrence 
relation that can easily be solved, to get the approximate 
solution at the nodal points. There are four main methods of 
deriving finite difference representations: 
(1) The replacement of each term of the differential 
operator directly by a Taylor series approximation. Here, we 
include ordinary difference methods, and M&rtnitian methods: 
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Collate (1960), Jain (1979), Adams (1975), CGSchino and 
Kuntzinan (1966), G&ar (1971); The Compact Implicit methods: 
Mirsh (1975), Ciment and Ls-ve-nthai (1975, 1978). 
(2) The integration of the differential equation over 
a finite difference block and the subsequent replacement of 
each term by a Taylor series approximation: Rubin and 
Khosla (1976). 
(3) Formulation of the problem in variational form and 
the subsequent replacement of each term of the variational 
formulation by a Taylor .series approximation: Coliatiz 
(1966), Gr&Gnspan (1974). 
(4) Derivation of a finite difference equatiun whose 
solution is identical to that of the corresponding differen-
tial equation with constant coefficients: Spalding (1972), 
Roscoe (1975, 1976), Jain et. al (1979). 
The methods (1) to (3) and related methods share a 
common defect, namely that the individual terms of the 
analytical operator are approximated in isolation from the 
remaining terms of the operator. Consequei^tly, the inter-
actions between the terms of operator are ignored. This is a 
fundamental cause for the existence of instability in both 
ordinary and partial differential equations. 
The method (4) is called the unified difference 
representation. Clearly, in this case the term interactions 
are included, and so, no possibility of instability exists. 
DEFINITION 1.1 
A finite difference scheme is said to be stable if 
the difference between the theoretical and numerical 
solutions of the difference equation remains bounded, 
independent of the number of mesh points, (i.e. as n tends 
to infinity). 
The relation between consistency, stabilityand 
convergence for linear initial value problems is given by 
the Lax's equivalence theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1 Given a properly posed linear initial value 
problem and a consistent finite difference approximation to 
it, stability is the necessary and sufficient condition for 
convergence. 
1.3 ANALYTICAL TREATMENT OF STABILITY: 
A natural idea for numerical solution for differen-
tial equations is to replace the derivatives by differences 
and then solve the resulting difference equations. This 
means that a first order differential equation is replaced 
by a second, third, fourth or higher order difference 
equation depending upon the accuracy desired. A problem 
arise", the differential equation has only one solution, 
while the corresponding k' order difference equation has Jc 
independent solutions. We must be careful to get the "right" 
solution of the difference equation. This is closely related 
to stability problems. 
There are two standard ways of examining the 
stability of the finite difference methods: 
(i) The Fourier series method, and 
(ii) the matrix method. 
We now give a brief sketch of both the methods with 
reference to initial boundary value problems. Let the 
discretization in the time direction be defined by 
t^ - to + nk, n - 0,1,2,.... 
1.3.1 FOURIER SERIES METHOD CVON NEUMANN METHOD): 
In this method, we express the error on the initial 
line in terms of a Fourier series and consider the growth of 
a function, which reduces to this series for t = 0 , 
as n • 00. 
Let the Fourier series expansion of the errors on the 
initial line be, 
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e^Cx3 n Z A e'-^j^ CI. 1) 
where in general \ftj\ and J are arbitrary. To investigate 
the error propagation as t increa£?es, it is necessary to 
find a solution of the finite difference equation which 
L/? X 
reduces to A e when t » o. Let such a solution be J 
cut if? X 
e(. x> " Z A e e 
o r 
ift ITlll 
e '^ tx ! ) « Z A ?;'^C.J>e "^  C I . 2 3 
111 J J 
where x = mli. Since for linear equations, the sum of 
m 
independent solutions is also a solution, it is sufficient 
to consider a single term «''' » A "^e'''"' ^. The original error 
ip X 
e "^ will not increase as t- increases provided -
e"^*" - \^\ < 1 C1.3:> 
The factor ? is called the amplification factor of the 
method and it governs the growth or decay of the errors. 
If the amplification factor ? is such that 
1^ 1 < 1 - cr C /^ hD ^ ,^ C I f?h \ < TO C 1. 4) 
for some positive constant (y and positive Integer s, the 
corresponding method is said to be dissipative of order 2s. 
Von Neumann method of examining stability applies 
only to linear difference equations with constant 
coefficients. If the difference equation has variable 
coefficients, the method can still be applied locally and 
il 
the method will be stable if the condition C1.3> is 
satisfied at every point of the field. Condition Cl.3> is 
necessary and sufficient for the stability of two level 
difference equations and necessary for three or more level 
difference equations. 
1 .3.2 MATRIX METHODS 
In this method, the totality of the difference 
equations connecting values of the dependent variable ii at 
two neighbouring time le'"-els is written in matrix form as 
hr. 11^" - fin n" CI- 5^ 
where u is a column vector and A^ ,, Br^ are square matrices. 
If the difference equation is explicit, then A-, " I. 
if we as,gume that unique solution exists for the initial 
boundary value problem then equation CI.53 may be written in 
the explicit form. 
where 0^ , = hr^^Br,, |An| '^ 0- The error vector E"^' " ii" ~ u". 
where IT" is the numerical solution, sati,°.fles the equation 
E"" - a. E" 
from which it follows that; 
and 
II -^  iia>ir^ ^ iirii 
i2 
where \. |) denotes a suitable norm. The matrix G„ is called 
the amplification matrix. Hence the necessary and sufficient 
condition for stability based on a constant time step and 
proceeding indefinitely in time, is given by 
llGnll ^ 1 C1.7D 
for all n. When the matrix Qn is symmetric or similar to a 
symmetric matrix, then the stability condition tl.7D 
reduces to 
where p CGr,:> denotes the spectral radius of G„. 
It can be easily shown that the necessary and 
sufficient condition called the Von Neumann Condition, for a 
two level set of difference equations 
n n-1 -u "~* 
u •= Q u + h 
t o b e s t a b l e i s t h a t ; 
p CG> < 1 + OCkD CJI . 9:) 
A useful sufficient condition is given in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2 If all the elements of fi are bounded and its 
eigenvalues, with the possible exception of one, lie in a 
circle, inside the unit circle, that is 
|xj < /I. < 1 ci.io:> 
then Von Neumann condition is nece,ssary and sufficient for 
stability. 
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ACCURACY OF THE SOLUTIONS: 
Usually the discretisation error decreases ?is the 
mesh lengths are reduced. The sequence of solutions obtained 
using finer and finer meshes will eventually give a solution 
tViat differs from its immediate predecessor by less than 
some assigned tolerance. With this approach, the size of the 
matrix of coefficients increases rapidly and becomes after a 
number of refinements, too large for storage. When there is 
a reliable estimate of the discretization error as a 
function of the step length, Richardson extrapolation can be 
used to find a better estimate of the numericc^ l solution. 
1.4 FINITE ELEMENT METHODS: 
In finite element methods, the difference equations 
are generated by using the weighted residual methods or the 
variational principle iZlamel (1968), Desai and Ah<$l (1972), 
Odieix (1972), Mttche-ll and Wai t (1977), Vichne-v&t.shy (1981)]. 
The closed domain R, where the differential equation 
holds, Is divided into a finite number of non-overlapping 
subdomains, R^ , R^, Rg R^,- These subdomains are called 
the elements. 
Generally, we use straight line elements in the one-
dimensional case and triangular or rectangular or quadri-
t4 
lateral element.'? in the tvjo-dlmensional onr) tetrahedron or 
hexahedron in three-dimensional case. The curved boundaries 
are handled in a natural manner in the finite element 
method. 
On each of the elements Rj, we approximate the 
solution u by a function W which is continuous and defined 
in terms of the nodal values belonging to that element. 
The approximate solution W is then substituted in the 
differential equation and the weighted residual method is 
applied. Alternatively, W is .sub.stituted in the variational 
equivalent of the differential equation and the parameters 
are determined such that the functional is minimised. This 
gives rise to a system of linear or nonlinear difference 
equations whose solution is taken as the approximate 
solution at the nodal points in R. For simple networks, the 
difference equations derived by the finite difference and 
finite element methods are identical. In complicated 
problems, the sise of the elements can be varied; small 
elements may be used in the regions of sharp changes and 
large elements may be used elsewhere. At the boundaries of 
the elements called the interfaces, the interelement 
conditions are to be satisfied. The general requirement is 
that the approximating function W and its partial deriva-
15 
tives upto one order less than the highest order derivative 
occurring in the differential equation or the variational 
principle must be continuous. Generally, we chooae the 
elements which are complete and compatible, so that the 
solutions converge and the assembly of the individual 
elements is meaningful. By convergence, we mean that the 
solutions at the nodes tend to the exact solution as the 
mesh is refined. We would also require that the form of the 
interpolating fvmction.'s do not change during the process of 
mesh refinement. 
i.4.i VARIATIONAL METHODS: 
We assume that there exists a variational principle 
for the given boundary value problem and we seek an extremum 
of the functional 
J [ ul " J FdR + y/ CI. 11) 
R 
where w may be zero on an integral over part of the boundary 
dR and R is the domain of the differential aquation. In each 
of the elements Rj, we .sub.stitute an approximate .solution of 
the form 
u = N 0 Cl.ia) 
where e stands for the element under consideration, 
^ - I Ni > N2 , NM ] xs the vector of the shape 
functions and 0'^  is a column vector depending on the nodal 
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values of the function v; or its derivatives. We assume that 
the function JIW) can be written as a sum of element 
contributions as 
M 
jrw] - J: J'^ ' C1.13) 
0=1 
where J* may be called the element functional. Substi-
tuting CI. 12:) into CI. 133 and minimizing, we get, 
^ - 0 , i - l , 2 , M C1.143 
where M is the number of elements in 0. Summing over all the 
elements we get, 
± L » ' j - £ i = o C1.153 
The node i may be common to several finite elements. Incor-
porating the boundary conditions we get a system of 
equations whose solution is taken as the required solution 
of the differential equation. 
i.4.£ GALERKIN FINITE ELEMENT METHOD: 
In each of the elements, we again seek a solution of 
the form Ci.12). The shape functions usually satisfy the 
given boundary conditions and the interpol-ating conditions. 
The approximate solution is written as 
M 
W - E i^' »^ Cl.lf3) 
©=1 ~ 
Substituting W in the differential equation L r ij] » r, we 
get the residual on the element e as, 
n 
E I u ] - 1.. [ u 1 - r C1 . 17> 
The residual F. [Wl of the differential equation, in the 
given domain R, then becomes 
E [W) =• L [W] - r tl.lB) 
Galerkin method now requires that the residual E tWl be 
orthogonal with respect to the shape functions, which gives 
or 
M 
:E X CE M"*') E fW] dR - O C1.19> 
M 
'** F [W] cJR = O C1.20D r r M E [Wl dR = O 
R 
For a single element e these equations are given by 
J H'"''" E'*'' [ u'^ '] dR » O 
C1. 21) 
, (e> 
Assembling these equations CI.213, we get the system of 
equations for the nodal parameters 0 whose solution is taken 
as the approximate solution of the given differential 
equation. 
However, the finite element method has certain 
advantages when compared with the finite difference methods. 
The curved boundaries are handled in a natural manner by the 
finite element method in comparison to the finite difference 
method, where special formulas have to be developed to deal 
with curved boundaries. 
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There are some drawbacks in "the finite element, 
method. The calculation of the coefficients for the approxi-
mating equations are more lengthy than for the discrete 
variable equations. The matrix of the discretised system is 
usually irregular. 
i.5 SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMAIIORS: 
The applications of the splines as approximating, 
interpolating and curve fitting functions have been fairly 
extensive. The cubic spline in particular has played a 
dominant role in practical inve.stigation3 for a number of 
reasons, as computational simplicity, smoothest interpo-
latory and strong convergence properties of the best 
approximation and minimum norm properties, etc. 
DEFINITION 1. 2 
Let A:a = XQ < x^ < < x^ « b, be a sub-division 
of the interval la,b]. A spline function of degree m with 
nodes at the points x^  , i = 0,1,2....N is a function S.Cx3 
with the following properties: 
(1) on each subintervai Ix^ .^ , x,J, j » i,s N, S.CX) 
A 
is a polynomial of degree m. 
(2) S^tx) and its first Cm-1) derivatives are continuous 
on [ a, b] . 
If the function S^Cx) ha,g only Cm-k3 continuouy derivatives 
i9 
then k is defined as the deficiency and this function is 
usually denoted by S^Cm, k>. The cubic spline is a piecewise 
cubic polynomial of deficiency one, i.e-. S^C3, i>, the cubic 
spline procedure can be described as follows: 
Consider a function yCx3 such that at t?ie mesh point 
x^ , ytx^^ " Xi. A cubic polynomial is specified on the 
interval tx^ .^^ , xj^i . The four constants are related to the 
function values yi,_i, Xt as well as contain certain spline 
derivatives ii\_jy ni^  or M-..^, M^ .^ 
The quantities T\, M^ are the spline derivative 
approximations to the function derivatives y'Cx^ :>, y"Cxp 
respectively. A similar procedure is considered on the 
interval l>i^, x^^^.^] . Continuity of the derivatives is then 
specified at x^ , The procedure results in equations for m^, 
M^ , i = 1.2, .. . N-1, 
Boundary conditions are required at i =0 and i = N. 
The system Is closed by the governing differential equation 
for yCx^), where the derivatives are replaced by their 
spline approximations n\, M^ . 
The spline function approximation has the following 
advantages '• 
The spline functions provictes a direct relation between the 
£0 
derivatives and the function values evaluated, at the nodal 
points and so a finite, difference or the finite elemenl 
discretization is unnecessary. 
Derivative boundary conditions are imposed directly 
without incurring large local discretization errors, unlike 
finite difference or finite element techniques. With a 
spline approximation there appears to be no particular 
advantage gained with the divorfienco form of the equation. 
Unlike a finite element procedure, there are no quadratures 
to evaluate. 
The method has a drawback that the numerical methods 
associated with spline functions of degree m, of class C" , 
m > 3, are not very useful from the computational view 
point, especially for the initial value problems. 
A number of authors have attempted cubic spline 
approximation method for the solution of differential 
equations. Bichly (1960), Albasiny a.n<l Hoshins (1969, 1972), 
Fy/e (1969, 1970), Hicala (1973), Lc-caleo and Talbot 
(1967), Rubin and Khosla (1975, 1976), Papccnxicha&l and 
Wfiitenian (1074), Rct^f^Glt and Wilscrx (1074), Ra.ss^tt, Stone-
and Wishe-T (1976), Tewai-son (1980), Sa.d (1978), Jain and 
Holla (1978), Jain (1979), Jain and A^.i:z< (1981, 1983), Jain, 
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1 y&rxea-r and Pillai (1983), lyc-n^ar, Jain and Jain (1987), 
Tewarson and Zhang (1986), Chawla and Sxtbi-ainanian (1987, 
1988) and Sxir I a (1986, 1988, 1990). 
i.6 STIFF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS: 
The mathematical analysis of many physical problems, 
notably in chemical engineering and control theory, yield 
initial value problems involving system of ordinary 
differential equations with a property given by the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.3 
A system of ordinary differential equations 
Y' » /_ C X, Z^ 
where y; = (yi .yz . • • •-yn) . / = (/i ./a > • •-/r,) , H ~ ('^i, 
T72, . . . .r)^ )'^  is said to be stiff if the eigenvalues of the 
Jacobian matrix •— have, at every point x, negative real 
parts and differ greatly in magnitude. 
Often standard numerical methods are impractical 
because of the .severe step .^ ise restrictions impo.3ed by the 
requirements for numerical stability, Among the numerical 
methods available to solve the stiff initial value problems, 
the linear multistep methods are most often used. 
c?^ 
Dahlquist (1963) has discussed the linear multistep 
methods defined by 
- »^  f a /n.k + ftk-t /nfk-1 + + Oafu^ (:i.2a:> 
or 
k k 
where c<^  and ,^ i., 1 = 0,1,2, k are real constants and 
o.\, ^ 0. Here /i- " / Cx^ ., y^,:) and Y\, is the approximate value 
of y at xj. » X + kh, k » 0,1,2 When .^ j^, = 0, the formula 
is an explicit, K - stepmethod, and when 0v '^ 0, the method 
is implicit. 
Dahlquist also investigated the special stability 
problem connected with stiff equations. He associated a 
stability region with a multistep formula and introduced the 
concept of A - stability. We shall now present these two 
important definition. 
DEFINITION 1.4 
The stability region R associated with a multistep 
formula is defined as the set 
R - < hX: the formula applied to y' - Ay, y<^  > - y^ ^  
o 
with constant step siae h > o, produces <.x sequence {yO 
satisfying y^. • O as 1 > (» >. 
DEFINITION 1.5 
A formula is A-stable if the stability region asso-
ciated with that formula contains the open left half- plane 
in other word, A numerical method of the form ti.22D is 
said to be A-stable if all numerical a^pproximations tei\d to 
zero as n > oo when it is applied to the differential 
equation y' - Ay, with u i':5xod poai livf^  hand a (complex) 
constant X with a negative real part. 
The following two theorems due to Dahlquist (1963) 
are of pai'ticular interest. 
THEOREM 1.3 An explicit K-step method cannot be A-stable. 
THEOREM 1.4 The order p of an A-stable multistep method 
can not exceed 2. The smallest error costants, C = 1/12 is 
obtained for the Trapezoidal rule, k »= 1 . 
DEFINITION 1.6 
A numerical method of the f'">rni Cl. as.) i;;, saifJ to be 
exponentially fitted at r\ (oompJex) vain.-- ,\,, , jf Tjhcn the 
metliod is appJ.icd to the te.5.t equati'-ni y' = Xy, ytx,.j:) » y^ , 
witli exact initial conditions, it yields the exact 
theoretical solution in the case X = X,-, . 
Liniger and Willoughby (1970) have discussed the 
single-step method of ordei" one given by 
This method is also referred to as the "&" method. 
It iB A-stable if and only B < j . The free parameter 
& is determined to acliieve exponential fitting. Applying the 
metViod C1.23J to the test equation y' " Xy, we obtain 
This coincides with the theoretical value in the case X = X^ 
if we choose O such that 
CI + e Xoh:> / ci- ci-e:) x^h) « e'^ o'* ci.2s:> 
or (9 = - _i-- - ^ ^ 11. 263 
Since it is difficult to have some a priori knowledge of ^o 
the value of 9 is determined such that 
Max I e'^ '^  - CI + eXW/fl - Cl-fOXh] | « ml n C1. 273 
-co < Xh < O 
From this we obtain & =» 0.122. 
f.7 GENERAL SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: 
The mathematical modelling of many physical problems 
reduces to finding the solution of the second order 
differential equations with initial conditions of the form, 
c:o 
y" " / Cx, y) 
ytXc,:) - Xo' y'txo^ ~ y; CI. 28) 
or y" - / Cx, y, y' :> 
ytXo> -= xo. y'tx^ :) » y; ci.29> 
or system of such a equation.'?., which have oaci llititing 
solutions. We assume that for x e Ix^, b], - oo < y, y' < oo. 
(i) / Cx, y, y'D is continuous. 
(ii) there exists a constant L .such that for 
- 00 < y^ y' < CO. 
I / cx, 7, y':> - / cx, y,y'5 I < L c| y - y | + | Y' ~ y ' |) 
These conditions guarantee the exi.?5tence of the unique 
solution of the initial value problem Cl.29) . Numerical 
methods are recurrence relations which produce a table of 
approximate values for the solution of the given problem at 
certain equally or unequally spaced points, called the grid 
points or the nodal point-s along x-direction. If the nodal 
points are eciuaily spaced, they are given by, 
and h is called the step-sir.e. Here we de.-^ .oribe briefly 
singlestep and linear multistep methods for the direct-
integration of CI.28) or CI. 29). 
1.7.1 SINGLESTEP METHODS: 
The singlestep explicit method.^  for CI. 28) or CI. 29) 
can be wi-itten as 
£e 
hy'n>i « hy'^ + h/ 02 Cx^, y^ , y'^, W C .1. 30) 
The functions ^i and ©2 ai'e called the Increment functions 
of y^ and y'r, denote the approximate values of yCx^D and 
y'CXp,) respectively. The Binglestep implicit method for 
(:i.28> or C1.29> can be written in the form, 
y n + l " y n + J ' y ' n + ^^ ^1 t x ^ , ^ j , X^ , y^,^i , y^, y ' r , + l » y ' n » J''^  
^y' n+1 » *^y' n + J^ ^ ^ 2 t >fr.^  1' ^ n * y n + 1 ' y n ' y ' r.+l> Y' r.'^^ CI . 3 1 ]> 
TVie local truncation error of the method ci. 3o:> is written 
as 
TEy - rCx^,,p - y,, - hy'^ - Y,^ 0, C x^, y„, y',,, h> 
TEy'= h y'Cx^^p - y'„ - h"" 02 C X,,, y^ , y'^, W CI. 32> 
using Taylor series expansion about the point x^ we obtain 
TEy = Co yCx^D + C^ h y'Cx^ ,:) + + Cph'^ yCx^ D 
< p+ i> 
+ Cp^ h^"^ V^t X,,:) + Cl. 33) 
( p) 
TEy' a d^hy'Cx^) + c!2j/y"Cx^ ,) + + dph^yCx^) 
< p+ 1 > 
+ dp.^ h^'^ '^ytx^ P + CI. 34) 
where Cj/s and d^  ' s are constants independent of h. 
DEFINITION 1.7 
The singlestep method CI.30) is said to be of order p 
if in C1.33) and CI. 34) c:^  = C^  = >« Cp » O, Cp^^ i^  O, 
di « ^2 = " dp « O, dp^i p^ O. 
Alternatively, if the method produces exact results when 
yCx) is a polynomial of degree s' p, then the method has 
^7 
tVie polynomial order or the algebraic order or simply the 
order p. 
DEFINITION 1.8 
The method is said to be convergent if as more and 
more nodal points are taken i.e. the step-sise is reduced, 
the numerical solution converses to the exact solution in 
the absence of round-off errors, that is 
11 111 y^ , = yCXrv^T for all >c,, e Ixr,,b) 
h—+0 
x^ , = x^ , + nh, fixed. 
DEFINITION 1. 9 
The singlestep method Cl.SO^ is said to be consistent 
if the method is at least of order one that is p ^ 1. 
The value y^,+i obtained by using any numerical 
method provides only an approximate value of the exact 
solution yCx^ ,+^ 3 . Thus, the numerical solution y,^+i contains 
error which may grow as we proceed from one step to the 
next. 
A numerical method is convergent if, as more and more 
nodal points are taken i.e. the step-siae is reduced, the 
numerical solution converges to the exact solution, in the 
absence of round-off errors, whereas a numerical method is 
?8 
stable if the? effect of any single fixed round-off error 
remains bounded, independent of the number of nodal points. 
Therefore, we require the numerical method to be both 
convergent and stable. 
For discussing the stability of the numerical 
methods, we apply the method to the linear model of CI.28) 
or C1.29:) which is called the test equation. For problems 
having oscillating or periodic solutions, we usually take 
the test equation in the form, 
yCx^:> = Yo, y'tXo> = )''o CI. 353 
or y" + ay' + ft^y = 0, a, ft > 0, ct + /? > O 
yCXo> = Xo, y'CXo) = y'o CI. 363 
When the method C.1.303 ox CI. 313 is applied to the test 
equation CI. 353 we obtain the recursion formula 
[hJ-L] -E" "^ [h j -J ''-^^ 
where E CXh3 is a 2x2 matrix and has the characteristic 
equation of the form 
A^^ + BK + C = O CI. 383 
where A, B, C are functions of H = ,\h. 
DEFINITION 1.10 
The singlestep method C1.303 is said to have interval 
of periodicity (0,H^} if for all \f e (0,Ho) the roots of 
the characterlcvtic equation tl.38.) form a complex conJvAgate 
pair and are of modulus one. 
DEFINITION 1.11 
The singlestep method is said to be P-stable if the 
interval of periodicity is (0,co) . 
If the singlestep method is applied to the test 
equation C 1 . 3rs:> , wo oV)tniri tli'-; clinrnr; Lor 1 ntl o o<iualv:lon 
CI. 38!) in which A, B, C are functions of H^  « ah and H^ = /3h, 
DEFINITION 1.12 
A region R in the first qvmdrant of the CHjj, Ilg^ -
plane, H^ , Hz > 0 is called the region of absolute stability 
of the metliod, if for all Hi, Hz « R, the roots of the 
characteristic equation CI.38) satisfy |^ \| < 1, 1 » 1,2. 
DEFINITION 1.13 
An interval I along the H^-axis is called the 
intei-val of periodicity for a method, if with Hi = 0, the 
roots ?i_, (i = 1,2) of the characterij;tlc equation CI. 38) 
are complex conjugate and each of modulus one for all H2 e I, 
DEFINITION 1.14 
An interval J along the Hj-axis is called the 
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intei-val of weak stability for a method, if with "^ j •» O the 
roots ?i., (i = 1,2) of the characteristic equation Cl.383 
satisfy Ki = 1 and [K^l < ^ ^or all H^ e J. 
DEFINITION 1.15 
A method is called super-stable if for the method, 
the region of absolute stability is R « iCH^^Hp: O < H^ , 
Hy < ct.> and both the intervals of periodicity and weak 
stability are I » J «, co, ooD . 
1.7.2 LINEAR MULTISTEP METHODS: 
These methods use solution values at more than one 
previous nodal points to obtain the solution at the nodal 
point x^+^. The linear multistep method using the solution 
values at k previous points (also called K-step method) for 
the direct integration of CI.2S> is written as 
k k 
Z ^J Xn-J.l - h^ E ^J /n-J.l CI. 39) 
where k is a fixed integer 5: 2. The coefficients Sj' s and 
bj' s are real constants independent of h and are to be 
determined such that the method C3.39) is of particular 
oi'der. 
We generally take a^ , = 1 . Symbolically we write the 
method (1.39:) in the form 
pCE3y,,„j,,4 - h^ry CE!) /^ ..^ ^^  " O C1. 40J 
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where EXr, - y,,+i and p and c tire polynomials defined by 
pC?> - ao?'' + a^ ^^ ~* + + aj, 
ac^y «• bo?'' + b,?''"* + + b^ (;i.4i:> 
The method CI. 39) is said to be explicit or a predictor 
method if b^ = 0 , otherwise it is called an implicit or a 
corrector method. 
The local truncation error of the method CI. 39:) is 
obtained from 
k 
Expanding each term in the r i g h t s ide of CI. 42) in Taylor 
s e r i e s about the po in t s x ,^,^ .^ .^ , we obtain 
TEy = eoyCx^_,,^P + eJiy'Cx^^^^p + + 
< q> 
eqh'^yCx,^,^^.^) + C I . 4 3 3 
where 
e^ = ao + a^ + + ^k 
e^ «= ka^j + C k - l > a j + + a,^ _.^  
1 ^ , 2 . . . . ^^z 
2 ! — .Ck ap + Ck-13 a^ + + ay_^') 
- C b o + bjL+ + b^,) 
^q " - .^ '^ ' '^o + C k - D ' ^ a j + + ak_p 
q! " - -^-i ( q - 2 > ! 
q - 2 q~2 
Ck b o + C k - 1 ) b j + + b i , _ p , 
q = 3» 4 , 
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DEFINITION 1.16 
The linear multistep method CI. 39:) is of order p if 
©o - e^ - " ep - ep,4 « O and e^^^ '^ » 
The first non aero term in CI. 43!) gives the principal local 
truncation error. 
DEFINITION 1.17 
The linear multistep method Cl.39:) is said to be 
consistent if it is at least of order one that is p 5: 1 , 
which gives 
or pClD or p' CI!) B 0 
DEFINITION 1.18 
The linear multistep method Cl.aQD is said to be 
zero-stable or stable if all the roots of pc^3 lie inside 
the unit circle and those on the unit cicle have multipli-
city not greater than two. 
THEOREM 1.5: The consistency and the stability of the 
method CI.393 are the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for convergence. 
THEOREM 1.6: For any positive integer k > a, the order of 
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a stable linear multistep method can not exceed k + 2, if Jc 
is even and k + 1 if k is odd. 
DEFINITION 1.19 
The linear multistep method CI. 39:> when applied to 
the test equation CI. 35:) is said to have interval of 
periodicity CO, HQI), if for all H^ e CO, HJ.>, H " Xh, all the 
roots of pC?) + if a C^ ') « 0 are complex and are of modulus 
one. The method is P-stable if it,". Interval of periodicity 
is CO, CO) . 
THEOREM 1.7 [Larnbert and Watson (1976)1 
The order of a P-stable method can not exceed two, 
and the method must be implicit. 
The main result about the P-stable linear multistep 
method is given by Lamha^rt .and Watson. (1976) and Dahlquist 
(1978). 
DcLhlqixiist has 3hov?n that out of all second order 
P-stable methods, the method 
has the least truncation error. 
CHAPTER TWO 
SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMATIONS 
a. i INTRODUCTION: 
Spline function are pieoewise polynomials satisfying 
certain continuity conditions. The applications of the 
splines as approximating, interpolating and curve fitting 
functions have been very successful. lAhlhorg, Ntlson and 
Walsh (1967), Gre'villG (1969), PrGntGr (1979)]. 
It is also interesting to note that the cubic spline 
is a close mathematio'iil approximation to the draughtsman'.5 
spline, which is a widely used manual cuiy/e-drawing tool. 
Since they were first investigated by Schoe^tb&rg 
(1946), spdine functions have recieved a considerable amount 
of attention in both theoretical and practical studies. 
The cubic spline in particular has played a dominant 
role in practical investigations for a number of reasons: as 
computational simplicity, smoothest interpolatory and strong 
convergence properties of the best approximation and minimum 
norm properties etc. 
Recently Jain and Az^is (1979, 1983) in a series of 
research pEipers have extended the definition of the cubic 
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spline function to piecewise functions (non-polynomial 
splines) depending on a parameter w. As w — • O these 
functions reduce to ordinary cubic spline. 
DEFINITION 2.1 
Let mesh A: a « x^ , < Xj < < Xj^  » b, be a sub-
division of the Interval fa,b]. A spline function of degree 
m with nodes at the points x^ , J. « 0,1,2, N is a 
function S. C x!) with the following properties: 
(1) On each subinterval I x^ .^.^, x^ l^, 1 - 1,2 N, 
S Cx) is a polynomial of degree m. 
(2) S^ '^xD and its first Cm-l) derivatives are 
continuous on I a,bJ . 
( 3 ) S^ C X,:) «• y^ , i » 0, 1, 2, N . 
If the function s:^ <^xD has only Cm-k) continuous 
derivatives then k is dsfined as the deficiency and is 
usually denoted by S^Cm, k!). The cubic spline is a cubic 
polynomial of deficiency one, t.e. , S C3,i:>. 
2. 2 CUBIC SPLINE: 
When m «= 3, in the above definition, we get cubic 
splines. Let cubic spline function S CxD, interpolate to a 
function yCx> at the mesh A. 
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Since S Cxi) is piecewise cubic, its second derivative 
S^Cx) is piecewise linear on the interval Ix^ .^ , x^ l . The 
linear Lagrange interpolation formula gives the following 
representation for S''Cx) on f J<i._i» x;^J : 
A A *- * X: -Xi _t A '- X: -X: 
• t - l "• • ^ v ' ^ i . - l 
Putting M^  " S^Cxp, Mi^_4 " S^ CXi^ _p and h » x^^ - x^ .^  in 
the above expression, we get 
Cxj^ -xD Cx-Xj^ .. ji^D 
i » 1,2, N 
If we integrating C2.1) twice, we obtain 
{.x^ -xJ Cx-x^_iJ 
S ^x> -= M^ _, ^pj~ + M, ^ + C^ x + C^ C2.2:> 
where C^ and C^ are constants of integration to be 
determined by evaluating S <;x> at x^ ^^  and x^, so 
y.-i - M.-it^> + C,x^_^ + C^ C2.3) 
where S C x^:) « y^ , 
Solving C2.3.") and C2. 4) for C\ and C^, we get 
Ci » ^ CM,_, - M,3 + v^ "/--i. 
h^. , h 
and C^ = Y. - g M, - [~ CM,., - Mp -f ^ v "Jv-*] x. 
Substituting the values of C^ and C^ in C2.21) , we obtain the 
equation. 
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The function S^CxD on the interval Ix^ , x^ +^j] is 
obtained with i+1 replacing i in Ce.5), 
. 2 
h w -w- X -
Differentiating CS.G) and C2.6:> we get respectively, 
_ c^v"^v-i>h C2.7> 
D 
b 
The continuity of the first derivative of ^S^^ at 
X « x;^  requires S^Cx—3 « S^ Cxi^ +I) . We have from C2.7) and 
C2.8) respectively, the expressions 
ci:) sj^t:x,-:> « ^  M,.^ + ^  M, + ^ v "j^ v^-t, 1=1,2, ...,N 
CII> S^Cx.O « - § M, - g M^ ,, + V^^ *t,^ " ^ ^, ,1=0,1,...,N-1 
So t h a t t?ie c o t i L i n n i b y of th*! f i r r . t dorive* t lvnf; i m p l i e s 
^ CM,^i+4M^+Mi_P » Y^^^-2yi+y^_^, i - 1 , 2 , . . . N-1 C2. 9:* 
The r e l a t i o n s C2.O) are ca l led the con t inu i ty or consistency 
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relations of Lhe cubic spline. The following relations may 
be easily obte^ined; 
ci:> in, « - ii CM,^, + aM^D + LLJ-L_LJ1L. 
T. 1^ V + 1 V J-, 
tili) m,,, - m, - g CM.,, + M,) 
Clv> m,,, + m, » g CM,,, - M,) + f^i>lL±^^>li2-
Cv) Icin,,, + 4)n, + )n,_,:) = ^ i-tA-ZJll^^ 
where n\ «= S'Cx^ D 
C2.10) 
Errors Analysis of the Cubic Spline: 
The truncation error of tVie spline function C2.s:> is 
obtained by putting E »• o' in continuity relations C2.9;) 
and C2. lo -vD , where D is the differential operator, and 
expanding in powers of hD. We get the following results. 
CI> S^ C^x,:) = m^ - y'Cx,) - j-i- h* yC x,.> + CKh-^ 
CII) S^Cxp - M, o y"Cxp - i_ h''yCx,:)+^ h^yC x^ + OC h"^ ) 
- ( 4 > ir;> < 7 ) 
CIli:) S^ '^ 'Cx,) = y'^ Cx.J + ^ hyCx,>+j^ ti'^ yCxp- -g^h'^yCx,^ 
1 'J " " Fi 
h yC X; J + OC h .) 1440 
C2. ll.> 
From C2.ll-IIl) we may have, 
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S;^'CX,+) ~ S;^'Cx,-D - hy^ ^^ Cx,:> - ^ ^ h^ y'^ 'c x,) + O Ch^) 
Let the estimate for the tx-uncation error be denoted by 
e<:x> >" yCx:) - S t.x> . Then for o < O < 1 the Taylor aeries 
expansion of e Cx^+^hj is 
2 
e CXj^ +eh) = e Cx^ + ^ h e'Cx^ + — g e"Cxp + 
=: €= CX;) +. <..Z,1AJ 
The error at any off-nodal point is obtained by substituting 
from equations C2.11>, C2.12) and C2.13:) into equation 
C2. 14> : 
e tx^+ahJ • 1^ 2; l^i y C x^ :> + ^'Sfci ^ (. x^^D+(X h 3 
C2. 15) 
The error is sero for <9 = 0 and 1 (i.e. at x^  and x^ +i) and 
also if yCx) is a cubic polynomial so that its fourth and 
higher derivatives vanish. From C2.15) we obtain, 
|e cx,+€?h)| < Max {£!£|zl2l h* |y'"*^-xp|^ - -gl |y*'c:x,)| 
o<e<i 
C2. 16) 
using t2.13 we may write from CS-IB) an estimate of the 
maximum error in x^  < x < x^ ^^  as, 
J 3 
l^ l^ - 3^"'*'' <HU' hk^iU. i - t,2 N-2 (2.17) 
where d, - S^^^Cx,+) - sl^^Cx-O 
PARAMETRIC SPLINE CSPLINE IN COMPRESSION) FUNCTION 
APPROXIMATION 
2.3 INTRODUCTION: 
Jctirt (1979) has introduced a parametric spline which 
may also be called a spline in compression. 
Jatix and Aztz (1981) and A^t^ (Ph.D. Thesis-1981) 
have used it for the solution of differential equations in 
one and two space dimensions. This .gpline function which 
depends on a parameter p > 0 is of trigonometric and poly-
nomial order one. 
Jatn. et al (1983) used spline in compression for the 
derivation of difference schemes, for the solution of one 
and two dimensional scaler equations and the conservation 
law form. 
PARAMETRIC SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMATIONS: 
Let us consider a uniform mesh with knots 
A: a o XQ < x^  < x^ <x^ «> b, where h « >«i-xi-i Is 
constant. 
DEFINITION 2.2 
A function S Cx) of class C^Ia, b], which interpolates 
yCx:> at the knots <^i>, depends on a parameter p > 0, and 
reduces to a cubic spline function in the intervals 
f^i.-i»>«L^  as p * 0, is called a parametric spline function 
(or spline in compression). Since the parameter p can occur 
in S Cx3 in many ways, such a spline is not unique. 
If S txD is a parametric spline function, then in 
general in the intervals [x^ .^^ , x^ ]^, we write 
s^cxD + ps^cx:> - Cs;^cx,_p + ps^c x,_p )'-^ii^ 
+ (S"C Xi^y -^ P^^ A^  ^ P )^ ^ ~^k ^^ C2. 18) 
Where primes denote differentiation with respect to x, and 
p > 0 is a parameter. 
Solving the differential equation iZ.lQ> on Ix^ .^^ , x^ l^ 
and determining the constants of integration fi-om the inter-
polatory conditions at x^ .^^  and x^ , we obtain 
S Cx> - - _ [S-Cx^Sln we"" ?'v-i)+S"Cx,_pSJn WC^ i^-=^ )] 
W^ Sin W ^ H A n 
+ -ii. [C L''~*XS"CX:D + -!-- SAX,:)) + 
w ri 
h 
where W « h J¥~ • 
The function S^ <-"x) on the interval tx^ , x^ ^^ ] is obtained 
with i + 1 replacing i, and i replacing i-1 in equation 
S^Cxp « M, 
ft « - 2 CI - w 
<:;<»-. w 
C2.191). The continuity of t?ie first derivative of S^ Cxi) at 
x^  gives, after simplification, 
where S Cx;^ ) « yCx^."> » y^ ,^ 
--^ « - Z^ < ^ s i ^ - ^>' ^^  - =^^  ^' " § r i ^ """^  ''^ -
Additional spline relations that will prove useful latez' are 
listed below. 
Ci:> iTv. •= - hCoiM^^i + /9Mi) + ^v^^*^^" ^v C 2 . 2 1 ) 
C I I 3 m^^ i^ » hCaM^^ + ,f3M^+p + ^ ^ ^ > ^ ~ ^v C 2 . 2 2 > 
c m : ) m^^i - m^ « Ca+ /? ) hC M^^^ + M ^ C 2 . 2 3 5 
C I V ) m^^i + m, » C/?-cO hCMi^^i-M,.> + ' ^^"^ ' ' ' f i ~ ^'•'^ C 2 . 2 4 > 
C V> c*nK.+i + 2/?n»i + am^-:^ =» C a+^r?:) "^^^* Z ^ ^ " * ^ ^ ' ^^"^ 
W h e r e S ' C x^ D» • i i \ . 
Expanding terms in equation C2. .19:) in Taylor's 
series, for p > 0, we obtain the cubic spline function 
.2 
+ Cy. - - M,X^^=%^) C2.26) 
and also obtain 
a. m - , ft m ^ C2.27) 
Substituting these values in the equations C2. ao.) -C2. 25) , we 
get the relations corresponding to the cubic spline C2.26). 
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The parametric spline function C2.19) and the 
corresponding relations C2.20)-ca.2S3 depend on a parameter 
W which is to be chosen suitably. Assuming W/a " tan W/a, 
we find, 
ot - /? - ^  ca. 28> 
Then t>ie spline relations C2.24), C2.23) and C2.20) respec-
tively may be written as 
v^-^ i " v^ » ^  Cmj^ ^^  + ni,^) C2.29) 
^\*t~ '"v . I CMi^ i^ -^  Mi^  C2. 30) 
h^ 
From equations C2. 29)-C2.31), we obtain 
m;^  « y'Cx^)-^ y'^ *Cx^ )+_|^  y*°'CXi^ )+OCh ) C2. 32) 
Mi^  « y"Cx^)- g /*'cx,)+^^ h''/®V X,)+OC h S C2. 33) 
For a cubic spline S^ Cx) la pleoewlse constant. In 
case of parametric spline S^ Cx) and higher derivatives are 
not constant but, in general, are discontinuous at the nodal 
points. We can easily obtain the left hand and right hand 
derivatives of S.Cx) at x, , 
CD S^ '^cx,+) - ^ ^ g]^^ ^  CM,^ ^ - M, Cos W) (:2.34) 
Cll) S^^Yx,-) « ^ g^^ ^ CM, Cos W - M,..p C2.35) 
Clxx) S^ Cx^+) « S^ Cx—) » - __ M^  C2. 36) 
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For higher order derivatives we have the recursion formula 
S^ '^Cx^ +D = - — sl'^ ~^ Vx:±) where n > 4 C2.37) 
Let the estimate for the truncation error be given by 
eCx) " yCx> - SXx> Ca. 38) 
A 
Now change the variable x by the substitution x • x^^ + ©h 
O < 0 < 1, and by using Taylor's series at x - x^ , we can 
obtain the following error estimate for the parametric 
spline. 
eC K^+eM = g y'\ [ e^ - Ci - CgC 1 - Cos W) ] 
+ g y j ^ ' le"* + C 3 r - i>© - 3Cy] 
h <4> + g_yj'*^[ e / + ( : e r - i ) C i + < c 6 j ' - i ) c i - c o s w)-e>C2] 
+ OCh'') C2. 39) 
w h e r e , 
^ S i n WCl-Cos W 8 ) 
W 6) - S i n W 6^  
^2 - W c l - C o s W^  
^,. ^ ^ . W - S i n W 
WCl-Cos W) 
SPLINP F U N C T I O N APPROXIMATION UNDER T E N S I O N 
2.4 INTRODUCTION: 
Tension splines were first introduced by Schw&ih&rt 
(1966) as a means of eliminating extraneous points of 
inflexion in curve fitting by cubic splines. Later it was 
recognized that a tension spline is an L-spline corres-
ponding to the differential operator L H D - pD, where 
D = d/dx and p, the tension parameter is free to be chosen. 
Spath (1969) modified the tension spline so that 
different values of the tension parameter could be chosen in 
different regions of the domain. This is an example of a 
piecewise L-spline in the sense of Pr&rxter (1971). In 
particular, given a partition A - {a = Xi<X2<. , , . <XN+JI = b} 
M 
of an interval [a,b] and a set of tension parameters {Pj} 
j = i 
the function S. (x) is a tension spline if it satisfies: 
CI> S^Cx> e C^Ia. bl 
A 
CII) CD'*- pj D^ 3 ^i^^^ " ^ iii each (X., ,Xj+i) C2. 40> 
The case when all tension parameters are equal is 
referred to as the case of uniform tension. Note that for a 
uniform aero tension, S^(x) is a cubic spline. Moreover, 
S^(x) satisfies (1/p^ D* - D'') S. (x) = 0 in each subin-
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terval, so for large p, it appears that S^(x) tends to a 
linear spline. 
Cline (1972) has written some computer programs and 
described applications for the tension splines. 
Hill (1973) has derived a result regarding the 
convergence of tension spline,g. But, Pru&ss (1976, 1979) 
strengthened the convergence analysis and studied the 
behaviour for large p of interpolatory tension splines, as 
well as applications to computing convex interpolants and 
monotone interpolants. Now a convenient derivation for the 
terxsion spline which leads to an efficient computational 
algorithm is: 
SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMATION UNDER TENSION: 
Given a partition A = { a = Xi<Xz< <XN+I =^  b} of 
[a,b], let hj - xj^ i - xj, Mj = S^txp, nij - S^Cxp and 
h " maxj hj and S CXjD «= Uj, 
where u is the function to be interpolated. 
From C2.40>, S'^t:x3 must .satisfy in Ixj, Xj^j^ CD*-p^ D^ > 
S.Cx> » O. 
A 
Tlio .-'.olu t.:l on t o thl.«j b o n n d / i r y VMIIK? \<v<j\)\<in\ i,'i g i v e n 
by 
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[ S"C X j > S i nhp j C X j + 4 -x> +S'/C x j .^ ^ > S i nhp j C x - x j "J ] 
S Cx!) " 
p j S i nhp j h j 
+(Uj-S^C Xj) / p ] X x j - . i - x ) / h j 
+Cuj^i-S^CXj^p/pj)Cx-xp/hj C2. 41 :> 
Similarly the function ^^^"^^ "^ri "tl^ ^^  interval 
•^ ^^ j-i-^ j' i" obtained with J 1 roplaoing J and j replacing 
j+1 in equation C2.41), we get, 
[ S"C X j _ i:) Sinhp j _ JLC X j -xD "^^X^ x j^Sinhp j _ ^ Cx-x ^.^^\ 
S^Cx> « = J ^ 
P j - i S i n h p j _ j h j _ i 
+CUj.,-S^C Xj.,:) / p j _t)(Xj-x)/hj_^ 
+(Uj-S^C x p / p j . iXx-Xj_ , ) /h j „ , C 2 . 423 
F o r c i n g s;'Cx:) i n C2.42,:) t o b e c o n t i n u o u s a t Xj, t h e 
f o l l o w i n g r e l a t i o n s a r e o b t a i n e d , wh ich form a s y m m e t r i c , 
t r i d i a g o n a l l i n e a r s y s t e m f o r {S" (Xi ) ) o r {M,}: 
C l i ) mj - - hj Cr Mj^ i + m^ + ' ^ t " ' C2. 442) 
C H I ) mj^j-nij « hj Cr+^3CMj + Mj^p C2. 45:) 
Clv:> Uj,i-2Uj+Uj_i - hjCrJvfj^j + 2 ^ j 4 rMj..p C2.46> 
Cv) Cr+^3Cuj^4-Uj_i) = hjCrinj^.4 + -^tm.^ + xm.^_^:i Ca,A7:> 
where 
^ ^A P i h ; . 
r » 1^ (1 - _ — r ' 'i—) 
P j ^^i ^ ^ 
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r, Pj*^! 1) 
2 . 2 ianh p;h i Pj hj 
From equations ca.43D-C2.473 the following truncation errors 
are obtained: 
CII!) S'/Cx;) a A J 2Cr TS- r U ; + fi-e- - t-> h; U; + T7T f""i * C j ^ - & > ^ "i 
<3Scy - rl ^ i') h^ ur + ....] C2.49> 
where 
J. = Pjhj - Sinh p^h^ 
pjhj CCosh pjhj - ID 
Equation C2.415 reduces to the cubic spline approximation 
and the relations C2.435-C2.47D and the expressions 
C2.48> and C2.493 reduce into those for the cubic spline 
1 1 
when Pj — • O, r — » |^ , l — y g.. When Pj — » <», then spline 
in tension ^S^^ is nearly linear between two consecutive 
knots. [See Scfxv^ihert (1966) and Kahlis et al (1990)]. 
Now, for showing that in case of uniform mesh (i.e. 
hj • hj_j) for spline in uniform ton.".1oM, S " ( K:> ntid highor 
derivatives are not constant but, in general, are disconti-
nuous at the nodal points. We can easily obtain by 
differentiating SA'x) in interval [Xj_j,Xjl and IXj,Xj^ .i], 
CI) S^ '^CXj+) - ^^^ ^^ [Mj^, - Mj Cosh ph] C2.50> 
CII> S^^Vxr> - sinh ph t^ i ^^'^^' P*^' - "i-iJ C2.51) 
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cm: ) s'*'cxj+:> - s'*'cxj-) « p MJ ca.sa) 
CIV) sl'^*Cx±5 - p^ sl'^'^^CxtD fo r n > 4 C2.53:> 
A A 
We then seek an e s t i m a t e fo r t h e t r u n c a t i o n e r r o r given by 
eCx> » uCx> - S.Cx> C2.54> 
A 
in terms of the derivatives of uCx> at the knots. We write 
X = (xj + 6?h) in C2.54> and if we then use this expression 
with the Taylor's series about Xj, we find 
efxy B eCx3+0h) = ^  u"j[ 0 - C^  - CaCCosh <y - D ] 
.3 
.4 
+ ^ uJ^ C^ 0*+C6^-1)Cj+^6+C6;r-l^CCosh o- -DfC^] 
+OC h") C 2. 55:) 
2 Z 
where cy " p h C - 'S:! nh a C Cosh c/ 0 - 1) 
* c CCosh o- - 13 
Cer a - Sinh c e:) 
2 " cy CCosh <y - i:> ' 
O < 0 < 1 
ADAPTIVE SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMATION 
Z. 5 INTRODUCTION: 
Let us consider a mesh with nodal points x^^ on ta, bl 
such that: 
A: a «B X Q < x^ < < x,^ » b 
where, h »« x^  - x^ .j for 1 "" 1C1')N. We a] so denote the 
function value ytx^ :^) by y^ . 
DEFINITION 2.3 
A function S Cx,q) of class C [a,bl which 
interpolates yCxD at the mesh points x^ , depends on a 
parameter q, reduces to the cubic spline ^J^^^ . in fa,b) as 
q — • O is termed an adaptive spline function, It satisfies 
the following differential equation: 
aS^C X, q.>-bS'C X, q) = C aM—bm^.-) ^ "^^ " * HhC aM^ .^.t-bmi^ _p H ^ C2. S63 
where a and b are constants, S^ (Xi.,q) = m;., SV(Xv,q) = Mi. 
and X e [Xi._i,x^ ] . 
Solving C2.362) and using the interpolatory const-
raints S^ (x^ _i,q) = yi__i, S^(x^,q) = y^ , we have 
2 
S Cx,q5 - A,+B^e^^ " ^ t | w V + WZ + 1 ] (M,- J^  in,) 
. 2 
+ ~ [ 5 W^ ( 1 -Z:>''+WC1 -Z3 +1 ] CM,..i-JJni,_i) (.2. 57:) 
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Where, 
A,Ce''-l) - - y,+x,., e''- ^ [ c| + »V + 1)-W e^] CM,- J m,) 
h^r ,W^ ^ ... w „, ,„ W 
w" 
+C| - IXM^.t - j^  m^_J] 
W - ^ and Z - ^ ^v-i 
a n 
The function S^(x,q) on the interval [Xi.,Xi.^ .i] is 
obtained with i + 1 replacing i in C2.57:), the condition of 
continuity of the first or second derivative of S.(x,q) at 
X = X, yields the following equation; 
Z 2 
+(2-W-| )] +CM,., - J^  ««,_,)[ e-^-1 + W - I J 
- - - J e 'Vui - Cl+e"'')y, + y,_J C2.58) 
h 
Some additional relations for the adaptive spline are listed 
below: 
ci:) ,\_, . - h(:A,M,_, -^  A;,Mp -f ^  cy.-y,..,^  
Cil> m^  » hCAgM,,, + A^ M,:) + ^ Cy,-y,_p 




Aa « 3; t l + O - ^ 
A4 « ; j C l - O + ^ 
B o ^ C l + O 
W 2 
a n d C » C o t h g ~ ^ 
C2. 5P> 
C2 . 60> 
We also obtain, 
^ U i - 2 y . + y v - i - h^'C A2Mui+CAi+A^)M^+AaMt_J C 2 . 6 1 > 
a n d B i y i . n - C B i + B 2 ) y i + B y y , _ 4 » h [ f<2.^^^KK*^A^"K-*^?>^\.-t\ 
C 2 . 62:) 
using the equations C2.61:) and C2.62:) we get the truncation 
error formulas, 
C I 3 m, » y , -f Cy^  - _ ) - y^ + - _ h y , 
. , 1 3 C ^ 6 C ^ ^ 3 , . 2 ^ , 2 C , . z , , h'* c^y 
C I I 3 
2 
C h <3>. ^C . C 1 - , 2 <4) 
t 
+ 5 CC + - ^ - 1 ) IV y , 
4 7 C . C^_ c"^ . 3 C ^ . C " \ . 4 <6> 
C 2 . 633 
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Differentiating C2.56) and the corresponding equation in 
interval [x^ ,Xi.+i] ^ nd putting x = Xi., we have, 
,<3>. . W ... 1 ...... ^ W 
^ Cx,-3 - jj M,+ ,- CM^-M,_p - -^Cin^-in,_p (:a.64> 
S^ ^^ 'tx.+i) - J M,+ ^ tM,.,-M,:> - *^ Cin.,^ -n,^ :> C2.65) 
h ' 
For higher derivatives we have the recursion formula 
S^"'Cx^±) " ^ S^"~"Cx;^±3, n > 4 C2. 66:) 
it is interesting to note that the third derivative (and 
hence all higher derivatives) is continuous at x^. if, 
Let eCx3 = yCxD - S^Cx, q) be the interpolation error 
for the adaptive spline function approximation. Making use 
of the Taylor's expansion and equations C^ .^ 63, CID^CIID), 
C2.64), C2.65> and C2.66), we can establish the error 
formula 
. cx..6>h) - hVr[|'- I e^- |<§ - y -kci. I cc-1))] 
•" ^^^ t 5 4 - ^ < ^ 4 - ' 2 W - 6 > - 4 W -
- kCg + I + J CC^-i))] + C2.67) 
where, 
k - c^^^- 1 - we - t ^ / w^  
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In the limiting case when W • O (i.e. —- > 0 ) , 
then we have: 
A A 1 * A 1 
A- " A^ ^ a ^, A2 » Ag = g. 
and the spline function given by ca.57) reduces into cubic 
spline. 
CHAPTER THREE 
PARAMETRIC SPLINE: FuNCTiohJ F O R NUMERICAL S O L U T I O N OF 
DlFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
3. i INTRODUCTION: 
In recent years, many cubic spline collocation 
procedures have been proposed for the numerical solution of 
differential equations. In this chapter we have used the 
parametric spline function to solve both initial and 
boundary value problems of ordinary and partial diffe-
rential equations. 
By using parametric spline function to solve initial 
value problems, the resulting equivalent method is of 
trigonometric order one, for an arbitrary parameter w. To 
w w 
satisfy the consistency condition, we must have •» = tan •«, 
which when used for w ^ 0 gives trapeaoidal rule of order 
two which is A-stable, Systems of second order ordinary 
differential equations with initial conditions arising in 
applied mechanics have also been discussed similarly. The 
equivalent multistep method for second order initial value 
problems also depends on an arbitrary parameter w. The 
consistency condition again gives rise to the same condition 
as obtained for the first order initial value problems. The 
linear multistep method is of second order and P-stable. 
E>6 
The spline scheme has been formulated for 
conservation and non-conservation form of second order two 
point boundary value problems. The method has also been 
applied to the singular two point boundary value problem. 
The convergence of the method is shown to be quadratic. 
The spline function solutions for the parabolic and 
hyperbolic partial differential equations in one and two 
dimonsions is given. 
3.2 SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMATION FOR INITIAL VALUE 
PROBLEMS: 
The spline function methods were first discussed by 
Loscal-zo (1967) for the solution of first order initial 
value problem, 
The methods based on the spline function s^tSq, tp of defect 
q are of the obrechkoff type and these methods are A-stable. 
Later, MicziLa (1973) extended the spline function methods 
based on S^Cm, 13 to the second order initial value problem 
y" = /cx, yD, yCx^D =. y^, y'Cxo> = y'o C3. a) 
The methods are unstable for m > 5. Then H-alth&i (1978) has 
discussed polynomial spline approximations of arbitrary 
defect for the solution of the Initial value problems. The 
essential result is a divergence theorem independent of the 
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degree of the polynomial and defect of the spline functions. 
RaLi-icia (J.'JYB, 1970) haa uaod ypiine functions of degree 
three and five for solving initial value problems. 
Jain and Azis^ (1981) have constructed a parametric 
spline function and discussed the application of the 
parametric spline to the system of ordinary differential 
equations arising in applied mechanics (Discrete and 
Continuous form). The method is P-stable. 
Later, in 1983 they also introduced adaptive spline 
function for numerical solution of stiff differential 
equations. The 2-step method is an adaptive A-stable method. 
Further, a fourth order method, Stabilized Milnes method, is 
also obtained. 
Now, we use the parametric spJ ine function to solve 
the first order initial value problem C3.ID and second order 
initial value problem C3.aD. 
THEOREM 3.1; We assume that /(x,y) satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) /(x,y) is a real function, 
(ii) /(x,y) is defined and continuous in the strip 
X e [0,b] , y e (-co, +co) , 
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(iii) there exists a constant L such that for any x e f.0,b] 
and for any two number y^  and Yz, 
|/Cx, yp - /Cx, ypl < L \Yi.-y7.\> 
where L is called the Lipschitz constant. 
Then for any yo each one of the initial value problems C3.15 
and C3.2D has a unique solution y(x) for x e [0,b] 
PARAMETRIC SPLINE FUNCTION: 
In Chapter two. we have introduced the parametric 
spline function, 
, 2 
S Cx) - - _-ii [M,Sln W (^ ~^ -^t)4- Mi._,Sln W C^^^)] 
W Sin W 
2 2 2 
+ h r c!iZ^)(M,+ \ y^)+cli^XM,_,+ \ y,_,)] 
vr h h 
C3. 31) 
where W = hTF, and obtained t-he spline consistency relations; 
n+i-Syi+y^-i =" h\aM^ .^i+a^M-+o(M^_p C3. 4) 
Cc(+/?)Cy^^i-y;^_j:> = \^Cc\m^^^^^ftn\+cKn\_^) C 3 . 5!) 
n\+i-mv = hCa+(r.OCM^^^+M,) C 3 . 6 ) 
w h e r e , 
^t =S^ ( X, ) , lift, :r s ^ ( X, ) , ix T- S" ( X,) and 
ct <^ ?nTr-w - iVw", /5 = Cl - r r r ^ V w " 
•Sin W ^^ ' " ' f^  - v^  tan W^  
By using c;3.1.-) or C3. aj the equivalent multistep method to 
the consistency relation C3.4) can be written as 
yv^i-SXi+A-i = h''cc.y'\^4+2;9y".+ay"._p C 3. 73 
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This relation is a S-step implicit method. With C3.7) we 
associate a difference operator, 
2 
Lv, lyCx);h] « yt x^^p - eyCx^ + yCx^ .^p - h lc<y"Cx^,p + 
+ 2^ y"CXi,5 + c<y"Cx^ „43J C3.8) 
DEFINITION 3 . 1 
The m e t h o d C3.7!) i s s a i d t o b e of t r i g o n o m e t r i c o r d e r 
q , r e l a t i v e t o t h e f r e q u e n c y w, i f t h e a s s o c i a t e d d i f f e r e n c e 
o p e r a t o r C 3 . 0 > s a t i s f i e s t h e f o l l o w i n f ^ p r o p e r t i e s : 
C13 Lv l l j h l = O 
C a:) Lw ' CosC r wx:); h i " O 
CSD Lv I S i n C r w x : ) ; h i « 0 
C4> Lv [ C o s C t r + l ) w x ) ; h ] y^ O, a n d 
C5D Lv [ S l n C C r + l ) w x ) ; h ] ?^  O C3 .9> 
w h e r e r = 1 , 2 , q . 
Using the above definition we find. 
Lvll»l«l - O, LvCx;W3 - O, LvlCosTP x; hi « O 
LvlSin^P x;hl •> 0. 
The functions x, CosTF x and SinTT x satisfy the relation 
C3.7) and therefore, the method C3.7> is of polynomial ana 
trigonometric order one for arbitrary P. The method C3.7) 
will be of polynomial order two i.e. 
Lvlx^;hl " O, if ato(+/^ » - 1 
or, ^ » tan ~ C3. lO) 
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This equation has a zero root and an infinite number of 
non-zero roots. The smallest positive non-aero root is 
w = 8.986818916. . . . 
We also obtain for non-zero roots, 
a m /3 « 1 C3.11D 
The multistep method C3.7> becomes 
yu.i-2y,+yi-i « \ cy'Vi+2y"i+y"i.-i> ca.iSD 
This method C3.12:) is P-stable and has order two with 
minimum error constant among all P-stable methods, which has 
been obtained by Dahlqxiist (1978). The consistency relations 
C3.5) and C3.6), after simplifications become, 
Cy^ ^^ -y^ D^/h » Cn\^ i+ii\3/2 C3. 13:) 
Cm^ ^^ -mi^ .^ /'h « CM^ .^i+Mi^ /a (.3.14:) 
which are the split forms of the relation. 
yui-2yi+yi-i - h^ CMi^ i+2M^ +Mi,_p/4 C3.15) 
The equivalent multistep method corresponding to the 
spline relation C3.13> is 
y^i-yi •= 2 '^ y'i^ i^'^ y'v^  C3. le^ 
which is trapezoidal rule. DahlqmiBt (1963) has shown that 
the trapezoidal rule is A-stable and has order two with 
minimum error constant. Further, JeltscH (1978) has shown 
that trapezoidal rule is also P-stable. We have the result. 
6i 
THEOREM 3.2: The parametric spline function approximation 
C3.3), for the parameter value w > 0 satisfying C3,103, 
gives P-stable methods for both first and second order 
initial value problems. The function value at any 
intermediate point may be calculated from the parametric 
spline function approximation C3.3:). 
3.3 SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMATION FOR PERIODIC INITIAL 
VALUE PROBLEMS WITH APPLICATIONS TO APPLIED MECHANICS. 
There are two ways in which the parametric spline may 
be applied to study the problems in mechanics. Firstly, if 
we have a continuous model in the form of nonlinear second 
order differential equation C3.21), then the multistep method 
corresponding to the consistency relation C3.15> can be used 
to find the approximate values y(Xi.) at the nodal points 
Xi, i = 1,2,3, N, The parametric spline function 
C3.3) may be used to determine y(x) at off-knot points. 
Secondly, we may use the consistency relations C3.13!) and 
C3.14> together with the discrete form of the Newtonian 
dynamical equations to solve problems in applied mechanics. 
Here, we relate the quantities yi., n^  and Mt appearing in 
C3.13) and C3.14:> to the displacement, velocity and 
acceleration, respectively. These relations, with an 
appropriate definition of work, satisfy the classical laws 
of conservation of energy and momentum. We may use the 
6^ 
spline function C3.3) to find the displacement at off-atep 
points. The discrete mechanics equations have been used by 
Gr&e-nspan (1977) to solve a number of physical problems, 
including discrete oscillators, nonlinear-spring vibrations, 
planetary motion, flow of heat in a bar, oscillations of an 
elastic bar, etc. 
Example 3.1: Consider an orbit problem given by 
3 
X «• - x/r 
y m -. y/T^ C3. 17> 
with the initial conditions, 
xCOD « 1; xCO) » O 
yCO> " O; yCO) » 1 
where r = x +y and dots denote differentiation with 
respect to t. The analytical solution of C3.17) satisfying 
the initial conditions is, 
xC tD o Cos t, 
yCt> » Sin t 
using C3.123 the numerical values of x^ , and y^ , have been 
computed. The absolute deviation of the radius 
r^, = (X... + yr,)*"^ ^ from the theoretical value r(tr.) = 1 has 
been tabulated in Tabl& C3.t:>, To relate force and accele-
ration at each time ts., we assume a discrete Newtonian 
dynamical equation 
Zj- " "»5i C3.18) 
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where Fi^  = CF;^ ,,, F^ y^D . 
TVie descrete fromulation of C3.17) may be wri t ten as 
V - V - - ^Yi^t •* Yi^ 
^v+i,y • *t,y 2 r^ r^ c r +r T 
C3.193 
where r^. = x^. + yi. and velocity Yi = (Vi..^  > Vi.,y) . The 
equations C3.19> satisfy the conservation laws. This is a 
system of four non-linear equation in the four unknowns 
^+1 • yui' Vi.+i,j< > Vj.+i,y and may be solved by means of 
iteration. Using the above formulation of the orbit problem 
C3.17D, the numerical values of x^ , and y^  have been computed 
and the absolute deviation of the radius r^  from the 
theoretical radius r(t„) = 1 has been tabulated in TabL^ 
3. i. The results clearly demonstrate tfie .<niperlorlty of the 
discrete formulation represented by C3.193 over the 
corresponding multistep method C3.12). 
3.4 Spline Methods For Boundary Value Problems In 
Ordinary Differential Equations 
BicKlGy (1968) had suggested the use of cubic splines 
for the solution of (linear) two-point boundary value 
problems. Albasiny and Hoskins (1969, 1972) used cubic 
splines for a second order linear equation. In a brief paper 
/^ y/e" (1969) used cubic aplines to solve linear second order 
boundary value problems and examined a number of interesting 
questions, such as deferred corrections, the effect of 
nonuniform spacing and a net refinement procedure. Fy/e 
(1970) uses cubic spline on a scalar fourth order linear 
equation without third derivative terms. J&rom& and Varga 
(1969) have studied the generalisation of spline functions 
and applications to non-linear boundary value and eigenvalue 
problems. Sincoric (1972) shows how a theorem on non-linear 
difference equations can be used to study the collacated 
form of a non-linear second order equation using cubic 
B-splines. De-Boor and Swartiz (1973) extended the work of 
Rxisseii and Shampirxe (1972) by using Cn,_i splines of degree 
K i m and show that for approximately spaced interior 
collocation points (i.e. Gaussian points) the accuracy at 
the basic net points is increased to 0(h^ '^ ) while at the 
interior points the accuracy is 0(h"'"^**^) (both for the 
solution and its m-l" derivatives). They also justify 
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Newton's method for solving the discrete equations. 
Mtcchalli and Miranh&r (1974) use oollooation with special 
splines on u" = u' , u(0) = 0, u(l) = 1 to illustrate their 
theory of asymptotically optimal approximation. Sahai (1971, 
1975 <^tc. ) in a series of research papers has developed 
methods based on B-spline to solve two point boundary value 
problems. Rubin et al (1975, 1976) have used cubic splines 
witVi non-unllorm steplength to solve fluid flow problems. 
Te-warson. (1C80) has used cubic splines on splines and 
quintic spline interpolations to obtain high accuracy 
schemes for the numerical solution of two point boundary 
value problems. Jain and Asi^ (1981, 1983) introduced 
Parametric Spline function and Adaptive Spline function 
respectively and used for solution of second order boundary 
value problems, and stiff and convection diffusion 
equations. Jain and Aziz (1983) developed a method which 
uses the cubic spline function, for a two point second order 
non- linear boundary value problem. The method involves some 
parameters. By suitably choosing them it is possible to 
eliminate the spurious oscillations from the solution of the 
convection-diffusion equation. Tewarsan and Zh.a.ng (1986) 
have used cubic spline on quiiitic spline technique, and the 
Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, to obtain high accuracy 
schemes, for solution of two point boundary value problems. 
Chawla and Subramanian (1987, 1988) in a series of research 
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papers have developed Fourth order cubic spline methods for 
non-linear two point boundary value problems. 
We consider numerical approximation to the solution 
of the following two-point boundary value problem. 
y" « /Cx, yCx),y'Cx)), x e [a, b] C3.20:> 
with mixed boundary conditions 
y'CaD-cyCa^ « A, y'Cb3+dyCb:> » B C3-21> 
where a,b,c,d,A and B are finite constants. We assume that 
the usual conditions which guarantee the existence of a 
unique solution of this problem are satisfied. The boundary 
value problem is linear or non-linear depending upon whether 
/{^yy,y' ) is a linear or non-linear function of y and y' . 
We introduce a set of grid points, 
x^ " a+Cl-lDh, 1 • lCi:)N, C3.22) 
where h • Cb-a3/'N-l 
To obtain an approximate solution of C3-20> at the 
grid points C3.22), we rep]ace C3.20) by 
M^ - /Cic^,y^,m^y C3. 23) 
where m^  and l\ -are the first and second derivatives of the 
parametric spline C3.3) interpolating y(x) at the grid 
points {x^}. The boundary conditions C3.21) are replaced by; 
"»i - ^ X^i • A, "V: + '^ •XN •" B t3.24) 
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The remaining 2N-2 equations are provided by the spline 
relations C3.133, C3.14). It is also possible to reduce the 
number of equations by eliminating m^  or Mj.. 
Once the equations are formed they can be solved by 
some itrative method, e.g. the Newton-Raphson method. If the 
equation C3.203 is a linear differential equation then the 
resulting system of equations in yi^ mcMi., (i = 1,2 N) 
is also linear, and block tridiagonal. Even when the 
differential equation C3.20) and hence equations C3.233 are 
non-linear it may still be advantageously possible to use 
quasilinearization to reduce C3.233 into an effectively 
linear system. Of course the spline relations are already 
linear. 
Having obtained y;. and M;. (i - 1,?., N) we can 
easily compute y at off-grid points with the help of 
parametric spline C3.33. 
Example 3.2: We apply the above technique to the well 
known similarity equations governing boundary layer flows. 
The equations are, 
y"+/y'+ ^Cl-y^3 " O 
/' - y, C3. 253 
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where / - f {rj) and r is a parameter. The boundary conditions 
are, 
/CO) a yCO:) « 0 lim yCr)) " 1 C3.26:) 
This is a non-linear boundary value problem over an infinite 
interval. We replace the infinite interval by a finite 
interval [ 0,i7„oi^ ] and the differential system and boundary 
conditions by, 
M,+/,M,+nl-y^ - O C3.27:» 
and 
f\ » Xi « 0, X N • 1 <.3.28!) 
We supplement these equations by the parametric spline 
relations, 
yut-2y^+y.-i - 5 tM,,,+2M,+M,.p 
u , y._. i::y^  _ _A 
C3.293 
where Hj. and M^  are the second derivatives of the spline 
function approximations for / and y respectively. After 
eleminating E^, we can arrive at the iteration scheme: 
^<k+l> A^'> ^ h . ( k ) { k + l > . 
/ t " / v - i + 2 Cyi + y^-i ) 
2 
<k+l> , (k+l> < k + i > - - , , . h .<k+i)^ 
+/: Cyi -yui ) ] / C h - j /^ ) (.3.30> 
The value / " ( 0 ) i s computed from the sp l ine as 
R, - I z ^ - h cM^+Mp C3.3i:» 
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The problem is solved for r = 0 (flow over a flat 
plate) and r = 1 (stagnation point flow). The results for 
the case r = 0 have been tabulated in Table- C3.2~ay for 
comparison with the exact value of /"(0) and values computed 
by using cubic spline and finite difference method have also 
been included in Table C3. e-b^. The error is seen to be 
minimum for the parametric spline. 
3. 4. 1 DIVERGENCE FORM: 
Consider the following boundary value problem; 
CpCxDy')' » /Cx, y>, x e la, b) (13.32) 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
yCa) « A, yCb> B B C3.33) 
r 
where A and B are finite constants. We assume that for 
X <s [a.bl, the followinR conditions aro aatiafied: 
CD /Cx, y) is continuous for all y e R, 
Cll) ^ exists and is continuous, 
ClliD o < -i < L, L is a constant, 
Civ) pCx) > O and continuous, and 
Cv) p'Cx) exists and is continuous. 
We write C3.32) as a first order system, 
y' - Z/pCx) 
Z' « /Cx, y) C3. 34) 
using C3.16), we write 
7 0 
w h e r e , 
P u i / 2 • p t x t + g:>. A = /<^Xi»yi>-
S o l v i n g f o r Z^^ from C3.353 and C 3 . 3 6 ) , we o b t a i n 
r e p l a c i n g i by i - 1 i n C3.373 we g e t , 
1 h 
4 Zi - X <:A+/i.-P+ h Pi^-i^z^y^">'i-i^ 
C3. 35> 
C3. 36:> 
C3 . 37:> 
C3 . 3 8 ) 
By s u b s t i t u t i n g C3.37> and C3.38:) i n t o C3.35D we o b t a i n t h e 
d i f f e r e n c e a p p r o x i m a t i o n f o r C 3 . 3 2 ) , 
P u i / 2 t Yui-Xt J -Pi-i/2<^ y—Xt-i^ " ^ ^ / t + i + 2 / i + / i - P 
1 « 1, 2 , 3 , N-1 
We replace the boundary conditions C3.33) by 
yCa) " Xo • '^» yCb) • y^ " B 
C3. 39) 
C3. 40) 
SOLUTION OF THE BLOCK TRTDIAGONAL SYSTEM 
For /(x,y) = q(x)y + r(x), the equations C3.35) and 







D , A , 
^ N - l D f j - 1 
B N 
' 1 o • 














1 » 1C1)N-1, 







2 '-'i. + l-^ 'Z 
0C1)N-1, 
B: 
'i. - 1/2 h 
O 
1 " ici:)N, Z: 
z, 
1 o oci:)N, 
^ 
o 
-hr V + i/'Z 
1 " 1C1) N-1, CN 
O 
B 
The system C3.41:) may be solved using block 
triangular decomposition (L-U decomposition). The decompo-
sition is numerically stable if the coefficient matrix in 
C3.413 is block-diagonally dominant with respect to some 
norm ||. ||, i.e. if , 
Ipr^ll C||Ae|| + ||BJ|> < 1, 1 - 0 , 1 , 2 . . . N C3.42) 
where D^  are assumed to be non-singular. If the block trian-





* ^ N-l 
BN " D ^ 
I 0 
0 LN I 







C 3. 43> 
then the recurrence relations for Li_, Ui, are 
U. Do, k - B:U.!,, U: Di-kA._„ i « 1C1>N C3.44> 
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TRUNCATION ERROR; 
Let y(Xi) denote the exact solution of the boundary 
value problem defined by C3.323 and C3.331). We associate a 
local truncation error function t^Ch) with the difference 
equation C3. 39) given by-
. 2 
+J t /Cxui , yC y.^^^} )+a/Cx^, yC x^ > )+/(Xi.-i» yt >ti_P )J 
C 3 . 45:> 
Assuming the existence of derivatives of sufficiently high 
order for y(x) and p(x), we have, 




<K> d y 
dx K 
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS: 
The matrix formulation of C3. 45:) is 
^ P l / 2 + P 3 / 2 ^ ~ P 3 / 2 
" P a / Z <^P3/Z+P!5/2^ 
- P 5 / 2 
0 
~ P N - 3 / 















/ N - 1 
t2ChD 
t ^ - i C W 
' 1 / 2 3 JO 
O 
P N - I . ' 2 B ~ T / N 
C3. 47> 
or in more compact notation 
P Z + 5 ^ - ^ ^ ^ -TCh!) * Q, C3.48> 
where p is a symmetric, tridiagonal and diagonally dominant 
matrix. Let y be the solution vactor of C3.39.:) satisfying 
C3.403 . if X = {yt.Yz, VN-I ) > then we have 
P z + J 12 EC^ :) - Q C3. 493 
Next, we write, using mean value theorem 
/ C x „ y C x , 3 ) - / C X i , y p - C y t x , 3 - y J G, - e-i?, C3.503 
where ^^is a c e r t a i n f u n c t i o n of x such t h a t 0 < Gi < L, we 
can w r i t e 
s , 0 • 
0 * S ^ - i . 
r "1 
^ 1 
f 2 Z t z 3 - £Cy.3 -
S u b t r a c t i n g C3. 493 from C3. 483 , we ge t 
(P + J fi)E - lCh3 
Where E = (e^, Cz , . . . . . e^-i) , and 
C3. 513 
C 3 . 5 S 3 
7 4 
0 
S, N -- 1 
0 ' N - 2 •-''^N - 1 
Since p (x) > 0 i n a<x<b, -R- i / z < 0. i = K D N . Also , t h e 
, 2 
k row sum of p + ^ S i s 
where 
M " Ml 
l a , bJ -^  
k - 2 C i : ) N - 2 
h%.. 3 . 2. 
^1 - P 1 / 2 + 5 <^'^^i-'^2> - P i / 2 -v ^ h M 
h ^ : , 
O'k •" P N - 1 / 2 + 3; C < 5 J J _ 2 + 2 G N _ I ) > P N - I / Z -^  ^ 
3 ^2 h M 
h 
C3. S3) 
Thus for sufficiently small h, P + ^ G is a monotone matrix 
and consequently invertable with 
N-l 
Moreover, £ qj, = (XN":> C 3- 54) 
1. =1 
using this estimate with C3.46) and C3.32), it follows that 
Max |ej - llEll - OCh^) C3. 5S) 
3. 4. 2 GENERAL CASE: 
Consider the more general differential equation 
Cptx, y)y')' = /Cx, y, y'), x e la, b] C3. 56) 
subjects to the mixed boundary conditions 
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CoXCa) - doy'Ca:> - A, c^yCbD + d^y 'Cb) «» B C3. 57) 
By introducing an unknown function V(x) we can write the 
split form of above equation as: 
y- s V/pCx^yD 
V "» /Cx, y , V/pCx, y ) ) f.3. 58) 
and b o u n d a r y c o n d i t i o n s a s : 
c ^ y t a ) - d o V t a ) / p ( a , yCal)) = A 
Cj^yCb) + d,VCb3/pCb, yCb)) « B C3.S9) 
Discretizing {;3.S8) with the help of C3. 10), we obtaiii 
Vui-Vt - \ CA.i + A). i - oci)N-i ts.eo) 
where p^. = p(Xi,yi) and A = /(Xi.,yi, YL/PJ . Of course 
C3.39) is reduced to, 
^oXo - doVo/po » A 
^IXN + d.V^/p^ - B (:3. 61) 
Equations C3-60) and C3.61) can be solved by means of some 
iterative method e.^. Newton-Raphson method. 
In case / is a linear function of y' , say /(x,y,y' ) = 
q(x)y' + g(x,y), then we obtain the following three point 
relation in y^.' 3 only, 
Av-iCPi+i- 5 quiXyi+i-yi)-A^CPi.-.i+ ^ q v - i X n - y u - i ) 
• 3: [A^-igi^i + <:A^_j+Ai)g^ + A^gi^_J 0 3 . 6 3 ) 
Where A^^ - Pi^i+Pi - \ Cqui-qv^ and, 
9i. " gt>«i»yi^ 
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3.4.3 SINGULAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMSs 
Consider the singular two point boundary value 
problem 
CpCx3y')' » fCx,yy a < x < b 
yCa^ n A, yCb) «» B, A and B are constants. C3.633 
where p(x) vanishes at one or both the end points of the 
interval [a,b]. We assume that / and p satisfy the 
conditions, 
(13 /Cx, yD is continuous for all y e R, 
C23 Tp- exists and is continuous, 
C33 O < ^ < L, L is a constant, 
C4) pCx3 > 0 and continuous for x e (a,b), 
C53 p'Cx) exists and is continuous for x e (a,b). 
The special case in which p(x) = x , (a > 0) has received 
particular attention. The numerical solution of singular two 
point boundary value problems has been discussed by a number 
of authors including Jam&t (1968, 1970), Parter (1965), 
Cictrle-t e-t cxl (1970), RxiSf>e^Ll and S/iampinc- (1975), SciKai 
(1976), R&ddien and SchumahGr (1976), Katti (1980), Chawla 
et al (1986), Iyengar and Jain (1987), Erihison and Thomee-
(1984), Brabston and K&ll&r (1977), Hoog and Ifeiss (1980) 
and Jespe'rs&n (1978). 
Jam&t has used finite difference, method with uniform 
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steplength and proved that the error is of 0(h ). CictrLGt 
e-t al have shown that the error is of 0(h ), for the Rits 
method. RecLdien. and Schumctker have discussed the solution of 
the singular two-point boundary value problems using non-
polynomial splines. Katti has used an integral identity to 
discuss the finite difference methods for ex e (0,1) and 
obtained the error of 0(h ). Finite difference methods of 
order two have been proposed by Parter, Rxiss&ll &t al, and 
ChcLwicL Gt al , Iyengar and Jairi. proposed spline approxi-
mation of second ordei. Galerkin type piecewise polynomial 
approximation have been proposed by Erihsan et al who 
provide highex" order methods. The difference scheme for the 
above problem is same as C3-39:) and for special caa« when 
p(x) = X , the above boundary'- value problem reduces to, 
and the difference equation is 
. 2 
1 « lt;i3N-l C3.64) 
The method C3.393 has convergence of 0(h ) which we proved 
in previous section. Similarly we can prove that the 
difference approximation for <;3.63!) is also 0(h ). 
If in C3.633 / contains y' linearly, i.e. 
/ s /Cx,y,y'J - qCx:>y' + tjC x, y> 
Then we obtain the following difference formula' 
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Bi.-iCPi+i/2 - I t i t . i ) C y i ^ i - y i ) - BiCPi-1^2 + 2 q i - i X x v - y i - i ) 
where B;^  « 2 - | Pui/zCq^^^-qi) 1 « Ui:>N-l 
for p(x) = X , there is no need to restrict a in t?ie range 
0 < a < 1, The restriction, which has been found to be 
necessary in the methods developed by some authors recently, 
excludes a large class ol problems of practical interest 
occurring in various branches of science. This method has 
wider applicability than most of the existing methods. 
Example 3.3; We solve the singular boundary value problem 
Cx"y'3' » fty.^*^~'^i(hPe^ - Ca+ft-i:)] / C4+x^^) C3.66) 
subject to y(0) = In(-), y(l) - ln(~) with exact 
4 5 
solution y(x) = -lnC4-i-x' > Application of t3.64:> leads to 
the non-linear system, 
/i.^ y-' " >*i+l/2 yi+±*^^\. +±yZ'*'^i-iy'zJy\. ^i. -1/2 yi.-l 
+ J [Qti-i + 29 i + g i - i ] " O C 3 . 6 7 ) 
where y - ^Yi^Yz' yw-P^ 
g , - /?x^"^~^t^i x ^ e^^ - Ca+f?- l>] / ( 4 + x 5 
Since ^—L = 0 for |j-i| =:: 1, the Jacobian matrix, 
-JCy:> - c|~>-) of the system /(y) - C/i (y) ^ /zCy) . . ./N-i(y))= 0 
is tridiagonal. We solved the non-linear system by Newton-
Raphson iteration scheme. 
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(k+l) (k> , - 1 , <k:>^  .f (k>^ - ^ ,5.0-^  
Z - Z -J CZ ) K Z ) (-3.68^  
The solution has been obtained for 0 - 3.75 (0,25) 5.00, 
a = 0.126,1,2, h = 1/2"", m = 3,4,5,6. The errors in the 
solution at X = 0.5 are tabulated in TctblG CS.sy. 
Example 3.4: The Legendre equation, 
Ctl-x^3y')' - -nCn+i:)y tS. 69) 
satisfying y(l) = y(-l) = 1 ha.s been solved for n = 2 by 
applying C3.653. Here, p(x) - (1-x ), q(x) = 0, 
1 2 
g(x,y) = -n(n+l)y. Exact solution is yCx> = ^ C3x -i:> . 
We have tabulated the errors in computed solution for 
h = 1/16, 1/32, 1/64 in Tahlc^ C3. 4^. 
Example 3. S: If we apply the method CS.S:) to the differen-
tial equation 
- e y" + Cg - x)y' » O C3. 70) 
satisfying yCO> » O, yCl) fc l C3.71) 
then after eliminating M^.' s we easily obtain the equations, 
« ty^-yi^p* € hmi+ ^ [ c| -x^>iv+c| ->fui>«l+i] " O t3. 72) 
1 " 1C1>N-1 
Xi "• 0» y^ « 1 
Errors in solution are tabulated for h = 1/20, e = 1/50 in 
TaJble C3. SJ) . 
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3.5 PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS: 
Many authors have applied cubic spline to solve 
initial and boundary value problems in partial dil'lerential 
equations. Cranh and Gupta (1972), papanUcha&L and Whit&nvxn 
(1973), R-ubin and Gx-axj&s (1975), Sastry (1976), Rxihin and 
KhosLa (1976) and Jain and Hal la (1979) have studied the 
parabolic equations in one and two space demensions. Rctgg&tt 
and Wilson (1974), Raggett (1976) and Jain and Hoiia (1978) 
discussed wave equation in one and two space dimensions. 
Papamichae'l and Wirit&man (1974) have used cubic spline-
approximation to solve the Laplace equation, Houstis e-t a.1 
(1988) present a new class of collocation methods using 
splines for solving elliptic partial differential equations 
and a convergence analysis is carried out for a Droad class 
of elliptic partial differential equations. 
Using cubic spline approximations, Holla and Jain 
(1979) have derived implicit, dissipative and conditionally 
stable scheme for the one dimensional conservation laws, 
using spline in compression approximations of Jain (1979). 
Jain and A^iz (1981) constructed difference schemes for 
solution of the test models in partial diii^rential 
equations. 
Jain et al (19^3) derived difference schemes for the 
ei 
solution of one, and two-dimensional scalar equations and a 
system of conservation law form. Later in (1984) they used 
spline in compression approximation to solution of one, and 
two-dimensional Burger's equations, the schemes for both the 
2 2 
one and two space dimension are of order of accuracy (K +h ) 
and are also unconditionally stable. 
3.5.1 PARABOLIC EQUATIONS: 
Consider the quasilinear second order parabolic 
partial differential equation, 
u^  " fXis, u^rU^^y, C'3. 73) 
with appropriate initial boundary conditions. An approximate 
solution of C3.73:) can be obtained by solving 
CuP; " /C u;^, m^ , M^ D C3. 74> 
which is obtained from C3.73!) by replacing space derivatives 
by the corresponding spline derivatives at mesh points. Of 
course we have to supplement (:3.743 by additional parametric 
spline relations given by, 
" t . l -
h 
' " v ^ l -
"v 
m, 
5 Cm^ i^ + m,) C3. 75:) 
K ^ • I "^K.t + M.^  C3.76) 
. z 
"v.i - 2"t + "u-i - ^  tM,^ ,+2M,+M,_p C3.77> 
Discretization of the time derivative yields, 
"'^ ^^ ^ "v - ci - 0>/% er^' C3.78) 
where 0 < *9 < 1 and \xl -- u(ih, nk) . By choosing e suitably 
132 
we obtain the implicit, explicit and Crank-Nicolson schemes 
Consider tVie linear Burger's equation, 
13. 793 
with appropriate initial boundary conditions. By using 
spline relations C3.4> and C3.S) and discretiaing in the 
above fashion we can write the 3x3 system 
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For the special case W = 0, we obtain the cubic spline 
formulation. Applying Von Neumann-Fourier decomposition to 
the system C3.801) we find that the above scheme is stable 
for e > 1/2, V > 0. 
Example 3.6: The steady-state solution of the non-linear 
Burger's equation 
ut+t u-lxa^u^ m e Uy^ t3, 8i:) 
33 
where e is a constant, and 
uC -oo3 - 1, uC oa) « O C 3.8E> 
is 
uC x:> • 1 /a [1 - tanh C x/4e:> 1 ^'- 3. 833 
In [-4,41 using the parametric spline (a = ^ = 1/4) 
and the cubic spline (a = 1/6, ft ~ 1/3), equation C3.81) is 
replaced by the following system of equations, 
1 " 2,3, N C3. 84D 
Two more equations are obtained from the boundary conditions 
C2e + /'JWM^  + aliMg + "tj^ "8 . O 
C2e + /^WM^^i + ahM^ + "N*J!^""H » 0 C3.85i 
where u^ • 1, "N+I " ^• 
The above equations have been solved by means of 
iteration and the results compared with the exact analytical 
solution. The ratio of the errors for cubic and parametric 
splines are shown in Tables C3.ey. The results clearly 
indicate that the errors of the parametric spline are much 
smaller than those of cubic spline. 
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3.5.2 HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS: 
Conservation law In one space dlmenslonJ 
Consider -the equation, 
^ » - ^ C3.86> 
and let the discretization be x^  - ih. i -• 0, i,2 N and 
tn = nk, n = 0,1,2,... The spline in compression relations 
may be written as 
n+l 1 , ^ wTi+l . , . n^ . 1 ,. n+1 n^ 
4 K 
m " - - j - k C M + M 5 + t . u - u ^ / k 1.3.87> 
4 
where m'' = S^(t,,). bf' = S^ C^t^ .) and S^(t) is the spline 
approximation given by, 
2 
S C t ) - - fM'ls in J^  t t - l ,,_^>+M'^'"*Sin W i l i C H ] 
W^Sln W 
2. . 2 2 
4 ^ [ j ^ - ^ CM +j^2 u ) + C - J ^ X M +j^2 u ) ] t 3 . 8 8 ) 
W ^ W 
We deno te by u^ = u ( i h , n k ) , M" = U t t d h , n k ) , 
m^  = U i d h . n k ) and f^ ^^ u;^  = u^+i - u^-i. Using <:3.873 and 
w r i t i n g approx ima t ions t o M ,^ t h e fo l l owing scheme fo r t h e 
s o l u t i o n of C3.86> may be w r i t t e n , 
ICa+p:)- l t7? -o( )R^6j+ 1 Ra62^3 u["^* « [Co(+/^?:)+ |c/?-aDp^c5 2 ^ 2 
- g R/?<52^] u[" C 3 . 893 




The order of accuracy of this scheme is 0(k'+h ). 
Using Von Neumann's method the amplification factor of the 
difference scheme C3.891) is given by, 
|g|^ - 1 4C.rj"-c.^>R^SinV/2 .^3 g^ ^ 
where r - rth and r^ is the variable in the Fourier 
expansion. That is 
|g|^ < 1 - ^  R\/?^-0(S?-V Cc^•^f3y^ C3. 9i:> 
From (13.903 we deduce that the scheme C3.89) is unconditio-
nally stable whenever (3 > a and from C3.9i:) we flrid that 
2 2 
it is dissipative of order four, when f^ > a . When a - ft^ 
we get the Grank-Nicolson type formula. Difference scheme 
(:3.89:) is used at the nodes 1 - 1,2 N-1. On the right 
boundary i = N, we replace <5x and 62^ in C3.893 by the 
backward difference operators V^ and 2V^+V^, respectively. 
On each time- level, if we eliminate u^ -z from the last 
equation, we get a tridiagonal system for the solution of 
the unknowns {Ui"^ '^ }^ =i. This tridiagonal system is 
diagonally dominant. 
Example 3.7: The problem is to solve CS. 863 in the 
interval O < x < D. S, the conditions are, 
uCx, 0> - SlnCcinx), uCo, t:> - -.SinCSnt) (.3.923 
The exact analytical solution is, 
uCx, t 3 • S lnC2nCx- t3 ) (13.933 
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We have used for computations, k - 0.01, h = 0.05, giving 
R = 0.2. Scheme C3.893 and Grank-Nicolson schemes are tested 
on the above example, and maximum absolute errors are 
tabulated in Table <3.7-cO. We find solution, at three 
equidistant intermediate points between the nodes for the 
scheme C3.893 and a few results are tabulated in Tabl& 
C3. 7--h> . 
Conservation law in two space dimensions: 
Consider the two-dimensional equation, 
Cx^y) e G = [O, X]x[0, Y], t > O C3. 943 
Let the discretiaation of the space be given by Xi. = ih, 
i = 0,1,2 Ni, yt = -fh, I = 0,1,2 Nz and t^ = nk, 
n = 0 , 1 , 2 and l e t Uu = u ( i h , ^ h , n k ) . An exten.5ion of 
C3.89) fo r t h e s o l u t i o n of C3.94.> may be w r i t t e n a s , 
» t Co(+^3+l/'4C(f?-o(3R^6y- 4R/?62y] [ Ca+ /33+ l / ' 4C/? -«3R^6^- ^R/J^Szy] "",1 
C3. QS) 
Using the Taylor expansions, we find that this scheme is of 
second-order accuracy. Applying Fourier stability analysis 
it is found that the above schemes are unconditionally 
stable for p t a, and, when ft > a. the schemes are also 
dissipative. 
&7 
Example 3.8: The problem is to solve the scalar equation, 
t X, y3 e G = IO < X < 1 1 x[ 0 < y < 1 J, t > 0 




utx, y»0> " -jr tx+y!) 
uCo, y, t> - t~^ Il -- Cl+yt)^''^)^ 
uCx, o, t> - t"^ tl - Cl+xt:)*'^]^ C3.97:) 
The exact solution is, 
uCx, y, tD = { T— \ (.3.983 
We have integrated, using three values of the mesh 
ratio R = 1,4 and 8. In all calculations h = 0.1. For each 
value of R we have calculated the solutions for various 
values of the parameter 0/o~. In Table C3. S-aJ) we have given 
the maximum absolute errors after 300 time steps. 
The absolute error at the central grid point after 50 
and 300 time steps are given in Ta.bl& C3.8-h:>. Accurate 
results are obtained for R = 1,4 and 8 when ft/a lies in the 
range 6 < ft/a < 8, 1.3 < ft/a < 1.6, and 1.1 < ft/a < 1.25, 
.respectively. 
3.5.3 ELLIPTIC EQUATION: 
We consider the Laplace^s equation in two space 
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variables 
fin + £!li - 0 C3.99:> 
subject to the boundary condition u(x.y) = /(x,y) for (x.y) 
a point on the boundary of the unit square R, 0 ^  x, y < 1. 
If a uniform mesh of length h in each coordinate 
direction is imposed on R, then €3.991) may be approximated 
at an interval node (i,j) of R by, 
M. j = - L 6y^Uij 1 < i, J < N-1 €3. 1003 
where h = rj, u^ j denotes the approximate value of 
u(jq.,yj) and M,.,j = S^(Xi), S^(x) is the parametric spline 
function interpolating u(x^,y,) at the j mesh row, j = 
1,2, N-1. We assume that C3.100> is also satisfied at 
the boundary, 
M- j B - - 6y / i^ j , 1 = O, N, J » 1C1>N-1 C3. 1013 
We w r i t e C3. 43 a s , 
6^ Ui «= h \ l + ( y 6^3 M^  C 3 . 1 0 2 3 
where a - 1/6 for w=0 and c :: 1/4, for w/2 = tan w/2, Using 
C3.1003 and C3-ioi3 to el iminate M's in C3.1023, we get on 
s impl i f ica t ion , 
C6^  + 6y + c' &l 65)Ui^ j = 0 C 3 . 1033 
o r 
+ c-Cu..^ j^i + u^^, j^^+u^^i j..j+Ui^_j j _ p = O C 3 . 1 0 4 3 
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The formula C3.103D or C3.1043) is symmetric and so we will 
obtain the same result if we use a spline function 
approximation in the y-direction and a finite difference 
formula in the x-direction. For o- = 1/6, we get the high 
accuracy nine-point formula. 
The application of C3.104:) at each interval mesh 
point, together with the boundary condition u(x,y) = /(x.y) 
on R leads to a system of (N-1) equations which is solved 
for the unknowns Ui_ j, 1 ^  i, j :2 N-1 with the help of 
an iteration method. It XB easily verified that the rates of 
convergence of the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel methods are given 
by {n h )/Z{l-o-) and (rr h j/(l-<^ ) respectively, for small 
values of h. Therefore, the rate of convergence of the 
iteration is higher for c - 1/4 than for a - 1/6. 
Example 3.9: The Dirichlet problem consisting of <:3.99> 
together with the boundary condition u(x,y) = e'^ Cos 3y on 
the boundary of the unit square 0 < x, y fi 1 has been solved 
with the help of the nine-point formula C3.104) , a - 1/6 and 
1/4 for various values of h. The Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and 
SOR methods have been used. 
As soon as the solution obtained in two consecutive 
cycles differed by less than 10' at all calculated points. 
90 
the iteration was stopped. 
The starting values at all internal nodal points were 
determined from the analytical solution 
3x 
uC y-fV^ • e Cos 3y 
correct to two decimal places. The number of cycles which 
were performed before the iteration was stopped is presented 
in Table C3.9S>, The rate of convergence of the iterative 
methods is 0(h ), The high order method o' = 1/6 does no 
longer enjoy the advantage of yielding greater accuracy 
solution over the method c = 1/4. 
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Table C3. i:> 
Comparison of Errors In the Radius In Spline Function 
Solution for example 3.1 
\ . h 
t \ . 
Zn 
&n 
1 2 n 
2 4 n 
M e t h o d C 3 , 1 2 D 
n / 1 0 7T/1 5 rr/'l 8 
. 392C -2D *. 388C - 2 ) . 1 40C -3D 
. 2 1 4 C - 1 D . 2 3 0 C - 2 D . 809C-3D 
. 3 7 7 C - 1 D . 7 0 9 C - 2 D . 2 6 3 C - 2 D 
— — — 
M e t h o d C3 .19D 
r r / l O 
. 1S3C-8D 
. 128C-8D 
. 2 2 3 C - 8 D 
. 1 7 8 C - 7 D 
7T/15 
. 7 8 6 C - 9 D 
. 3 1 1 ( : - 8 D 
. 11 4C -7D 
. 116C -7:> 
n / i e 
. 2 2 4 C - 9 D 
. 220C-8D 
. 1 8 9 C - 8 D 
. 326C-8D 
* .392(-2) = 0.392x10" 
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Table C3. 2-ay 
Parametric Spline Function Solution for example 3.2 

























/' - y 
Computed 




. 81 64 
.9978 
1.OOOO 
E x a c t 
. 4696C -1 :> 
. 9 3 9 0 C - 1 ) 
. 1 8 7 6 
. 4 6 0 6 
. 81 67 
. 9 9 7 8 
1.OOOO 
* . 2 3 4 8 ( - 2 ) = 0 . 2 3 4 8 x 1 0 - i ~ 2 
Tcibif^ ca. e-by 
C o m p a r i s o n o f t h e E x a c t and Computed V a l u e s o f f'CO') 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C3.4y [Example 3 . 4 ] 
E r r o r s I n t h e S o l u t i o n of L e g e n d r e ' s E q u a t i o n Cn •• 2D 
- 0 . 75 -O . 50 - 0 . 2 5 0. OO 0 . 2 5 0. 50 0 . 7 5 
1 /16 
1 / 3 2 
l / '64 
•1 .6 - 2 . 7 5 
-. 401 - . 687 
- . 100 - . 1 7 2 
3 . 4 4 
. 8 5 9 
- 2 1 5 
- 3 . 6 7 
- . 9 1 6 
- . 2 2 9 
- 3 . 44 
- . 8 5 9 
- . 2 1 5 
- 2 . 75 
- . 6 8 7 
- . 1 7 2 
- 1 . 6 
- . 4 0 1 
- . 1 0 0 
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Table C3. 9:> I Example 3.91 
Number of Iterations required for the Dlrichlet Problem 




1 / 8 
J a c o b l Method 
c • 1 /4 1/6 
28 3 4 
68 76 
112 125 
G a u s s - s e i d e l 










o- - 1 /4 1/6 




NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS USING 
ADAPTIVE SPLINE FUNCTION APPROXIMATION 
4. 1 INTRODUCTION: 
The singular perturbation mathematical model plays an 
important role in modelling fluid processes which arise in 
applied mechanics. We have either, the stiff system of 
initial value problems or Convection-diffusion problems. 
When conventional numerical methods are used to 
obtain the solution, the stepsiae must be limited to small 
values. Any attempt to use a larger stepsiae results in the 
production of nonphysical oscillations in the solution. 
Several authors have attempted to overcome this 
difficulty including AbrammBon et al (1974), Sxi>artz (1974), 
CirnGnt el al (1978), Stoyan (1979), Spalding (1972), BcLrre-tt 
(1974), ROSCO& (1976), Hernher and Mill&r (1979), Zi<^nhi&u>icz 
et al (1975), Christie- &t al (1976) and. Gri f f i ths (1979) and 
others CSee HGinKf^i- and MHIGT (1979)). R.\ibin. and Cra\)&s 
(1975) have used a non-uniform ."^ .tepsise cubic spline 
approximation to study a number of problems in fluid 
mechanics. The cubic spline difference scJieme for singularly 
perturbed boundary value problems was derived by 11* in 
(1978) in order to avoid the difficulties related to the 
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cell Reynolds number. The exponentially fitted factor 
affecting the highest derivative was introduced by Sxirla 
(1988) to obtain uniformally convergent spline differefice 
scheme. Jain and Asis (1981, 1983) introduced adaptive 
spline for solution of stiff and convection diffusion 
equations, and developed cubic spline function for two point 
second order non-linear boundary value problem to eliminate 
the spurious oscilliations of the solution. Surla (1986) 
used adaptive spline function approximation to solve 
singularly perturbed boundary value problems. Recently Suria 
(1990) derived difference schemes for solution of singularly 
perturbed two point boundary value problem.? by using cubic 
splines of class G [0,1], which is first order uniformly 
convergent. In this chapter we have used the adaptive spline 
function to solve initial and boundary value problems of 
ordinary and partial differential equations. The consistency 
spline relation relating first derivatives is accurate to 
second order polynomial and first order exponential. 
Similarly, the consistency relation relating second 
derivatives has both a polynomial and exponential order one. 
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4.2 ADAPTIVE SPLINE FUNCTIONJ 
The adaptive spline function and its relations 
discussed in chapter two, can be simplified by putting 
w = 2q, pCq) • q coth q, oiCqD •'^ —•§ C4. ID 
into the adaptive spline relations C2.58), C2.61) and CS.62) 
respectively. We obtain 
Cp-q)y^^i-2py,+Cp+q>yi_i - h^[ Cl/4-a/2-ci/2qXMi.^ i-«ni^ i^2q/'h) 
+C' 1 /'2+oi/q)CMi^ -)i\2q/h) +C1 /4+a/^-o(/^q) C \A^_^-m^_^2.c\yYO ] C 4. 2) 
yi^i-2yi^+yi_i - h^[ Cl/4-a/2-a/2q)Mi^4+Cl/2+c</'q)M^ 
+C1 /4+ci /2-a /2q) M .^^ J C 4. 3) 
C1 /2-a)yui+Say^^-C 1 /a+cO yi._i»h[ C1 /'4-a/^-a/'2q)m^+i+C 1 /2+cx/q) m^^ 
+C1 /4+a/ '2-oi/^q) m^ _ji ] C 4. 43 
From C4.13 i t i s obvious t h a t p ( q ) i s an even f u n c t i o n of q 
and a ( q ) i s an odd, monotonic f u n c t i o n . The f u n c t i o n s p (q ) 
and a ( q ) s a t i s f y t h e fo l l owing r e l a t i o n s {Stos^an 1979), 
maxCl , | q p < P < m i n O + t q^/ '33 , 1 + q ^ / C i + | q | ) ) 
jc( | < | q | / 6 , a e C - 1 / 2 , l / ' 2 3 , otC03 » O, l i m aC q ) » l / 2 S i g n C q 3 
| q | • » 
C4. 5 ) 
Further, we may write C4.33 as 
6^7^ - h^ [l-a/J^ (5^  + Clx4-C(/^ 2q3 6^ ] M^^ C 4.63 
where 6^ and /^ ^ ^^^ "t'he u s u a l o p e r a t o r s . The e q a u t i o n C4.63 
c o r r e c t t o O(h^) may be w r i t t e n a s , 
yv+i-2yx+yi- i = h^[ JnaxCO,-O(3M^^^4C1- |o ( | )M^4maxC0, ct3Mi^_J 
C4-73 
The difference scheme corresponding to this is. 
J 02 
c 4 . e:> 
Similar ly from ^'4-4:) and C4.2> v?e obta in r e spec t ive ly 
Cl/^-a3y;^^j_+2o(yi^-Cl/^2+a3y|^_4 • h[ maxCO,-a3y\^. j+Cl - |c< | ) y \ 
+maxCO, a:>y\_4] C4. 9> 
Cp-q3y^^i-2pyi+Cp+qDy^_^ » h^[ m a x C O , - a ) C y ' V i - 2 q y \ ^ i / h D 
+ C l - | c * j X y " i - 2 q y ' i . / h ) +maxtO, a : ) C y ' \ _ i - a q y \ _ i X h ) ] C4. lO!) 
We now, consider the applications of spline function 
relations to solve both the ordinary and partial differen-
tial equations. 
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4.3 STIFF iVlITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS: 
We consider here numerical methods for th^ solution 
of the initial value problem, 
dy/dx » /Cx, y>, yCO) «= XQ C4.1 ID 
The equation C4. IID is related to stiff differential 
equations if df/dy is negative and large in magnitude. 
Stiff differential equations are those which are 
difficult to solve numerically due to accuracy and stability 
problems associated with eigenvalues of widely different 
magnitudes. Stiff equations arise in numerous branches of 
engineering including chemical kinetj.es, reactor design, 
process control, electrical circuit theory and fluid 
mechanics. Often standard numerical methods are impractical 
because of the severe step size restrictions imposed by the 
requirements of numerical stability. 
DahlQuist (1963) investigated the special stability 
problem connected with stiff equations. He associated a 
stability region with a multistep formula and introduced the 
concept of A-stability. Also, G&ar (1969) and Liniger and 
Willo-ughby (1970) realised that A-stability is an important 
requirement for determining the solution of the stiff 
initial value problems. The equivalent multistep method to 
C4.4) is given by, 
i04 
+C 1 /2+cx/q3 y ' i^ +C 1 /4+c</2-ot /2q) y' i^ .^ ] C 4 . 12> 
With C4.12D we a s s o c i a t e a l i n e a r o p e r a t o r : 
LIytx^^) ,h] - Cl/2-o(3yCx^^^p+2c<yCx^^;)-ta+.l/'23yCx^_P 
- h i C1 / '4 -o( /2-a /2q: ) y ' C x^^+p +C1 / 2 + a / q ) y ' C X;^ ) 
+C1 /4+c</'2-o</2q> y ' C X;^ _^ :) ] (. 4 . 1 3) 
We find that the equivalent multistep method C4.12) has 
polynomial order two and exponential order one for arbitrary 
q. Expanding each term on the right hand side of C4.13) in 
Taylor's series about x = Xi., and grouping these terms vie 
obtain, 
a ( 9 > < 4 ) 
L[yCXi^),hJ - ^ Cotx-q- 1/6) yCXi^) + ot-^ 12 h^yCx^^) 
- h V 2 4 CS/IO - cx/q) yCx^^) + C4. 14) 
Thus for a/q = 1/6, a e [-1/2, 1/2] gives a third order 
method. For a - -1/2, we obtain third order Adams-Moulton 
method •which has an absolute stability interval (-6, 0). For 
a - 0, we obtain the Milne-Simpson method of order four 
which is an unstable method. It is obvious from the form of 
the truncation error that we cannot increase the order 
beyond four. 
STABILITY: 
In order to study the stability of the method C4.12), 
we apply it to the test equation y' = >^y, X = constant < 0, 
yC O) « 1 C 4. 15) 
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The resulting difference equation is: 
Cl-q + 2qa:>yi^ .^i - ZqYi - CI+q+2qo(:)yi., " O C4.16) 
where q • Xh/2. 
The characteristic equation of C4.16) is given by 
Cl-q + 2qa3^^- 2q? - C1+q+2qa3 - O 
where Yi " M^, 1 = 1,2 
Solution of this equation may be written as, 
q±Cl+2qct> _ „ 1 •»q+2qo( , „ . 
^ " i -q.^ q^« °^ ^^'>^ " i -qt&qa «^^ ^ '^'•' " ^ 
Thus the solution of C4.16:> may be written as, 
Where d and Cz s^re arbitrary constants. Hence, if X < 0, 
i.e. q < 0, a < 0, y^  • (-1)"" as i — • oo, for any fixed 
positive h. Thus, all solutions of the difference equation 
are bounded as i > oo. 
For o( -• q/6, and if the Initial conditions y© and 
X Vl 5 
y± - Vo ^ +0(h ) are satisfied, then the bound will be of 
order h . This convergence property, besides corroborating 
that t4.12) does not suffer from the weak instability that 
Milne's method (cubic spline) would, when applied to the 
test equation C4.lS3,is close to the concept of A-stability. 
In general, X is a function of x, wo may then locally choose 
X(XT,) - d//dy. The resulting difference method C4.12) 
becomes, 
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« h / 3 [ C I - h / 4 XCx^>3J y \ ^ . i + 4 y \ + C l + h / 4 XCxi^3)y \_ i ] 
C 4 . 1 8 ) 
This may be regarded as stabilized modification of Milne's 
method. 
Example 4.1: We have obtained the numerical solution of 
the initial value problem: 
ey' « - y C y - l ) C20x + 10), yCO) = 2 C4. 193 
With the theoretical solution: 
yCx> » 2 / [2-expC-lOx Cx+l>/e5 1 C4.20> 
The problem has been solved for h = 0.001, e = Jh by 
using cubic spline. Trapezoidal rule and the method C4.12D 
with ct - q/8 and a -• "•;,"" • Where q ~ J:!.!:)!! (if/i^y. Tl'i€> errors 
^q 
in the solution in the boundary layer region are. tabulated 
in Table Cd.iy. In the cubic spline solution oscillations 
are present and the absolute error starts growing after a 
few steps. Adaptive spline gives best results. 
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4.4 SECOND ORDER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS WITH SIGNIFICANT 
FIRST DERIVATIVES: 
4. 4.1 VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS: 
We now discuss the solution of the differential 
equation'-
aCx> y" + bCx> y' • /Cx) C4. aiD 
Subject to the boundary conditions'-
CoyCO) - doy'CO> » e^ ,, c^yCl^ + d^y'Cl) •» e^  C4.22> 
If we regard n\ and Mi., the spline derivatives of first and 
second order at xj. as unknowns then we have the 3x3 block 
tridiagonal system of equations in V\_, mn. and M^  consisting 
of C 4. 3:), C 4. 4> and: 
a^ M^  + hj\ " /\ C4.23) 
where 
aCx;^ ) " a^ , bCXi,) - b^ , /Lx^y » /^ 
We are still in need of two equations which are provided by 
the spline relations C2.59-1) and C2.59-113 for i = 1 and 
i = N respectively. 
m^ " -h CajMo+a^Mi^+Cyj-yo^/h C 4. 24) 
m^ « hCagM^.j+a^MN^+CyN-yN-P/h C4. 25) 
The 3x3 block tridiagonal system in above can be expressed 
in compact form as, 
Ai i - i + JEi. Yu + C i + i - Ii» 1 = 1C1)N-1 C4. 26) 
So l o •*• fii Yi - Eo. G N I N + G N - I I N - I - EN 1 4 . 27) 
where , 
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- a - 1 / 2 -hC 1 ^ 4 + ct/E - a / ^ q ) O 
A^ a 1 0 - h ^ C l / d + o / E - a / 2q : ) 
0 0 O 
B: 
2ct - h C l / a + a / q ) 
- 2 O 
O b : 
0 
• h ^ C l / 2 -f CK/q) 
a; 
- a + 1 / 2 - h C l / d - c</'2 - o(x'2q) O 
C;^  - 0 O -h^Cl -^4 - c( /2 - 0(/2q:) 
O O O 
O 
1 
- d . 
' o o 
h € 1 / 4 + c t /2 + cx/aql) 
G, 
0 0 O 
0 0 O 
-1 O h ^ C l / 4 - a / 2 - o</2q) 
2 N - I ' 
O O O 
0 0 0 
-1 0 h \ l / 4 + a / ' 2 ~ a/T2q> 
IN o 
1 - h 
N 













C 4. 28:) 
Alternatively, substituting Mj. from C4.23) into C4.33, we 
obtain 
Xui - 2yt + Yi-i + h^ [ CI/4 - a/a - a/2q:> 1.^.^1 ^i^t^^i^t 
+C1/^ + o(/'q:)m^  fc'i''a>. + ^1/4 + a/2 - a/2q)in^_i b^ .^^ /a^ ^^ ]^ 
" h^[Cl/4 - a/2 - c</2q> /ui-'ai^ i^ 4 Cl/2 + a/ql) /i./ai+ 
+ CI/4 + ot/'2 - a/2qD /i._i/a^ _i C 4. 29) 
The spline relations (which were derived in chapter two) 
Mi^ _i = aq/ah [-Ca^m^.i + Zj,r\i + b^C y—y^^.p/h] 
and 
M^ - 2q/o<h [Cagin^.j + S,m,) + bgC y—yi^..p/h] 
may be used to eliminate Mo. Mi. MN-I . MN from C4.23) and 
C4.22). The equations with M;.' s eliminated form a 2x2 block 
tridiagonal system. 
STABILITY: 
To discuss the spatial stability of the 2x2 block 
tridiagonal system formed above, we assume 
[:]-' [::l i - OCDN t 4. 30) 
where C^  and C2 are arbitrary constants 
iiO 
The characteristic equations for the constant a and b 
in the test equation, 
y" « Ky', yC03 « 1, yC 13 = O, K > 1 C4.31) 
is given by, 
tl-q+2qa>?^ - 2Cl+2qotJ^ + CI+q+2qa) » O C4. 32> 
where q " Kh/'2 . 
The block trldiagonal schemes for t4.21) satisfy the same 
stability requirements. Thus, the boundary value problems 
with variable coefficients can be solved with the same ease. 
The theoretical solution of C4-313 is written as'-
yC x:) o A + B expC aqx/hO C 4. 333 
which at nodal points x - x^  becomes: 
yCx^> B A + B [expC2q>]' C 4. 343 
solving C 4. 3;23 we have, 
y^  - A, + B, (5-l-3_l^y C4.35> 
Now the exponential behaviour of C4. 353 is'-
CI3 When ot = 0 equation C 4.323 corresponds to the central 
difference approximation. The solution C4.3S3 has 
oscilliations for q > 1. 
CII3 a = 1/2. Equation C4.323 corresponds to upstream 
differencing and there is no condition on q for 
proper behaviour of the equation C4.353. 
CIII3 a - (q Goth q-l)/2q. Equation C4.333 gives the theo-
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retical solution C4.343 and thus complete accuracy is 
obtained. 
CIV> a. = q/6. One root ?i of the characteristic equation 
C4.32:) is (2,2) Fade approximation to exp(2q). For 
all q > 0, ?i remains finite and positive which 
ensures an oscillation free solution. For q > Td, 
there is an excessive damping in the solution. 
Example 4.2: We solve the boundary value problem, 
- ^ y" •¥ y' + CI + e3y a 0 C4. 36) 
yCO) " 1 + expC-Cl + e^/^s), yCl :> •=. 1 + expC-l) C 4. 37> 
The theoretical.solution is, 
yCxD ~ expCCl + €E3CX - 13/e) + expC-xD C 4. 38> 
which has a boundary layer. 
Choosing q = h/2<= and u-sing the Composite scheme 
corresponding- to C 4. KD , we get th';-.- trldi agonal .system, 
[ p-q- L^ h\l/4 - c«/2 -o(^2q>] y.^ j-2[ p+ llf lA.lX4 +o(/2q) J y^  
+ [ p+q - - 1 ^ h\l.^4 + o</2 - o(/2q3]y^_4 = 0 i =« 1 CI3N-1 
C 4. 393 
yC03 «= Xo, yC13 = y^ C4. 403 
The errors in the computed solution for ^ = lxl0~*, 
5x10"^, 2x10''', 2xl0~® and h = 1/10, 1/20 are presented in 
Table C4.2:>, The behaviour of the errors lor h - 1/10, 1/20 
U2 
confirms the O(h^) accuracy of the Composite scheme corre-
sponding t,o equation CA.Zy . 
Example 4.3: [ROSCOG (1976)] 
The boundary value problem, 
€ y' - Cl/a - x)y' " O C4.4i:> 
yC O) - O, yC 1 > » 1 C 4. 42) 
h a s e x a c t s o l u t i o n , 
yCx> • f e x p C x C l - x ) / 2 € ) d x / J expCxCl ~xJ/2<=)dx C 4 . 43:) 
o o 
The problem has been solved by the Composite scheme 
used above. A local choice of q = q^, = h(l/2 - Xv)/2e leads 
to the following diagonally dominant, tridiagonal system of 
equations, 
e'^^Vi+i - Ce*^ *-* e"''^ )y; + e'^ Vi.-i • ^ C 4. 44) 
Vo - Oo yN " ^ <^  4. 4S) 
These equations were solved by back substitution method 
while the exact solution was evaluated by Simpson's rule. 
Errors in the spline solution for h = 1/20, e = 1/50 are 
tabulated in Table C'4. 3:> . 
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4.5 TIME DEPENDENT DIFFUSION CONVECTION PROBLEMS: 
4.5.1 PARABOLIC EQUATIONS: 
We consider the numerical solution of the p&rabolic 
equation, 
^/dt - aCx, t3 d^yydn^ - bCx, t:> dy/^dx C4. 46) 
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. 
We denote by n time dependence in the difference 
approximation to y(x,t) at the n time level. Using diffe-
rence scheme in time and spline scheme in the spatial 
direction, we obtain, 
y. » y- - AtfCl-epb- m^ + e^h^ m^ ] 
+ A t [ C l - € ? p a ^ Mi + 02»c ^i 1 
where 
aCxj^ , t^). b l='tXi» t_,) 
C 4. 471) 
C 4. 48:) 
by using relations C4.3) and C4.4:> the equation C4.47) 
gives a system of 3(N-1) equations for 3(N+l) unknowns. This 
system can be written in compact form as: 
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a/q B 1/6 and oi e [-1/2, 1/2]. 
If the initial conditions are specified such that: 
yCx, O:) m gCx!) C4. 50) 
and the boundary conditions are specified as, 
ytXQ^tO « TjClD, yCx^,, tD » r-Ct^ C 4. 513 
Then YO and yK are given as r^Ct) and rgCt) respectively. 
The iTto > nC^ are prescribed with derivatives of boundary 
conditions. Finally from C4.47;>, y^ "^  is given as a function 
of Mo and nio . and y is given as function o± irii and 
Ml . With these relations for y^ * and mj^ and either yo^* 
or m^ "^  specified, the spline relation: 
«K " hCag H^_^ + a^ M^I)+Cy;-y^_p/h 
provides a linear relationship between Mo and M^. A similar 
ii5 
result can be obtained for MM and MN_I . The system is now 
closed and solvable as block tridiagonal system. 
Special Case: 
If in above peirabolic eqv^ ation a(x,t) and b(x,t) are 
given to be constants and e*i = ©z = ^. then the equation 
C 4. 473 reduce to'-
y^ *^« yl" -At btCl-0:>m"+ em""^ *] -fAt a[Cl-e>M"+ e?M"l C 4.52:) 
Using spline relations C 4. 33 and C 4. 4) to eliminate Mi.' s and 
mi,'s, we obtain after simplifications, 
[1 + Cl/6 -ar© tl + q^ /'33>6^  -C a-2qar0>/j^ 6^ ] yp* » 
[ 1 + C l / e + arCl-eyCl + q V 3 ) 3 6 ^ - Cc<+2qart 1-03)/j^6^] y^ 
C 4. 53) 
where 
r « At/h^, q - bh/2a, a/q » 1/6, a e [-1/2, 1/21 , 
The order of the difference scheme (4.533 for 0 = 1/2 and 
arbitrary a is 0(ahAt + (At) + h ). 
By using Von Neumann method the stability of C4.533 
for a,b > 0 is as following: 
CI3 1/2 < 0 < 1, the difference scheme is unconditionally 
stable. 
CII3 0 < 0 < 1/2, the difference scheme is stable for 
0 < ar < 1 / [6(1 + q^/3)(l~2e)] 
If 0 = 1/2, the difference scheme C4.533 becomes, 
1 1 6 
[ 1 + C l X 6 * - a r / 2 CI + q^/33:>6^ -qCl /^B - BrJtJ^6^}y^* 
- [ 1 + C l / e + a r / a CI + q V 3 3 3 6^ - q C l / 6 + ar.)i^i^6^] y[ 
C 4 . 5 4 ) 
2 2 
The order of accuracy of this scheme is OC<At) +h ) and il 
corresponds to the Crank-Nicolson method for the convection 
diffusion equation. 
Example 4.4: The parabolic differential equation, 
ayyat - 1/2 (cx+i:)/ct+2D^)d^y/'dx^ + i/2 cc><+i^ ''tt'+2:))dy/'dx, 
t > 0 , 0 < x < l C4. 553 
subject to the initial and boundary conditions, 
yCx, 0!) " expC2x+2) 
yCO, tD • expCt+2:) 
yCl,t> « expC2t+4> 14. 56) 
has exact solution, 
yCx, t) • exp[ Cx+l)Ct+23] C 4. 57) 
After discretization for the time dei-ivative we 
arrive at a difference formula which may be expressed as, 
CDr ''^^- At/2 A^ ''^^:>Vr.l + CE^ ^'^^- At/2 Br ^'^'^yu^' 
+ CFC "'-^^-At/a c^ ^ *-^ )^ur-i - CD^ "'""+At/2 A':' ''''yu[,, 
+ CEr ^"^% At/2 er ''^^yv[ + (F^ "^ ''"^ +At/2 Cr '-^ )^U["_,, 
i - 1C1>N-1 C4-S8) 
where 
n + 1 / 2 n + 1 / 2 - n + 1 / 2 n + 1 / 2 ^ . _ n M / 2 - , 
D n + 1 / 2 , 2 n + 1 / 2 h p . " ( 1 / 4 - o( /2 - o ( / 2 q ) " " ^ ^ e t c 
if 7 
At every time step the tridiagonal system C4.58) was 
solved by L-U decomposition method. The computed solution 
has been compared with the exact solution. The errors at 
t = 0.2 in the computed solution for h -- 0.05, At = 0.01 
have been presented in Table C4.4J). 
4.5.a HYPERBOLIC FIRST ORDER EQUATION: 
Consider the convection equation, 
^/dt + y dy/ax - 0 C4.59) 
where y > 0 is assumed to be constant. Using difference 
replacement in time and spline function approximation in the 
spatial direction, we obtain 
y^ *^ » y" - AtyCem^ '^ +^Cl-6))m") (.4.60) 
using f4.4) to eliminate m^ ^ and t\ , we obtain 
[1 - a p^ .5^  + 1/2 r Sl] Cxr* - Y D + 
PC^^S^ - cx6^x^yr*+ ci-e:>yl^ - o C4. ei) 
where 
^ • 1/2 - c*/q, p « yAt/h. 
Using Taylor's expansion the truncation error t:4-6l) can be 
written as: 
T" » Cl/2 -e)pV\y^p[' +[ C0- l/3)p^-Cl-20)c(p-^+ 1/3] 
X [ph^/2 Cu^ xx^ r ] + 1^24 [Cl-4e)p^+ 4aCl-30)p^ + 
4pC3?'-e)+2ot] (ph^Cu^^^^)" + Oth")] C4. 62) 
for arbitrary e, the method C4.61) is only first order 
accurate, if e? -• 1/2, the method i,? second order accurate. 
lie 
In this case the truncation error becomes, 
T " - 1/2 CP^ '/e - r ^ 1/^)plAuxyx)v - ^^'^^^ CP^+2«P^+ 
4 P C 1 / 2 ~3Y'}~^x:()\^^^(^^,,.^,,Sh_ + 0(\^'':) •A.i:,..:} 
i f ; = i / 3 , ' <•:•• c</q ~ i / O , we iiave 
T^ - 1 /12 p V c u , , , ) ^ + OCh-*) . 
I f we c h o o s e ct/q = ( l - p ^ ) / 6 , P > 1, t h e n t h e method C 4 . 6 1 ) 
i s t h i r d o r d e r - a c c u r a t e . The t r u n c a t i o n e r r o r becomes , 
T " - - h*/ '24 [p^-»-2ap^-2cx-2pCl+p^>] p (u^xxx)^ + OCh^I) 
<: 4 . 64> 
For p = 1, the truncation error C4.64:> is independent of «, 
However, for -1 < p( 2+P^ )/(p^-l) -^ 1, we may choose 
a = p(2+p^)/2(p^-l) and the method is then fourth order 
accurate. 
STABILITY: 
Using Von Neumann method to examine the stability of 
C4. 61) , we put 
y" » A^ " expC 10x^) C 4. 65) 
into C4.61), we obtain 
p _ [1-(2^+401-0)po()Sin^/ah/2] - i [ a+pCl-0) J Sin J0h ,„ ^^ ., 
s " ••" ' " ' I, _ II -» _- I » • (_ 4., D o ) 
[1-C2^-4(9 pc<)Sln^;?h/2J - ltot-p0]Sin Jdh 
If \K\ ^ 1, the method is stable unconditionally for e > 1/2 
PCX > 0, -^ < 1/2. For e < 1/2, the stability condition is: 
pa > 0, O < p < l/Cl-2e)q 
For r - \/d, e - 1/2, the method is unconditionally stable 
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and second order accurate as: 
C 4. 67) 
where 
q - yh/a and a e [-1/a, l/g] . 
Example 4. S: Consider the equation 
y^ •*• y y^ " 0, t > 0, O < X < 1 C 4. 683 
subject to conditions 
yCO, ty B yCl, to 
yC X, OD = /C x) C 4. 69) 
where 
/Cx) = 20/^ 3 Cx-0. 35), 0.35 < x < 0.5 
= 20/3 CO.65-x), 0.5 < X < 0.65 
» O J otherwise 
For y = 1, the problem was solved by the method 
C4.6i> taking a = 1/2, ct/q = i/e, h = 1/40, At = 0.01. The 
graphs of the computed solution for t = 0.2, 0,8 have been 
drawn (See Fig 4.1) against x. 
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Table C4. i:> 
Conqiarlson of the Errors in the Solution of the Example 4.1 
f o r , h • O. OOl, e "• ^ 
X 
0 . 0 0 5 
0 . 0 1 0 
0 . 0 1 5 
O. 0 2 0 
0 . 0 2 5 
0 . 0 3 0 
A d a p t i v e 
a • C p - 1 ) /'2q 
- . 7 0 4 - 4 * 
- . 1 9 7 - 4 
- . 2 3 7 - 5 
- . 5 0 4 - 6 
- . 6 5 5 - 7 
- . 1 0 9 - 7 
S p l i n e 
a • tj/^6 
- . 9 1 5 - 3 
- . 2 1 8 - 3 
- . 3 7 9 - 4 
- . 8 4 6 - 5 
- . 1 6 3 - 5 
- . 3 3 3 - 6 
Trapezoidal 
R u l e 
. 7 5 1 - 2 
. 1 6 4 - 2 
. 3 7 0 - 3 
. 8 2 1 - 4 
. 1 7 7 - 4 
. 3 7 3 - 5 
Cubic Spline 
- . 3 3 8 - 2 
. 7 1 4 - 2 
- . 1 2 0 - 2 
. 2 1 1 - 1 
- . 3 5 3 - 1 
. 6 4 8 - 1 
* - . 7 0 4 - 4 = - 0 . 7 0 4 x 1 0 -4, 
Table' C'4. a:> 
4 
Errors x 10 i n t h e S o l u t i o n of t h e Example 4 . 2 
S o l u t i o n i s O s c i l l a t i o n - f r e e . 
N ^ X 
€ \ v 
0 . 1 
O. 5C - 2 3 
0 . 2C -6!) 
0 . 2C -7D 
X - 0 . 2 
* 
- . 0 3 
- 1 . 0 1 
- 1 . 3 7 
- 1 . 3 7 
h • 
0 . 4 
- . 0 3 
- 1 . 6 6 
- 2 . 2 4 
- 2 . 2 4 
0 . 1 
0 . 6 
0 . 0 9 
- 2 - 0 4 
- 2 . 7 5 
- 2 . 7 5 
0 . 8 
0 . 6 4 
- 2 . 1 9 
- 3 . 0 0 
- 3 . OO 
X « 0 . 2 
- . 0 0 7 
- . 2 5 
- . 3 4 
- . 3 4 
h = 0 . 
0 . 4 
- . 0 0 7 
- . 4 2 
- . 5 6 
- . 5 6 
0 5 
0 . 6 
0 . 0 2 2 
- . 5 1 
- . 6 9 
- . 6 0 
0 . 8 
. 1 6 
- . 5 5 
- . 7 5 
- . 7 5 
. 0 3 
-0.0.3 
lat 
Table C4. 3:> 
Error Values eCxI) in [0,0.51 in the Solution of Example 4.3 
for, e " 0.02, h • 0.05 
X 
eCx:) 
. 0 5 . 1 0 . 1 5 . 2 0 . 2 5 . 3 0 . 3 5 . 4 0 . 4 5 . 5 0 
. 2 7 - 4 * . 9 2 - 4 . 2 2 - 3 . 4 5 - 3 . 7 6 - 3 . 1 1 - 2 . 1 3 - 2 . 1 2 - 2 . 6 9 - 3 . 0 0 
* = .27-4 - 0.27x10' eCl-x^D «• -eCXj^ D 
Table' C4. 4y 
Error Values eCx^^) in the Computed Solution of Example 4.4 





0 . 1 
- 2 . 5 - 3 
0 . 6 
- 1 . 2 - 2 
0 . 2 
- 4 . 4 - 3 
0 . 7 
- 1 . 4 - 2 
0 . 3 
- 6 . 2 - 3 
0 . 8 
- 1 . 3 - 2 
0 . 4 
- 8 . 2 - 3 
0 . 9 
- 9 . 3 - 3 
0 . 5 
- 1 . 0 - 2 
1 . 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
* = -2.5-3 = -2.5x10 ,- 3 
X2. 
Fig. 4.1 
Graph of y (computed) against x for 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CUBIC SPLINE FOR SOLUTION OF TWO POINT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
5. 1 INTRODUCTION; 
Most of the existing methods based on cubic spline 
for the solution of two point boundary value problems are 
second order methods and t.hey suffer from a serious draw-
back. When applied to the convection-diffusion equation with 
large Reynold's number, they have the undesirable feature of 
exhibiting unwanted or spurious oscillations which obscures 
the true nature of the solution [Sahai (1971), Aibasiny and 
Hoskins (1969)]. Jain and Azis (1983) developed a method 
which uses the cubic spline function lor a two point 
boundary value problem with significant first derivatives. 
The method obtained involves some parameters. These 
parameters may be suitably chosen to obtain an oscillation-
free solution of the test equation y" = ky' , k » 1. 
Depending upon the choice of the parameters, methods of 
order two, three and four may be obtained. By choosing the 
parameters suitably, it is possible to eliminate the 
spurious oscillations from the solution of the convection-
diffusion equation. 
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5.2. CUBIC SPLINE FOR SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS: 
We consider the general second order non-linear 
differential equation, 
y " B /Cx, y, y'D, x e la, bl C5.1) 
subject to two point boundary conditions, 
y^isi.'i - A, yCbD • B t5. 23 
where a, b, A and B are finite constants. We assume, for 
X e [a,b3, and -co < y,y' < co, the following conditions on 
the function /: 
Cl> /Cx, y, y'3 is continuous, 
C2D df/dy and Qf/dy' exist and are continuous, 
C3:> d//dy > 0 and \&f/dy' \ < w for some fixed positive 
number w. 
These conditions ensure that the boundary value problem 
C5.15 has a unique solution. Now, we use the cubic spline 
function approximation C2.53 to determine difference scheme 
for the differential equation C5.13. 
5. 2. 1 CUBIC SPLINE; 
In the interval [a,b], we Introduce a grid {Xi.}, 
x^  = a+ih. 1= 0{1)N, h = (b-a)/N. 
As we derived in chapter two, the cubic spline appro-
ximation function S^(x) in interval [Xi._i,X;.], is given by, 
2 
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+ CXi^ -M^  h^ /TSJCx-x^ .^p-^ h C5. 3D 
Differentiating C5,3>, w© obtain, 
S'Cx>« MJ Cx-x^^_pV2h - h/6] 4M;^ _tt -Cx^-x)V2h + h/61 
Putting X = Xi-y^ = Xi.-M-i in C5-33 and C5.4), we obtain 
respectively 




S;CXi^ _ :> » Cy—y^^.p/h -Mi^ _iCX^ -l ^3:>h/'2 - M^ C^l/S -Cl-X3^>h/2 
CS. 61) 
where, O < X < 1. 
By considering S^(x) and S^(x) in [Xv, x^ +i] and putting 
X = Xi,+j^  - Xi.+Xh, we obtain 
S^ CXi^ ^^ :>« Mi^^iXCX^-l)hV6+Mi^Cl-X)[ Cl-XD^-1] hVe+Xy^^^^+Cl-X:) y^  
C 5. 7D 
S^ CXi^ ^^ D « Cy^^^i-yp/h +M^ ^^ iCX^ -1/'3:>h^ 'a + Mi^ Cl/3 -Cl-X)^:)h/a 
CS. 8D 
Here 0 < X :^  1, determines the position of the off-grid 
points x,, ± Xh. 
Let the exact solution at x^  of the given boundary value 
problem defined by C5. i:) and (S.PJ be denoted by y^, and 
yi." be its n ' derivative at x^ . We define. 
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Jy » /Cx^, yk'>"k^ ' ^ = '^''^-'^ C5. 93 
Where a,/"J are constan"ts "to be chosen later. 
By using the cubic spline relations C5.53-C5.8) and 
C5. 93, we write 
"H±X • - Cy^^i-yi3/'h±hCa',7i,j+a'27vJ 
Where a^  = ai(X) = X (X^'-D/S, aa " ai (1-X ) = (1-X ) [ (1-X )-l]/6 
and a'1, a'2 are first derivatives of fti and aa with respect 
to X. Next we define, 
nii. = mi_+ah{;/i,^i+/t_p/4 - YxCf^^^_-J^^^^iy\^ 
and 
A - AXi» Xl* "K^ C5. 113 
The differential equation C5.13 is now discretized by 
-6Vi.+h^[ 07^+;^+Cl-203/^+^7 ] +Ti^ Ch3 - O C5.123 
where O < 6> < 1/2 and Ti.(h) denotes the local truncation 
error. 
LOCAL TRUNCATION ERROR: 
We expand equations C5.93 in Taylor's series to 
obtain, 
F^  « y'--ah/2 y'\+hV6 y[^*-o(hV24 y[*Uh'*/'l 20 y^''^... 
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J.^ m / ^ - a h / 2 y ' \F4 t+P[*'h^/^ - P * ^ V / 6 +p[^ 'h* /e4 - . . 
/ U i - /i.it+<-l+r?''2>h y"iF4,i-qi h +q^ h -q^ h +. . . 
where 
r. F"i,v • td//'<?y':)^=^ , in g e n e r a l F^ • - <i.d f/dy' :>^  
V 
Pi" - yrV,.,/3 ^ cV"^ F,,,/4 
P[^' - ay[*V, , i^4 + ay ' \ y [^V2 , , / 2 4 c^y'\ Fg.^ '^Q 
q[* '-Cl+r?/23y' \F '^^^ + y r V 3 F ^ , - CI+r3/2) ^ ' ' ^ F ^ i / 2 
: X , 
F'i,v = [ d/dxC d//ay'D ] ^ ^^  , in general 
F\^ « [ d/dxCd''//'dy''"3] ^ ^^  etc. r. 
Similarly, from equation CS.IO:) also we have, 
3 / / .-, r ^ ^ . ,^ . -t . * r -^ ,. V ^ . C4> 
^^ •^ X • y^^^-^^y"J't.d^iS^'^-^0^^^-^^:i, a / 2 ] - h * [ C ^ C \ ) / 2 4 y[ ' 
4 a ,q [ ' ^ -a2 /2 P^'^] - . . . 
yi.-^ - y^_^+h^y",F^.[ aiCl+/^V2:)-a2 o(/2] -h*[ C,CX)/24 y**' 
+ a iq^* ' -a2/2 p[**] + . . . 
^ - X " y'ux"*'^^'"*-^'.^^ ^ ' i ^ ^ ' * ^ ^ ^ ^ * ' ' ' ^ «^2] +h^tbiCX.>/24 y[*' 
- a ' lq i . + a ' 2 / ^ Pi^  ] - . . . 
mj.-^ « y \ _ ^ - h ^ y ' \ F 4 J a ' i C l + ^ / 2 ) - a ' 2 c«/2] -h^ t biCXD/24 y "^*' 
where 
- a ' , q [ ' ' 4 a ' 2 / 2 P '^^ ] -
b^CX3 « - 1 + 6 X ^ - 4 X ^ CjCX) « X-2X^fX'* 
^•^±X ' ^-±\ ~ ^""^"^ ^^.^ < a ' i CI + ^?/2D ± a ' ^ c*/2^ 
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where 
+h^F^a y"i.G4,^ a^,Cl+^ V2)±a2 a^ay 
i^.i. " <^^//^y^x=x.» in general G^ ,i. - C t> /y&y y r. x=x 
/i^B Z^+h^/eC 1 + ^ / 2 3 y ' \ F f ^+C5y[* ' -12q[* ' ) ahV24 F^ ^ + . . . 
By s u b s t i t u t i n g a l l t h e above e x p a n s i o n s i n CS.12D, we 
o b t a i n 
t^^Ch) " -h*[ C0X^-1/121)y^^'+C 1 + ^ / 2 ) y ' \ F ^ ^ C 1 / 6 C 1 - 2 0 ) - 2 a ' ^e) ] 
<4) 
+ a h ^ ' 2 4 Fj J 24©y'\Ca2Gi i^+Xa' j F ' ^^^-CI-20D C 5y^ 
-12q[* ' ) ] + OCh**) C5.13:> 
From C5.13) it is clear that for arbitrary oi,/^:J,X and 0, the 
method is a second order method. However, if we choose 
^ = -2, 0 = 1/12X^  then the coefficient of h** is aero and 
for ex ^  0, the principal part of t^(h) is non-sero, so that 
the method is third order. If in addition we choose a - 0 
then the method becomes a fourth order method. 
CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS: 
To express the system given by C5.12) in compact and 
convenient matrix form for simplicity, let us denote the 
following'. 
9cty,_i, y,,y,,p « h'^F ©J^^^+Cl-20)/.+07^_^] -A6, ^ -B^, ,,_i; 
tag 
"V,J 
2 If 1-J " O 
-1 If |1-J I - 1 
O If (J-J I > 1 
2! " ^">..j-^(N-l>x(N-l>' 
TCh^-CtjCh), t^Chl), . . . , t^.^ChDi), Y »C y^ , y^ , . . . , y^^.p^ (;5,14) 
The application of C5.12> at the points xc, i = 1(1)N-1 
gives the (N-l)x(N-l) system 
U Y + SC I> + IC h!) - O 15. 153 
In actual practice we use C5.13:) and get, 
D Y + QCY) » 0 C5.16) 
where Y is an approximation for the solution vector Y. 
If the differential equation t5.13 is non-linear then 
C5.16) is a non-linear system of equations and may be solved 
by an iterative method e.g. Newton-Raphson method. In this 
case the Jacobian matrix is tridiagonal, On the other hand, 
if ts.1) is a linear differential equation then C5.16) is a 
linear tridiagonal system. There exist very efficient 
algorithm for inverting a tridiagonal matrix. Subtracting 
C5.16) from C5.15), we get 
P E + GtY) - QCP = TCh) C5.17) 
where 
E - I - I - t ej, ej., . . . , e„_p "^  
using the mean value theorem, we write C5.17) as 
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CD + fPE - lCh> CS. 18) 
where £ Is the (N-l)x(N-l) tridiagonal matrix, For suffi-
ciently small h, (D + E) is a monotone matrix and hence 
invertible. Further 
N-l 
C£ 4 p"* - Q - Cq^j) > O and X: q^ j = O(N^) C5.19:> 
If ||E|| = max^|ei.|, then, s ince 
E - t f + J}>~* i(:h> c s . s o 
from CB. la-) andtS. 10.>, it follows that 
= OCh^) 
For arbitrary a,0,\,9 and 
jJEJI = OCh^3, for 0 - -2, 0 -. 1/12,X^ 
Further, if we also have a = 0, then ||Ej| = (Xh 3 . 
i3i 
5.3 APPLICATION TO CONVECTION-DIFFUSION PROBLEM: 
Consider the model convection-diffusion eqution, 
- e y" + Ky' «> O, e, K > O C5. 2i:> 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
yCO) - 1 , yCi!) n O CS. 22) 
The theoretical solution of this problem is, 
ytx:) « [1- exp{-KCl-x:)/'<=M /[ 1- expC- K/'«=3 ] C 5. 23.7 
Neglecting the truncation error in CS.12) and applying the 
above method to this problem, we have the difference 
formula, 
yi^ i^[ 1 - Cl-a+2c«e)R - CI-2(9)Cc«+^/3)R^ + 4.ftea\R^] 
-2yJ l+aRCl-2©)+/?R^C40a'i-Cl-2©)/3)] +yi._i[ 1+C1+o<-2c«9) R 
+Cl-20)Ca-/^?/^)R^+4^0a'iR^] « 0 C5. 24) 
where R • Kh/2 and y^ is an approximation of yi. , 
We now, discuss some special cases of t5.24), to determine 
the parameter values: 
C D X « T^ y3, e » 1/2, a and ft arbitrary. We have a'i= 0 
and C4.24) becomes 
Cl-R)y^^i-2y^+ Cl+R)yi_i » 0 
which is of second order and gives oscillations in the 
solution for R > 1. Method C4.12) may be written as, 
- - Z " . 2 y^ - h ^2 t 7^+^^31/2+ T i _ i / 3 i / 2 ] C 5 . 2 5 ) 
C2) a - o , ft - - 2 , 0 - l/12X.^, X a r b i t r a r y , we g e t t h e 
f o u r t h o r d e r m e t h o d , 
Cl-R+R^/3)y^^j-2y;^Cl+R^/ '3)+Cl+R+R^/3)yi_4 = O 
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The solution in this case is oscillation-free for all R. 
However, for R > T5, there is excessive clamping in the 
solution. Choosing \ - Vo /6, we obtain a fourth olfder 
method, 
C33 X • l/T^, /? » -3ct, 0 - C a-1 :>/'2ct, a > 1 . The 
difference formula C5.24) reduces to, 
which is of second order and oscillation-free for all R. 
There is no damping in the solution. The parameter a can be 
suitably chosen. For a = 1, the method becomes, 
C4) 0 • 1/2, a « O, ^ «= -2, X = C1/3 - ^/R)^''^, f < R/3, 
in this case the difference scheme 0 5.241) becomes, 
tl-R+2^R)y^^i-2y^Cl+2^R)+i:i+R+2?R3y,_i « O 
For ? • CR Coth R -15/'2R, we get complete accuracy i.e?. the 
solution of the difference scheme coincides with the 
solution of C5.23). If we use the approximation ? = R/6, 
then X = 1/TS gives the fourth order method, 
Example 5.1: We solve the 'boundary value problem 
e y" - €1/2 -x)y' » O, e > O, 
yCO!) « O, yClD « 1 t5. 25) 
The theoretical solution of the above equation is, 
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yCx:> " J expCxCl-xD • ' a e j d x / j" expCxC 1 - x ) / a ^ d x 
o o 
We solve the problem for several values of e, with meshsiae 
h = 0.05, by the methods of special cases C1D-C4:) . Some of 
the numerical results obtained have been presented in Tables 
C5.i-a:>, CG.l-b:> and C5.i-c.>. Since most of the error values 
for C5.E53 are nearly symmetrical about x = 0.5, they have 
been tabulated in (0, «. 5). 
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5. 4 CUBIC SPLINE SCHEME FOR SINGULAR TWO-POINT BOUNDARY 
VALUE PROBLEMS; 
5. 4. i INTRODUCTION: 
We consider the numerical solution of the class of 
singular two-point boundary value problems, 
x'^Cx'^y')' - /Cx, y3, O < x < 1 C5.2e:) 
yCO> «a A, yCl) » B C5. a6a) 
or y'CO) « O, yCl> « B (:5.26b) 
Here, oi e (0,1) or a = 1 or a = 2. if « = 1, then C5.26) 
becomes a cylindrical problem and if « = 2, then it becomes 
a spherical problem. (The independent variable is denoted by 
X in the Cartesian case, and by r in the polar cases in the 
following discussions). In C5.26a, bD A and B are finite 
constants. Equation C5.263 has a unique solution if /(x,y) 
satisfies the following conditions, 
Ci:) /Cx,yy is continuous, 
CII> dfydy exists, and is continuous, 
CHID df/'dy > O C5.26c) 
The numerical solution of C5.26) has been discussed 
by a number of authors including Jame-t (1970), Ciax^let &t al 
(1970), Gxista/sson (1973), Reddien (1973), Russ&ll and 
Shamp irxG (197 6 ) , S toy an (1976), Rodd i en and Sc humaher 
(1976), Chawla and /Cat t i (1882, 1985), and recently, Iyengar 
ct 0.1 (1987). Al3o /Jj-ii? (.1988) derived T\ difference method 
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for the more general form of the above boundary value 
problem. 
5.4.2 CUBIC SPLINE METHOD: 
Consider first the case a e (0,1),. We take non-
uniform mesh points 0 = Xo < ^i <..,,, x^ -i < XN = 1, denote 
K = Xi.-x^ _i, Xui-Xi. = h .^ .1, Yi. = y(Xi.) and /,, = /(Xi,yi) 
etc. In the interval Xi._i < x < x^ ., we write, 
x'^ * d/dxCx'^ dy/dx> « fx.-x^ Mi^ .^ /hi^ +C x-x^ .^^ Mi^ /'hi C5. 27) 
It is obvious that, 
[x"'^Cx'^y'V]^., = M, = /. 
I 
and Ix Cx y'D'J^_^ « Mj^ _j = fi_^. 
i-i 
If we integrate C5. sz") twice, and satisfy the interpolatine 
conditions y(x^_i) = y^.-! and y(Xi.) - Vi, then we get the 
spline approximation as 
yCx) « " ry^ [ Cyi.x^_i-yi_iX^^)- x'^(y--y^_j^)] 
2 ct 
+ [T'i^ C2ajX-3c<2X|^_j)+x ^i^/a + a ' ^ ] M^^ 
« 
Xl-i < X < x^ C 5 - 2 8 ) 
Where 
ctj «» 1 +c(, c<2 «* 2+o( = 1 +a^, a = 1 - a , j-^ ^^ = a /C x°^ - x^_^ 
^ \ «= 1 / 6 h ^ a ^ a j 
^ t " ~ ^ i r ' ; . [ «*«it"Sxi^-3Xi^._j:)+ 2x^C Xj-3x^_j:) + X;^_^C4+c<)] 
t>i. « - r t r ' i t t4+ct:)x;-axf_^C3x;-2Xi^_4:)-2xf.^C3x—x^_^:)] 
a ' . = ^ - ^ r ^ / a [ x^x^_iC2c«jX—3ot2X;^_p+t4+o(>xf_jX^] 
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putting i = i+1 in C5.28D, we get the spline valid in the 
interval (x^ .x^ +i) as; 
•^  [ r' ^^iX^(3c<2Xi,i-2ctiX)+x^ t»Ui /» +t>' u i l ML 
Xi^  < X < x^^.j C 5 . 3 0 3 
where 
^+t' t)i_+i e t c . a r e de f ined from C5. ag:) by changing 
t h e s u f f i x from i t o i + 1 . 
Now, d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g C5.28:) and C5.303, we ge t 
y ' t x ! ) = r i . ^ ' ^ C X i - r i - . i ) * [ r \0^onx ' - ' 5o(2xx^_j )+a j^x" '^ ] M^  
4 [ .v . (6a2Xx , -6o ( ,x^ )+ b ,x -^^ ]M,_„ 
x^_4 < X < x^ C 5 . 3 1 a ) 
y ' C x 3 «- n+iX~^ 'Cy^^,-yi )+ [ r'i^iCGcttx''-Ga^^^xJ+a^^^x'^^] M^^^ 
+ [ r'i+iC6o(2XXi^^i-6c«jX^)+ b^_jx "^l M,, 
xt < X < x^ , j CB. 31b3 
Denote y' (x^) - rnc, y' (xui) - nH+i etc. we obtain the follo-
wing spline relations easily. 
For the interval ( x^..^  , x^  ) , we get 
f^-in\-i - l-^r\xl^l +aj Mi + [6xfV-(ci2X,_j-c>(^x-.^) 
+ t^ J Mi._i + nty—yi^_p, t5. 32a) 
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For the interval (x^.x^+i), we get 
xfnv - r -6r' ui^f'^-^auJ Mui+[ 6x°'i^' uiCotaX^ ^^ -otiX,) 
C5. 33b:) 
From the above, we derive the following relations 
x?.,'n,,,-xfni, - er',,,rP',M,.,+P'^M,l (:?5.34) 
+ i^ ^^ uiCyc.i-yi^ » cs. 33) 
-n.iXui] C5.36:> 
Where, 
yi - xfi-xfi,, W, - x^*+xf*. V - 1 
9;^  =» -6x^ _4W^ +6ajhix'[**+2a'\ 
Differentiating C5.31-a3 and C5.31-b), we get 
i33 
respectively, 
Xi^ _j^  < X < Xi^  C5.37a) 
y"CxD —o(r;^ i^x"°'*Cyui-yi.)+C ^r' uiC^ctiX-a^x^J-aa^^iX-^"*] M^ ^^  
+ C 6r' i.+iCa2^ i+i-2c«4x)-abi^ 4^X~^ * ] M^ ,^ 
X;^  < X < Xj^ .^! t5. 37b3 
Denoting y"(Xi) = Zi, it is easy to derive the following 
spline relations, for the inte.rvals (Xi,-i,Xi.), (Xi., Xc+i) , 
xt'^ Zt = -o<riCyv-yv-i)+[ 6xf Ko«i+«2hJ-aa"J r\M^ 
- aC6x?2 + b'vViM^., C5.38a) 
xf^ Z;^  » -o<rt,.iCyui-yi.)^ c<C6xf2-a'\^ i)r\^ iM^ i^ 
+ [ 6xf K"2hi.i-«xO-ab\,,)r\,,M^ C5.38bD 
We now derive the spline finite difference method for the 
solution of CS. 263 for 0 < ct < 1. Requiring that y' (x) be 
continuous at the node x^ , we get from C5.31a) and C5.31b), 
-^i.yi-l+t?i+ruPyl -n+iyi+i - K^\.^i.-*^\.K-^^i.^i-t 
i " 1,2, , N-l C 5. 39) 
where 
Be " 6xt*[ ^ zCxui^' ui+x^ .i?-' O-'^i'^S.r' ui+r' L)] 
+Cbi^ 4^-a^ ) CS. 40) 
Using the above notations, t5.40) can be simplified as, 
K " J-'v.iC-tixf^ ' + a\,J, €• = -^\C6xt'^ + b'.) 
i39 
putting Mi._i = /i._i, Mi. = /, and Mt+i - /v+i on C5.39), we 
have the three-point finite difference approximation, 
i • 1,2, ,N-1 C5. 41> 
A non-uniform mesh has been i3uccef5sfully used by Jain, 
ly&ngcLT and Sxitrcunanyam (1984) in solving two-point singular 
perturbation boundary value problems. By considering the 
mesh ratio parameter c^  = h^ +^i/ht we find Xi._i = Xi. - hi,, 
Xi.+i = Xi.+h^.+i = Xi+c7i_hi.. When o'^ = l, it reduces to the 
uniform mesh case. Substituting the expressions for Xi_i, 
Xi+i and expanding in Taylor's series, we obtain, 
j^ ^ « t xf/hp [ 1+PiX+ p2Cx)^+ pgCx:)^+ p^ cx":) + J 
^i+i " <^ x /c^hil) [ 1-PiX+ p j t x D - PgtxD + p^^CxJ + ] 
A . « C-ir X; a;h:)ri+ a/4 X - cxCZ~cO/'IZO CJD + ] 
O V c »• 
'6 Ci^  c C-1 xf hp[l- o(/4 X - otC2-o(:)/120 Cx3 + ] 
B^ « c-^ xf:)Ci+o^i^:)hj 2- a/d xti-c'i^ :) 
+{aCl-c7^ +o'J:)/'120K2-ct:)Cx)^ + ] C5. 42) 
where, p^ <= -a/2, pg «= -c<C2-o<3/12, pg «= -aC2-c()/24, 
p^ « -c<C2-c<)C18+2c(-c<^)/720, x = l\/x^ , x » c^i^hi^/Xi . 
Substituting C5.423 in C5.413 and simplifying, we find the 
truncation error in the difference method CS. 413 to be, 
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+ 2 /x f y \ ) ] + . . . . . 
« 1 /24 x f Cl+cyf^hf / ' \ + CS.43) 
By c h o o s i n g '^^ = 1 i n C5.43:) , we g e t t h e t r u n c a t i o n e r r o r i n 
C5 .41 ) i n t h e c a s e of u n i f o r m mesh a s , 
t[*'ch3 » 1 /12 x f h^ / " i . + CS.44) 
When a = 0, the method C5.41) reduces to-
ri-i- 2y^ + xui - hVe C/1-1+ 4/i+ /ui) CS.45) 
which is same as the scheme obtained by a cubic spline for 
y" = /(x,y). 
5. 4. 3 CYLINDRICAL CASE: 
For cv r: 1, we w r i t e C 5 . 2 6 ) i n t h e form, 
C l / i O C r y ' ) ' = / C i , y) C5. 46) 
we w i ' i t e , 
Cl/r) d/drCr dy/dr) «^  C M^^ .i/»\)(: r^ -rO+t Mj^/hj^ C^ r-i-_j) 
•^ l-i < r < r;^  
where h;. = r ^ - r i - i . I n t e g r a t i n g t w i c e w i t h r e s p e c t t o r , we 
g e t , 
yCr) » C M^_i/hj^) C1 ^4 rV^^ - r V s ) + C M ; / h p t " r V 9 - 1 / 4 r V ^ _ p 
+ Ci^  l o g r + D^  C5. 47) 
Where C^  and D^  are arbitrary constants to be determined. In 
the interval ro < r < i\, finiteness at the origin requires 
Ci=0 and Di = y(0) = yo. For the remaining intervals, using 
the interpolating conditions y(ri.-i) - y^-i and y(rt) - y;., 
i4i 
we get, , 
yCr> « r j CXi^-y^.piog r +yi_i log r^ ^ - y^locj r ^ . J 
- 4 r ^ _ p - ^ L 0 f - i C 9 r ^ - 4 r i _ p i o g r— 5 r f l o g r^^_i)] 
+CM^/36hi3[ r * C 4 r - 9 r - _ p - ? ' i C l o g r5C ri^--ri.pC4rf-5ri^r^_^ 
-5r^_P+^^^<;Srt-ilog r^+r^C 4 r i - 9 i - . . p i o g r e . , > ] , 
i\_4 < r < Pi^  C5. 48> 
Where, r , = l / log( ri /r ; .-!) , Se t t i ng i = i + 1 in C5.48), we 
get the sp l ine va l i d in (rj,, rt+i) as , 
yCr) » n+il tyui-Xv^log r +yi.log r^_^^ - y^i iog r j 
+CMi^/36h^^p[ r^C9i -^ i -4 r ) -^ i^^ iClog r^Cr^^i-r i^C 5 r f ^^  
+5ri^^4r—4rf3-ri^^i_(rJc9ri^^i-4rpiog r-^^ 
- S r f + i l o g I - ) ] 
+CM^_,4/'36h,^i:)[ r^C4i -9r , : ) -^ ' i^ iClog r)C i-^^-i-^C 4rf ,4 
-9 r i^ ) log r^>J , i- < r < r^ ^ j^ C5. 49!) 
If we now requ i re t h a t y' ( r ) be continuous a t the node r*., 
we obta in , 




Setting \\.^ = /,_!, W=fi and M,.i = /ui on the right hand 
side of C5.50D, we get the three-point finite difference 
approximation, 
i » 2, 3, , N-1 C 5. S23 
Consider again the case of uniform mesh. Expanding in 
Taylor's series, we get, 
r^ - r^ /h [1- h/ar^ - i/iac-/- i/24C~/- 19/720 C^ )*+... ] 
- • h [ 1 + h / 2 r — l / ' 1 2 C - / + l / 2 4 ( ! ^ ) ^ - 1 9 / 7 2 0 c|^ )^ + . . . ] 
A \ " - 1 /6 hr- - 1 /24 h^+ 1 /720 h V r ^ + 
B \ • - 2 / 3 hr^ - 1 /360 h ^ / r ^ + 
C \ • - 1 / e lir^ + 1 / 2 4 h^+ 1 /720 h V r - + 
C5. 53> 
The t r u n c a t i o n e r r o r i n CS.S23 i s o b t a i n e d a s , 
t -^ 'ch) - h V , / 1 2 [y[*^+y[^Vr. - a y ' ^ / r f + 2 y \ / r f ] + 
- hV^^/12 / ' \ + 1 5 . 5 4 ) 
The difference scheme C5.523 cannot be used at i = 1 as YX 
is not defined. In the case of uniform mesh, the following 
interpolating approximation may be used together with the 
boundary conditions C5. 26a), 
- 19/68 Xo + Xi - 49/68 y^- - (h^/17; C7/i+/p C5.55) 
The truncation error in tf3. SS) is, 
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t^^ 'ch) - - l / i a e h'^y'^^Cr^) + C5.S63 
5. 4. 4 SPHERICAL CASE: 
For a = 2, we write C5.26:) in the form 
Following the above procedure, we get 
yCrD - Mi^ .^ /hi^  CI/'G r^r^ -r^/iaD •fM^ /^'h^  CrVl2 - 1/T3 ^^-^^3 
- C^ /r + D;^, r^_^ < r < r^^ C5.58) 
Where C;. and I'i, are arbitrary constants to be determined 
from the interpolatory conditions. In the interval ro<r<ri, 
finiteness at the origin requires Ci - 0, I>i - y(0) = yo . 
For the remaining intervals, interpolating conditions give 
the spline, 
[r''C2i--iO+ ri'^v Cri-r^_pCrf+r^r._,-rf_p- l/hj^  Cr* 
-2rerf_i+ rt_p] 
4C M^ /12h,.> [ r''Cr -ar^.p +C ^ ^/rO C i\-i\.,J C i f-i ,i-_4-i ^ _p 
- lyh^ Cr*-2rf ri^ _i+ r*_p], 
ri^_i < r < 1- C5.59) 
Where, j'i. = (ri,rt-i)/hL and l\ - ri.-ri..-i. Setting i = i + 1 in 
C5.59), we get the spline valid in the interval (r^, ri.+i) 
as, 
yCr) « <:i/hui)Cy,_^i-^i-y,r,)-v^,^j/'r)Cy,^i-y-)+ M,/l 2h,,.i 
[ r ^ C 2r,^,-r) +C.-.^/r) C r^,^-r,) C r^,,+r^^,,r^-rt) 
-Cl/h,,pCr*,^-2r,,^r^+ r^) ] 
i44 
+CMi^ +i^ l ^K^i? [ r ^ Cr-2i-D +C n+i^ *^ ^^ r^ ^^ -^r;^ :)C r i^ i-r^ i^r —r^I) 
- Cl/h^^pCrt^,-2rt^4 i-+ r*)]. 
r^ < r < r^^i C5.60D 
Where 
rv+i = ruiri./hi.+i and ]\^ i= y^\.^i-TL\ 
Requiring that y' (r) be continuous at T^, we get, 
1 « 1,2,3, ,N-1 C5. 61) 
Where, 
C\ « Cr^/lShpCr^- r^_^C2ri-r-_p] - rt-^l^K 
A'v " C-n^4/12hi,.p[r?,^Cr^^^-2rp+r^] - r^iah^,^ 
+C r^^l 2hi> ^ r ^ r v-2r • _,) +i ^  J] +C r ^ /l 2lx..p C 4r ^,, 
Setting Mk = /k. *<: = i-1. i. i-*-! on the right hand side of 
C5.61), we get the three-point finite difference scheme as, 
i » 1,2, ,N-1 C5. 62) 
A f t e r s i m p l i f y i n g C 5 . 6 2 ) , we g e t , 
'rv-iyv-i-2«\y^+ r u i X u i • Ch ' ' /12) [Crv+re_i ) / i . „ i+ar , /^ , 
1 - 1 , 2 , . • - , N - 1 C5. 63) 
In the case of uniform mesh, the truncation error in C5.63) 
is obtained as, 
t[^\h) = - hVl2 r-/'\ + 
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5.4.5 CONVERGENCE OF THE SPLINE DIFFERENCE METHODS: 
By using the following theorems, all the three diffe-
rence methods C5.4,i>, C5.52) and cs.e33 are convergent, 
[See ly&ngar e?i al Numer. Math. . 50, 363-376. (1987)]. 
1HEOREM S. 1 
Assume that / satisfies C5.26c) and x*^  \f"\ < M. Then 
for the spline difference scheme C5.41) with Xi = ih, we 
have IIEII = O(h^) for sufficiently small h. 
THEOREM 5. 2 
Assume that / satisfies C5.26c) and let /"e C{(0,l)xR} 
and ri. |/"| ^ N, Then, for the spline difference scheme 
C5.63) with r^  = ih. we have ||£;j| = O(h^), for sufficiently 
small h. Where, 
I = i -1 
and Y denotes the numerical solution. 
5.4.6 TREATMENT OF THE BOUNDARY CONDITION y'CO) » 0 : 
If the left boundary condition is y'(0) = 0, then we 
need an extra difference equation valid at 1 = 0. In the 
limit, at i = 0, the differential equation C5.26) may be 
written as, 
a^y" m /to, y) C5. 64) 
A suitable approximation to ts.04) along with an approxi-
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mat ion to y' (0) = 0 may be combined to get the difference 
equation at i = 0. A second order approximation to C5.643 
may be written as, 
-yo+Xi ' /o/2c<i C5.655 
Alternatively, i=0 may be avoided and a suitable approxi-
mation may be written at i = 1. this procedure is suitable 
in the cylindrical case C5.46D where the difference scheme 
C5.52:) is valid only for i = 2,3, ,N-1. In this case, to 
go along with the difference scheme C5.52>, we may write for 
uniform mesh, 
y^-Y2+Ch^^4r:>C5/\'-a/p « O C5. 66) 
with a truncation error, 
tj^ t^hD « - 19X24 h'' 7^ ^^ + C5. 67:) 
Equations t5.52!) along with C5.66) gives a (N-l)x(N-l) 
system of equations for the unknowns yj, y2. • • • yw-i • The 
solution at r = 0 may be determined by using any second 
order difference approximation to, 
2 d^yydr^ » /CO, y) C5. 68) 
and the computed solutions. 
The difference equation C5.63) is valid for 
i = 1{1)N-1. At i = 0, we have in the spherical case, 
3 Q y^dr = /CO, y) CS.eS) 
Again, a suitable 0(h ) approximation to t5.69) may be 
written to combine with ("5.63). Applioation of the above 
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difference schemes to C5.26>, generally produces a nonlinear 
tridiagonal system of equations. This nonlinear system of 
equations is solved by Newton's iteration. 
5.4.7 NUMERICAL RESULTS: 
We now discuss the implementation of the scheme 
C5.4a3 with the non-uniform mesh. The interval [0,1] is 
divided into N parts with 
O » X Q < X j < Xg < < x,^ = 1 
h^ <B X|^-Xi^_i i n 1 C 1 3 N a n d 
We h a v e , 
1 = Xfj — X Q = CX,^ —Xfj_.jJ+V.Xj^_^—Xf^_2,-'+«»««»+^ '*l""Xo-^ 
- »iN + h ^ - i + + h i 
» h j C l +0' j + f^l'^2 + + < l^<^2 • • • '^N-l^ 
H e n c e , 
This determines the starting value of the steplength and the 
subsequent steplengths are given by hz = '^i^\, ^^ - °'z^ 
etc. However, for simplicity, we consider the case when 
Ci - <y r- constant, i = 1(1)N-1. Then h^  reduces to, 
h^ "CI ~a:> /t 1 -</*^ C 5. 713 
If the total number of points N+1 is prescribed, then we can 
determine \\^ from t5.713. This is the first mesh spacing on 
the left. Since the singuarity in the differential equation 
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is at, X - 0,we choose a > 1. This ensures a concentration of 
mesh points near the origin x = 0 and very few mesh points 
elsewhere. The larger the value of ey, the more is the 
concentration of the mesh points near the left hand 
boundary. If c^  = 1, then it reduces to the case of uniform 
mesh. Application of C5.413 at the nodal points give rise to 
a system of (N-l)x(N-l) algebraic equations who-ge solution 
is the required numerical solution Vi, i = 1(1)N-1. If the 
slopes (derivatives) m^^ are required, they can be determined 
from C5. 32b) or C5. 33a5. 
+ rSy-Yi-i^ C5.72) 
or 
•^ »^ ui]/i+ J-ui-y.^ i-yi^  C5.73) 
Where we have used Mi,_i = /;._i etc. 
Both the equations cs.72> and C5.73) produce the same 
solution as if m^. is continuous at Xi,. The approximation to 
the second derivative Zi.Cy"(Xi.)) can be obtained from the 
equations t5.38a) and C5.38b). 
x'^ iZj^  » -«n<:yt-yi-i:>+ [ exfiCaXi^ +oiahp-aa'^ ] ?'\/i^  
•ai.6xf^-¥b\yr^\/^_^ C5.74) 
or 
+ [ Bxf^Cagh^^j-otx.^-otb' ,^ .J r' i+i/, C5.75) 
Both the equations C5.74) and C5.7S) again produce the same 
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solutions. We have determined the values of ni;., Zi in the 
example below. 
Example 5-2: [Chawla and Katti (1982)] 
yC O) - 1, yC 1 > - e . 
The exact solution is, 
yCx^ • expCx ) . 
We solved this problem using the method C5.AID for 
two sets of values a = 0.5, /5 = 4 and a = 0.75, 0 - 3.75 
with h = Z'^, k = 4(1)7. The maximum absolute errors in the 
results along with the maximum absolute errors in the 
results obtained by the methods Mi and Mz of Chawla and 
Katti (1982) are given in Table- C5.a~ay. The results 
obtained by spline methods are superior as compared to the 
results of Chawla and Katti. Errors in the numerical 
solutions are given in the Tablets 15. f:-bJ>-<:5.2-'C>. We have 
used the spline C5. E8) to find solutions at three 
equidistant points inside the intervals used to find the 
numerical solution, Errors in the spline solution for both 
the cases are given in Table C5. 2-d.y . 
We have also evaluated m^  and \ using <.5.72) and 
(15.74). The results for both the cases are given in Tables 
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Example 5 . 3 : [Hubi&e-k and Hlav&6Gk ( 1 9 8 3 ) ] 
Y" + y ' / x » - 6 e ^ , y 'C03 -O, yC13 • O 
The exact solution is given by, 
w h e r e , 
yCx> » I n [ C8B/63/CBx^+l)^] 
C8B/'6)/CB + l>^ « 1 
This problem has no ssolution for S > 2. For S - z, it has a 
unique solution. For ^ < 2, it has 2 solutions, The 
numerical methods approximate smaller of the two solutions 
in this case. This problem is solved by the method C5.59:) 
and C5.66) with h = 2~^, k = 3(1)6. The resulting nonlinear 
equations are solved by the Newton's method. The starting 
values for the solution are arbitrarily taken as yi = 1-ih. 
i = 1(1)N, and the iteration is stopped when the tolerance 
10 is achieved. Maximum absolute errors for £• = -1, 0.6, 1 
are given in Table C5. 3-ay. Errors in numerical solution are 
tabulated in Tables cs. 3--fc.c, dJ> , We have also used the 
spline C5.48;) to find solutions at three equidis- tant 
points inside the intervals used to find the numerical 
solution. Error in the spline solution for all the cases are 
given in the Table C5. 3-e-y . 
i5i 
5.5 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF BURGER'S EQUATION USING CUBIC 
SPLINE 
5. 5. 1 INTRODUCTION: 
The well known quasi-linear parabolic equation, known 
as Burger's equation: 
duydt + u duXdx - l/R d^u/5x^ 
represents a one-dimensional scalar analog for isotropic 
tui'bulence, where u and R represent velocity and Reynold 
number, respectively. 
The solution of this equation has been given by 
several authors, ^opf (1948, 1950), Benton (1967), Benton 
and Platsman. (1972). In many cases it is difficult to find 
an explicit solution, mainly due to the nonlinear nature of 
the equation. For the coupled Burger's equation in two space 
variables, 
duydt + u t?u/tJx + V duy^dy •» 1 /R t tJ^ u/t)x^  + t>^u/^y^> 
d^/'dt + u ^v/tJx + V dy^^dy « 1/R C <)^v/dx^ + d^^^oy^^ 
the solution cannot be expressed in a closed analytical form 
and numerical methods present a possible way of obtaining 
information about the solutions. The coupled Burger's 
equations are used in models for the study of Hydrodynamical 
turbulence and wave processes in nonlinear thermoelastic 
medium. 
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Recently, Arminjon. and Befaxich-amp (1978) have derived 
a finite element method for solving Burger's equation in OTT^ I 
dimension. They have extended this method to two space 
dimensions in another paper (1979). Jain and Holla (1978) 
and Iyengar and Pillai (1984) used cubic spline and 
parametric spline for solution of the Burger's equation in 
one and two dimensions. 
5. 5. a ONE-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Consider the non-linear Burger's equation, 
duydt + u du/dx - i/R a''u/dx^  C5.76) 
with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Split 
equation (.'5.76) in the form, 
1/^ duyot » - u au/dx C5.77) 
1/2 duZ-dt » 1/R a^u/dx^ C5. 78) 
The space derivative in equation C5.77) is approximated by 
the first-order derivative of cubic spline function inter-
polating u" (i = 0(1 )N) at n and n+1/2 time levels; the 
time derivative is approximated by the forward difference. 
Thus, we can write equation CS.77) as, 
e,n.r '-^ ^^  Cl-epmr " - CUr)-Vk c u r ^'^-U'^) CS.79) 
where e^  e (0,1) and tf^ - S'r,(Xi.), Sn(x) is the cubic spline 
function. By using spline relation, 
m"_i+4m['+m['^ t « 3/h CU"^ i-u"_j) C5.80) 
n+ ±yz ^ . n+ 1 X 2 . n+ 1/2 .^  „ , ,n+ 1Z 2 ,.r.+ 1 ,'2. .-, . . 
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Eliminatiiif^  the space ck,rivat.:lve.<^- in',' and \\\ ' ' from 
equations CS. 79J-CS. 81 "J , we get finite difference scheme in 
the form, 
« - r/2 hU'^ '6^ u" C5.82) 
where 
x^Ui. = U,,,-U,.,, 6^ Ui = iJ.M-ZUi+Ui 1 and r = k/h 
The space derivative in equation C5,78> is replaced by the 
second order derivative of the cubic spline function Sr,(x) 
interpolating Ll" '^i - 0(1)N), at n+ 1/2 and n+1 time levels. 
Thus equation C5.783 can be written in the form, 
1/R Cf?X^*+ Cl-epM!;;^  '''^ ) = l/k CU^^-u;^^ ^ '^^Z) C5.83:> 
Where the parameter ©2 ^  (0,1) and M" = 8"^ , (x^. >. 
Using spline relations, 
M^'tZ-^^^+dMr "''^+Mn/-^^ - ce/h^ ':^  6 ^ ' *'^  C5.8s:> 
Eliminating M""^ "^  and MI'"*'*'^^ from equations CS. 835-CS. 85), we 
obtain the difference scheme of the form, 
^^  -^  <^ ^ - ^ >'5^^CU^^*-Ur '"') - r/R 6 X ' '"' <:5.86) 
Equations C5. 821) and t5.8e:> constitute the finite difference 
approximation to the equation C5.76!), One can eliminate the 
Ui to get, 
{C1+ U^/eiJa^ CU^'D'S r/S h04U"6J{l+Cl/'6 - r6?2/R)6^>U^^* 
-{1+ u^/e 6^ cu[':)~*4r/a hu"cet-i)6^Hi+«-i/e- re2/R+ T/RDCS^^U^" 
t5. 97> 
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The Intermediate values included in equation C5.83) have 
been taken as, 
U^" '^ ^ - 41 - Crh/2)C2A,-A^JVU^ 
using the Von-Neumann method, equation C5.87) is found to be 
unconditionally stable for e^ and &z « (1/2, 1), it has an 
2 
order of accuracy 0(k+h ) . 
5.5.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We consider the solution of the coupled non-linear 
parabolic equations of the form: 
u^  + uu^ + vuy • 1 /R C u^ ^ + Uyy) C 5. 88) 
v^  + uv^ + vVy » l/'R Cv^^ + Vyy) C5.89) 
subject to the initial conditions, 
uCx, y, O) « /jCx, y) Cx, y) e D 
vCx, y, O) " /2CX, y) tx, y) e D C5.90) 
and the boundary conditions, 
uCx, y, t) " /Cx, y, t), x, y e <?D, t > 0 C5.91) 
Ytx, y, t) " gCx, y»t), x, y «s im, t > O C 5. 92) 
Where D - {(x, y) ; 0< x,y ^1} and t?D is its boundary; 
u(x,y,t) and v(x,y,t) are the velocity components to be 
determined, fi,fz,B. are known functions which are assumed to 
have sufficient smoothness for accuracy of the difference 
schemes to be considered. 
We split equation C5.88) in the form, 
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1/4 Ut « -V Uy r.5.94) 
1/4 Ut • 1/R u XX C5. 95) 
1/4 Ui " 1/R Uyy C5. 96) 
Applying cubic spline as in one dimensional case, the diffe-
rence scheme for the above four equations CS.933-C5.963 are, 
<i-f u^.j/6 si cu^,p-s r /2 h0,u;:,j6jcun/'*- ^r.j) 
- - rh/2 U[\i 6,U[^ C5.97> 
= - r h / 2 V ^ j 6yU[ ' j * ' ' ' * C5.983 
<1+ C l / 6 - re2 /R36^KWi, j " " i j ) " ^VR <5^ Ui^  j 
C5 . 993 
^1+ C l / 0 - r e ^ / R 3 6yKU^ j - U;^  j ) « r / R "S^ Ui^  j 
C S . 1 0 0 3 
Where the parametrs O^ and ©4 take the values in (0,1). 
Similarly, for equation C5.893, we can write, 
{1+ Vr,,/6 si CVr.j3-S r/2 he,v[V6yJCVn>"*- V^.P 
= - r h / 2 V"j 6yV^j C 5 . 1 0 1 3 
{1+ u;:.j/6 6^ CU["p-% r / 2 he3U^,36,KV;;:3*^^- ^'^'.i' "> 
- - r h / 2 U^j ^^V^";/-"* C 5 . 1 0 2 3 
<1+ C l / 6 - r£?2/R3 ^ J K C V ^ / ' ' * - V ^ ; / ' ^ ) - r / R 6^ V ^ / ^ ' ' 
C 5 . 1 0 3 3 
<1+ C l / 6 - re?^/R3 slKyr.] - V^-:/-^*) - r / R 6^ V^;/-^^ 
C 5 . 1 0 4 3 
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These equations C5.97)-tf3. lOd:) repr^ .-^ ent the mult 1 step 
difforotioo formula for tlio ccmpV'Mi 'i<vin\Aon:-s t^-««> and 
C5.89>. Th3 intermediate values included in c5.973-c5.104) 
have been given by: 
U^V*/* - CI - rz-S hU"j6^)U"j, Ci - O, N>, CJ - 0C1)N:>, 
U^ ;.*''=' -CI - r/2 hV",j6y)Urj*^ *, CJ - 0,N:>, Ci - OCDN), 
^T,i^^* - CI + r/R <5^ >UiJ*'"^  CI - o,N:>, CJ - OCI>N:), 
and 
V^j*''* » CI - r/a hV"j6y)v['j, tj » O, N>, Ci - 0C13N), 
Vij*^^ - CI - r/a hU"j6^ )U^ j*"''*, CI » P, N>, CJ « 0C1>N>, 
V^j^^* - CI + r/R c5J)V^^*^^ CJ - 0, N), CI - OCi>N>. 
Where <5^  and S^ are replaced at the lower boundary 1 = 0 by 
2 2 
S^x'^ '^x and Aj^ , respectively; at the upper boundary i = N, 6^  
2 g^  2 
and <5^  are replaced by 2V^+V^ and V^ respectively. We take 
similar expressions for 6y and 6y, 
Using the Von-Neumann stability method, one finds the 
scheme to be stable if the parameters &i ^ 1/2,(i= 1,2,3,4), 
It has an accuracy 0(K+h ) . 
Example S. 4: We solve equation C5.7eO on 0.5 < x < 1.5 and 
t > 0 with initial condition. 
uCx, o:) «a l/R [ x+tan Cx/aD] 
and boundary conditions, 
i 5 7 
u C 0 . 5 , t > • l/'CR+tO[ 0 . 5 + t a n ( R / ^ t R + t O ) ] , t > O 
u C l . S , t ) " l/CR+tDC 1 . 5 + t a n (3R/'4C R + t ) ) ] , t > O 
Its exact solution is, 
utx, t) a l^CR+t3[x+ tan (Rx-^SCR+t))] . 
Tabl& C5. 4) gives the comparison of the computed values and 
the exact values of u at the final time of computation at 
R = 100 and 1000. 
Example 5.5: We solve equations C5.88:) and C5.89) over a 
squared domain given by, 
D • {Cx, yJ); O < X, y < 0.'3\, t > O 
with initial conditions, 
uCx, y, OD sa Sin nx + Cos ny 
vCx, y, 0> = x+y 
and boundary conditions, 
uCO, y, t> • Cos ny 
vCO, y, tD «» y 
O < y < 0.5, t > 0 
uCO, y, t) • 1 + Cos ny 
vCO, y, t3 « O. 5 + y 
O < y < O. 5, t > O 
uCx, O, tD " 1 -f SI n rrx 
vCx, O, tl> «« X 
0 < x < 0 . 5, t > 0 
uCx, O. 5, t!) » Sin rrx 
vCx, O. S, t:) a x + 0.5 
O < X < O. 5, 0 
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Numerical solutions of u nnd v at some typical mesh points 
at R = b0 and 500, for taking different number of mesh 
points in D, are tabulated in Table i'5.5:>. it is found that 
the computed values converge as the mesh is refined. 
Table C5. i-a.y 
Error Values In the Solution of CS.25D 
for, h " O-05, *= - O. 02. 
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X 
. 0 5 
. 1 0 
. 1 5 
. 2 0 
. 8 5 
. 3 0 
. 3 3 
. 4 0 
. 4 5 
C I ) 
a - 0 , ft « - 2 
- . 85C - 4 D * 
. 2 1 C -S:) 
- . 32C -3!) 
. 2 9 C - 3 ) 
- . 34C - 4 3 
- . 64C - 3 3 
- . 1*3C - 2 3 
- . 1 5 C - 2 3 
- . I O C - 2 3 
C I I 3 
X - 1 / ^ 5 
- . 3 1 C - 5 3 
- . 7 9 C - S 3 
- . 1 4C - 4 3 
- . 1 8 C - 4 3 
- . 20C - 4 3 
- . 1 7 C - 4 3 
- . 1 2 C - 4 3 
- . 62C - 5 3 
- . 2 2 C - 5 3 
METHODS 
C I I I 3 
ct •• 1 
- . 3 1 C - 3 3 
- . 9 0 C - 3 3 
- . 1 9 C - 2 3 
- . 3 1 C - 2 3 
- . 4 5 C - 2 3 
- . 5 6 C - 2 3 
- . 6 1 C - 2 3 
- . 6 2 C - 2 3 
- . 6 3 C - 2 3 
ct «« 2 
- . 6 2 C - 3 3 
- . 1 8 C - 2 3 
- . 39C - 2 3 
- . e e C - 2 3 
- . I O C - 1 3 
- . 1 3 C - 1 3 
- . 1 5 C - 1 3 
- . 1 6 C - 1 3 
- . 15C - 1 3 
CIV3 
^ " C o t h q - 1 / q 
- . 3 1 C - 5 3 
- . 8 4 C - 5 3 
- . 1 6C - 4 3 
- . 26C - 4 3 
- . 3 6 C - 4 3 
- . 45C - 4 3 
- . 48C - 4 3 
- . 4 1 C - 4 3 
- . 24C - 4 3 
-.85(-4) - -0.85x10" 
Tabl& C5. i~hy 
E r r o r V a l u e s I n t h e S o l u t i o n of ( 5 . rIS) 
f o r , h » 6 . OS, s o 0 . 0 0 5 . 
leo 
X 
. 0 5 
. 1 0 
. I S 
. 2 0 
. 2 5 
. 3 0 
. 3 5 
. 4 0 
. 4 5 
CID 
a " 0 , 0 " - 2 
. 76C -7:> * 
- . 16c -rs:) 
. 1 1 C - 5 D 
- . 72C -SD 
. 2 4 C - 3 ) 
. 1 2 C - 2 : ) 
. 14C -2D 
- . 29C - 2 3 
- . 64C -2D 
C U D 
\ - 1/^5 
- . 97C-8D 
- . 12C-«3D 
- . 12C-5D 
- . 10C-4D 
- . 5 8 C - 4 D 
- . 20C -3D 
- . 35C-3D 
- . 3 1 C - 3 D 
- . l i e -3D 
METHODS 
C H I D 
a " . 1 
. 66C -7:> 
. 54C-6D 
. 38C-SD 
. 31 C -4D 
. 3 0 C - 3 D 
. 28C-2D 
. 19C -1D 
- 84C - 1 D 
. 2 5 
ct " 2 
. 62C-5D 
. 34C -4D 
. 1 SC -3D 
. 57C-3D 
, 21C -2D 
. 84C-2D 
. 34C - 1 D 
. 1 2 
. 3 2 
CIVD 
e - C o t h q - 1 / q 
- . 71 C -8D 
- . 90C-7D 
- . 1 0 C - 5 D 
- . 88C-5D 
- . 52(: -4D 
- . 20C-3D 
- . 48C -3D 
- . 76C -3D 
- . 68C-3D 
. 7 6 ( - 7 ) = 0 . 7 6 x 1 0 " 
Table C5. i-cy 
Error Values In the Solution of C5.253 
for, h » 0.05, e « O. 002 . 
lei 
X 
. 0 5 
. l O 
• 1 5 
. 2 0 
. 2 5 
. 3 0 
. 3 5 
. 4 0 
. 4 5 
CI> 
ot - 0 , ft — 2 
. 9 4 C - 5 > * 
- . 6 5 C - 5 ) 
. 22t; - 4 > 
- . 35C - 4 > 
. 9 3 C - 4 > 
- - 25C - 3 ) 
. 1 4C -21) 
. 3 8 C - 2 3 
- . 16C - 1 3 
C I I > 
\ » 1 / ^ 3 
- . 5 3 t - 7 > 
- . 2 2 C - 6 ) 
- . 8 2 C - 6 3 
- . 34C - 5 3 
- . 1 7 C - 4 3 
- . 1 6 C - 3 3 
- . 78C - 3 3 
- . 23C - 2 3 
- . 1 2 C - 2 3 
METHODS 
C I I I 3 
Ct •" 1 
. 74C - 9 3 
. 7 0 C - 8 3 
. 5 5 C - 7 3 
. 3 8 C - 6 3 
. 24C - 5 3 
. 17K. - 4 3 
. 4 6 C - 3 3 
- 1 3C - 1 3 
. 1 3 
ot « 2 
- . 9 2 C - 5 3 
- . 5 1 <; - 4 3 
- . 2 2 C - 3 3 
- . 88C - 3 3 
- . 3 1 C - 2 3 
- . I O C - 1 3 
- . 2 9 C - 1 3 
- . 6 3 t - 1 3 
- . 3 7 C - 1 3 
CIV3 
? « C o t h q - i x q 
- . 25C - 7 3 
- . l i e - 6 3 
- . 44C - 6 3 
- . 20C - 5 3 
- . 12C - 4 3 
- . 90C - 4 3 
- . 7 0 C - 3 3 
- . 2 9 C - 2 3 
- . 49(: - 2 3 
94(-5) - 0.94x10" 
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Table C5. 2-ay 
Maximum A b s o l u t e Eri*ors I n Example 5 . 2 
a « 0. S 





a • 0. 5 

























Chawla and Kattl (1982) 
Method Ml 


















Tabl^ C5. 2-b:> 
Errors In Numerical Solution of Example 5.2 
for, a o 0. S, f? = 4.0 . 
1 / 1 6 
2 / 1 6 
3 / 1 6 
4 / 1 6 
5 / 1 6 
6 / 1 6 
7 / 1 6 
8 / 1 6 
9 / 1 6 
1 0 / 1 6 
1 1 / 1 6 
1 2 / 1 6 
1 3 / 1 6 
1 4 / 1 6 
1 5 / 1 6 
1 / 1 6 
- . 3 1 8 5 0 5 C - a ) 
- . 44743SC -2> 
- . 5 4 3 5 3 3 C - 2 ) 
- . 622132C - 2 ) 
- . 689650C -2:> 
- . 7 4 9 8 0 6 C - 2 3 
- . 8 0 5 0 9 3 C - 2 > 
- . 8 5 7 1 4 6 C - 2 3 
- . 9 0 6 6 3 7 C - 2 3 
- . 9 5 2 7 3 8 C - 2 3 
- . 991 881 C - 2 3 
- . 1 0 1 5 1 3 C - 1 3 
- . 1 0 0 2 5 4 C - 1 3 
- . 9 1 0 9 6 0 f - 2 3 
- . 6 4 6 4 2 9 C - 2 3 
* 1 / 3 2 
- . 7 8 7 5 9 2 C - 3 3 
- . 1 1 0 6 3 4 0 - 2 3 
- . 1 3 4 3 7 8 C - 2 3 
- . 1 5 3 7 8 5 C - 2 3 
- . 1 7 0 4 4 0 C - 2 3 
- . 1 8 5 2 6 2 C - 2 3 
- . 1 9 8 8 6 6 C - 2 3 
- . 2 1 1 6 5 1 C - 2 3 
- • 2 2 3 7 7 7 C - 2 3 
- . 2 3 5 0 2 8 C - 2 3 
- . 2 4 4 5 1 2 C - 2 3 
- . 2 5 0 0 1 I C - 2 3 
- , 2 4 6 6 0 7 C - 2 3 
- . 2 2 3 7 1 O C - 2 3 
- . 1 5 8 3 9 9 C - 2 3 
1 / 6 4 
- . 1 9 6 3 5 2 1 : - 3 3 
- . 27 5 8 1 2 ( : - 3 3 
- - 3 3 4 9 9 7 t - 3 3 
- . 3 8 3 3 6 1 C - 3 3 
- . 4 2 4 8 5 8 C - 3 3 
- . 4 6 1 7 7 8 C - 3 3 
- . 4 9 5 6 5 2 C - 3 3 
- . 527472C - 3 3 
- . 5 5 7 6 3 1 C - 3 3 
- . 5 8 5 5 8 9 C - 3 3 
- . 6 0 9 1 1 2 C - 3 3 
- . 622664C - 3 3 
- . 6 1 3 9 9 7 C - 3 3 
- . 5 5 6 7 6 1 C - 3 3 
- . 3 9 4 0 0 2 C - 3 3 
1 / 1 2 8 * 
- . 490538C - 4 3 
- . 6 e 9 0 4 8 C - 4 3 
- . 8 3 6 9 0 0 C - 4 3 
- . 9 5 7 7 1 2 C - 4 3 
- . 1 0 6 1 3 7 C - 3 3 
- . 1 1 5 3 5 8 C - 3 3 
- . 1 2 3 8 1 8 C - 3 3 
- . 1 3 1 7 6 4 C - 3 3 
- • 1 3 9 2 9 4 C - 3 3 
- . 1 4 6 2 7 3 C - 3 3 
- . 1 5 2 1 4 2 C - 3 3 
- . 1 5 5 5 1 8 C - 3 3 
- . 1 5 3 3 4 2 C - 3 3 
- . 1 3 9 0 3 3 C - 3 3 
- . 983760C - 4 3 
Intermediate values are omitted. 
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Table C5.2-c> 
E r r o r s i n N u m e r i c a l S o l u t i o n of Example 5 . 2 
f o r , c< • O. 7S , ft " 3.73 . 
X 
1 / 1 6 
3 / 1 6 
3 / 1 6 
4 / 1 6 
5 / 1 6 
6 / 1 6 
7 / 1 6 
8 / 1 6 
9 / 1 6 
1 0 / 1 6 
1 1 / 1 6 
1 2 / 1 6 
1 3 / 1 6 
1 4 / 1 6 
1 5 / 1 6 
1 / 1 6 
- . 5 0 0 6 4 6 C - 2 5 
- . 591 836C -2:) 
- . 650502C - 2 ) 
- . 694320C - 2 ) 
- . 730008C -2:) 
- . 761172C-2D 
- . 7 9 0 0 1 5 C - 2 > 
- . 8 1 7 7 8 2 C - 2 ) 
- . 844704C - 2 ) 
- . 8 6 9 5 4 6 C - 2 > 
- . 8 8 8 5 5 2 C - 2 ) 
- . 8 9 3 2 7 4 C - 2 ) 
- . 8 6 6 1 2 1 C - 2 ) 
- . 771114C-2: ) 
- . S 3 4 1 9 7 C - 2 > 
1 / 3 2 * 
- . 1 2 3 8 6 4 C - 2 : ) 
- . 1 46430(1 - 2 ) 
- . 1 6 0 9 3 8 C - 2 ) 
- . 1 7 1 7 6 3 C - 2 ) 
- . 1 8 0 5 6 8 C - 2 ) 
- . 1 8 8 2 4 6 C - 2 ) 
- . 195338C -21) 
- . 2 0 2 1 5 1 C-25 
- . 208735C -2:) 
- . 2 1 4 7 7 9 C - 2 : ) 
- . 2 1 9 3 4 4 C - 2 ) 
- . 220338C -21) 
- . 2 1 3 4 1 9 C - 2 ) 
- . 1 8 9 7 5 0 C - 2 ) 
- . 1 3 1 2 1 6 C - 2 3 
1 / 6 4 
- . 3 0 8 8 2 9 C - 3 3 
- . 3 6 5 1 0 2 c - 3 3 
- . 4 0 1 2 7 4 C - 3 3 
- . 4 2 8 2 5 7 C - 3 3 
- . 4 5 0 1 9 9 C - 3 3 
- . 4 6 9 3 2 2 C - 3 3 
- . 4 8 6 9 8 2 C - 3 3 
- . 5 0 3 9 3 4 C - 3 3 
- . 520304C - 3 3 
- . 5 3 5 3 0 9 C - 3 3 
- . 5 4 6 6 0 8 C - 3 3 
- . 5 4 8 9 7 7 C - 3 3 
- . 5 3 1 6 0 2 ( : - 3 3 
- . 472485C - 3 3 
- . 3 2 6 5 9 0 C - 3 3 
1 / 1 2 8 * 
- . 7 7 1 5 4 2 C - 4 3 
- . 9 1 2 1 3 8 C - 4 3 
- . 1 00251C - 3 3 
- . 1 0 6 9 9 2 C - 3 3 
- - 1 1 2 4 7 3 C - 3 3 
- . 1 1 7 2 4 9 C - 3 3 
- . 1 2 1 6 6 0 C - 3 3 
- . 125893C - 3 3 
- . 129980C -33 
- . 1 3 3 7 2 5 C - 3 3 
- . 1 3 6 5 4 2 C - 3 3 
- . 1 3 7 1 2 7 C - 3 3 
- . 132779C - 3 3 
- . 1 1 8003C - 3 3 
- . 8 1 5 5 6 9 C - 4 3 
Intermediate values are omitted 
Table C'5. 2-dy 
Errors I n S p l i n e S o l u t i o n Using t h e S p l i n e C5.28D a t 
Three E q u i d i s t a n t P o i n t s be tween t h e Nodes . 
Example 5 . 3 , f o r h - ly\fj. 
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, 
4 / ^ 4 
5 / 6 4 
6 / ^ 4 
7 / 6 4 
8 / 6 4 * 
9 / 6 4 
1 0 / 6 4 
1 1 / 6 4 
* 1 2 / 6 4 
1 3 / 6 4 
1 4 / 6 4 
1 5 / 6 4 
1 6 / 6 4 * 
1 7 / 6 4 
1 8 / 6 4 
1 9 / 6 4 
2 0 / 6 4 * 
2 1 / 6 4 
2 2 / 6 4 
2 3 / 6 4 
2 4 / 6 4 * 
• 
5 8 / 6 4 
5 9 / 6 4 
6 0 / 6 4 * 
6 1 / 6 4 
6 2 / 6 4 
6 3 / 6 4 
c< • O. 5 , fi 
- 0 . 3 1 8 5 0 5 
- 0 . 3 5 5 6 4 0 
- 0 . 3 8 8 9 9 4 
- 0 . 4 1 9 3 7 1 
- O. 4 4 7 4 3 5 
- 0 . 4 7 3 7 2 3 
- O. 4 9 8 3 8 4 
- 0 . 5 2 1 5 6 5 
- 0 . 5 4 3 5 3 3 
- O. 5 6 4 5 6 8 
- O. 5 8 4 6 4 1 
- 0 . 6 0 3 7 6 9 
- O. 6 2 2 1 3 2 
- 0 . 6 3 9 9 5 4 
- 0 . 6 5 7 1 3 6 
- 0 . 6 7 3 6 4 7 
- 0 . 6 8 9 6 5 0 
- 0 . 7 0 5 3 6 1 
- 0 . 7 2 0 6 2 8 
- 0 . 7 3 5 3 8 5 
- O . 7 4 9 8 0 6 
• 
- 0 . 8 1 8 5 0 1 
- 0 . 7 4 1 0 2 2 
- 0 . 6 4 6 4 2 9 
- 0 . 5 4 4 1 8 4 
- 0 . 4 0 8 5 4 6 
- 0 . 2 2 3 4 1 3 
» 4 . 0 
c-z:) 
C-23 
c -2 : ) 
C-23 
C-2:) 
c - 2 ) 
C-25 
c-2:> 
c - 2 ) 
c - 2 ) 
c - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
a • 0 . 7 5 , ft 
- 0 . 5 0 0 6 4 9 
- 0 . 5 2 8 7 2 8 
- 0 . 5 5 2 6 3 0 
- 0 . 5 7 3 3 9 7 
- O. 5 9 1 8 3 6 
- 0 . 6 0 8 5 6 9 
- 0 . 6 2 3 7 9 1 
- 0 . 6 3 7 6 7 4 
- 0 . 6 5 0 5 0 2 
- 0 . 6 6 2 5 6 6 
- 0 . 6 7 3 8 4 7 
- 0 . 6 8 4 3 7 2 
- O . 6 9 4 3 2 0 
- 0 . 7 0 3 9 0 4 
- 0 . 7 1 3 0 3 4 
- O. 7 2 1 6 8 4 
- 0 . 7 3 0 0 0 8 
- 0 . 7 3 8 2 1 1 
- 0 . 7 4 6 1 4 3 
- 0 . 7 5 3 7 4 2 
- 0 . 7 6 1 1 7 2 
« 
- 0 . 6 8 4 8 7 8 
- 0 . 6 1 6 4 0 6 
- 0 . 5 3 4 1 9 7 
- 0 . 4 4 6 2 1 7 
- 0 . 3 3 2 5 1 8 
- 0 . 1 8 0 7 7 5 
» 3 . 7 5 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C~2) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
C - 2 ) 
Error in the difference solution. 
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Tabl'S C5. e-e:> 
E r r o r s i n m: C F i r s t D e r i v a t i v e S o l u t i o n : ) 
Exampl e 5 . 2 . 
ex 0 . 5 , ^ » 4 . O a. 0 . 7 5 , 0 « 3 . 7 5 
1 / 1 6 
- . 2 5 1 9 9 2 C ~ 1 ) 
-, 1 7 3 3 7 4 C - 1 5 
- . 1374,81 C-15 
- . 1 1 5 7 3 0 C - 1 3 
- . 1 0 1 4 5 5 C - 1 3 
- . 91 9953C - 2 ) 
- . 858596C - 2 5 
- . 81 7 2 5 4 C - 2 5 
- . 7 7 8 1 0 9 C - 2 5 
- . 7 1 0 7 5 2 C - 2 5 
- . 5 5 7 4 2 1 C-25 
- . 202376(; - 2 5 
- . 594780C - 2 5 
- . 234950C - 1 5 
- . 6 2 0 4 4 5 C - 1 5 
1 / 3 2 
-. 023020C - 2 5 
-. 4289S4C - 2 5 
-. 33Q51 4C - 2 5 
-. 285507C - 2 5 
- . 2 4 9 9 3 7 C - 2 5 
- . 2 2 6 1 9 1 r.-25 
- . 2 1 0 5 2 4 C - 2 5 
- . 1 99577C - 2 5 
- . 1 8 8 8 0 0 C - 2 5 
- . 1 7 0 4 4 7 ( - 2 5 
- . 1 2 9 8 6 7 C - 2 5 
- . 3 7 8 5 6 5 C - 3 5 
-. 1 6 5 9 3 9 C - 2 5 
-. 6 1 0 2 6 5 C - 2 5 
- . 1 5 7 8 9 7 C - 1 5 
1 / 6 4 
-• 1 90093( . - 1 5 
-. 1 1 2 1 3 5 C - 1 5 
- . 7 9 3 1 6 7 0 - 2 5 
- . 624403C - 2 5 
- . 5 2 8 6 4 6 C ~ 2 5 
- . 477499C - 2 5 
- . 453974C - 2 5 
- . 443559C - 2 5 
- . 428054C - 2 5 
- . 3 7 8 4 5 6 C - 2 5 
- . 242668C - 2 5 
-- 786672C - 3 5 
- . 7 8 2 0 8 S t - 2 5 
- . 2267981; -15 
- . 5 3 7 6 1 9C-15 
1 / 1 2 8 
- . 4 B 5 4 i e C - 2 5 
- . 2 7 7 4 1 7 C - 2 5 
- . 1 9 6 5 0 3 C - 2 5 
- . 1540SOC-25 
- . 1 3 0 1 2 7 C - 2 5 
- . 11 7175C - 2 5 
- . 1 1 0 9 4 0 C - 2 5 
- . 1 0 7 7 5 5 { : - 2 5 
- . 1 0 3 0 0 5 C - 2 5 
- . 8 9 3 4 0 8 C - 3 5 
- . 5 3 6 0 2 8 C - 3 5 
- . 2 9 2 0 8 1 C - 3 5 
- . 2 0 8 3 4 3 C - 2 5 
- . 5 8 3 7 1 9 C - 2 5 
- . 136398C -1 5 
Intermediate values are omitted. 
lei 
TaJble C5. £-f> 
E x a c t S o l ut 1 o n s , N i in i er l ea l S o l u t 1 o n s and 
e r r o r s I n Zj^  CSecond D e r i v a t i v e S o l u t i o n s ! 
Example 5 . 2 , f o r c< - O. 5 , ^ - 4 . O . 
X 
iz-ie 
2 / 1 6 
3 / 1 6 
4 / 1 6 
5 / 1 6 
6 / 1 6 
7 / 1 6 
8 / 1 6 
9 / 1 6 
1 0 / 1 6 
1 1 / 1 6 
i a / 1 6 
1 3 / 1 6 
1 4 / 1 6 
1 5 / 1 6 
E x a c t 
S o l u t i o n 
0 . 4 6 8 8 C - 1 ) 
0 . 1 8 7 6 C + 0 ) 
0 . 4231 C+02) 
0 . 7569C +0!) 
0 . 1 1 9 8 C + 1 ) 
0 . 1767C +1 y 
0 . 2499C +1) 
0 . 3460C +1 D 
0 . 4757(: +1 :> 
0 . 6571C+1:) 
0 . 9204C -H > 
0 . 1317C+2D 
0 . 1 937C +23 
0 . 2 9 4 2 C + 1 ) 
0 . 4635C +2!) 
N u m e r i c a l S o l u t i o n 
h « 1 / 1 6 
0 . 2483C +01) 
0 . 2 5 6 1 C + 0 ) 
0 . 4571C+0:) 
0 . 7745C +0:) 
0 . 1205C+15 
0 . 1764C+1:) 
0 . 2 4 8 6 C + 1 ) 
O. 3436C +1) 
0 . 471 9C +1 3 
0 . 651 6C +1 :> 
0 . 9126C +1) 
0 . 1306C +23 
0 . 1922C+23 
0 . 2924C +23 
O. 4617C +23 
h •> 1 / 3 2 * 
0 . 9 6 6 8 C - 1 3 
O.2645C +03 
0 . 4315C+03 
0 . 7612C+03 
0 . 1200C+13 
0 . 1 7 6 6 0 +13 
0 . 2496C+13 
0 . 3454(: +13 
0 . 4747C +1 3 
0 . e557C +1 3 
0 . 9185C+13 
0 . 1314C+23 
0 . 1933C+23 
0 . 2937C +23 
O. 4631C +23 
E r r o r s 
h » 1 / 1 6 
0 . 2014C+03 
0 . 6 8 4 5 C - 1 3 
0 . 3 3 9 8 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 7 6 8 C - 1 3 
0 . 6 7 0 1 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 2 8 2 9 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 1 2 6 6 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 2397C -1 3 
- 0 . 3 7 8 4 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 5550C -1 3 
- 0 . 7 8 3 4 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 1075C+03 
- 0 . 1425C +03 
- 0 . 1 7 6 5 C + 0 3 
- 0 . 1829C +03 
h - 1 / 3 2 * 
0 . 4 9 8 0 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 6 9 2 t - 1 3 
0 . 8 3 9 1 C - 2 3 
0 . 4 3 5 9 C - 2 3 
0 . 1 6 4 3 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 7 1 3 9 C - 3 3 
- 0 . 31 46C - 2 3 
-O. 5 9 4 1 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 9 3 6 9 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 1 3 7 3 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 1 9 3 7 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 2 B 5 6 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 3 5 1 6 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 4353t; -1 3 
- 0 . 4 5 1 2 t - 1 3 
* Intermediate values are omitted. 
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Table' .C5. 2-g:> 
Exact- S o l u t i o n s , Numer i ca l S o l u t i o n s and 
E r r o r s i n Z^ CSecond D e r i v a t i v e S o l u t i o n s ) 
Example 5 . 2 , f o r a » 0 . 7 5 , ft • 3 . 7 5 . 
X 
I / I D 
2 / 1 6 
3 / 1 6 
4 / 1 6 
5 / 1 6 
6 / 1 6 
7 / 1 6 
8 / 1 6 
9 / 1 6 
1 0 / 1 6 
1 1 / 1 6 
1 2 / 1 6 
1 3 / 1 6 
1 4 / 1 6 
1 5 / 1 6 
E x a c t 
S o l u t i o n 
0 . 8057(: - 1 :> 
0 . 2713C +03 
0 . 5534C +0> 
0 . 9235C +0> 
0 . 1380C+1D 
0 . 1966C+1:) 
0 . 2 6 9 5 C + 1 ) 
0 . 3637C +1 J 
O. 4896C +1) 
0 . 6 6 3 8 C +13 
0 . 91 30C +1 D 
0 . 1 2 8 2 C + 2 3 
0 . 1845C+23 
0 . 2 7 3 3 t +23 
0 . 41 81 C +23 
N u m e r i c a l 
h » 1 / 1 6 
0 . 3154C+03 
0 . 3365C +03 
0 . 5806C +03 
0 . 9341 C+03 
0 . 1388C+13 
O. 1957C +13 
0 . 2677C +13 
0 . 3609C +13 
0 . 4856C +1 3 
O. 6583C +13 
0 . 9056C+13 
0 . 1272C+23 
0 . 1833C+23 
0 . 2718C+23 
0 . 41 66C +23 
S o l u t i o n 
h - 1 / 3 2 * 
0 . 1 3 8 7 ( ; + 0 3 
0 . 2874(: +03 
0 . 5601C+03 
O. 9261 C+03 
0 . 1 388(: +1 3 
0 . 1 964C +1 3 
0 . 2690C+13 
O. 3630C +1 3 
O. 4086(:+13 
0 . 6624C +1 3 
0 . 9112C+13 
0 . 1 2 7 9 C +23 
0 . 1 842C +23 
0 . 2730C+23 
0 . 4178C+23 
E r r o r s 
h » 1 / 1 6 
O. 2348C +03 
0 . 6524C - 1 3 
0 . 2724C -1 3 
0 . 1 0 6 3 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 9 4 7 C - 5 3 
- 0 . 8889C - 2 3 
- 0 . 1780<;-13 
- 0 . 2 7 8 0 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 3982<:-13 
- 0 . 5 4 8 2 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 7 3 8 0 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 9 7 4 7 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 1 251 C+03 
- 0 . 1516C+03 
- 0 . 1 5 8 3 C + 0 3 
h - 1 / 3 2 * 
0 . 5 8 1 2 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 6 1 4 C - 1 3 
0 . 6 7 2 9 C - 2 3 
O. 2 6 1 7 C - 2 3 
0 . 1 473<; - 4 3 
-O. 2 2 1 7 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 4 4 2 3 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 6 9 0 0 C - 2 3 
- 0 . 9 8 7 6 t - 2 3 
- 0 . 1 3 5 9 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 1 829C - 1 3 
- 0 . 2 4 1 4 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 3 0 9 8 C 13 
- 0 . 3 7 5 2 C - 1 3 
- 0 . 3 9 2 3 C - 1 3 
Intermediate values are omitted. 
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Table CS. S-aS) 
Maximum A b s o l u t e Errors I n Example S. 3 , 
— o Error T o l e r e n c e «• 1. O x lO 
X 
- 1 . 0 
0 . 5 
1 . 0 
8 
8. 6C-5 ) 
6 . 7C-53 
4 . 7C - 4 ) 
1 6 
2 . OC -SD 
7. l t - 6 > 
3. l C - 5 ) 
3 2 
6. 4C-6 ) 
2 . 7C -63 
1 . 4C-53 
6 4 
1 . 7C -63 
7 . 6C -73 
4 . OC -63 
Table C5. 3-by 
Errors In Numerical Solution of Example 5.3 
for, 6 • -1 . 
X 
1 / 8 
2 / 8 
3 / 8 
4 / 8 
S / 8 
6 / 8 
7 / 8 
1 / 8 
0- 8 5 5 6 4 1 C-43 
0 . 1 8 7 1 9 8 C - 4 3 
- . 1 4 4 0 9 7 C - 4 3 
- . 315067C - 4 3 
- . 376703C - 4 3 
- . 345709C - 4 3 
- . 223243C - 4 3 
* 1 / 1 6 
- . 1 6 1 1 6 9 C - 4 3 
- . 1 9 5 1 9 3 C - 4 3 
- . 2 0 2 7 7 1 C - 4 3 
- . 1 9 4 0 5 6 C - 4 3 
- . 1 7 0 9 7 4 C - 4 3 
- . 1 32792C - 4 3 
- . 7 7 1 2 4 0 C - 5 3 
* 1 / 3 2 
- . 6 3 5 7 0 0 C - 5 3 
- . 6 3 8 2 2 2 C - 5 3 
- . 61 0472(; - 5 3 
- . 5 5 6 7 4 1 C - 5 3 
- . 4 7 5 1 3 4 1 : - 5 3 
- . 3 6 0 7 7 9 C - 5 3 
- . 2 0 6 0 4 9 C - 5 3 
* 1 / 6 4 
- . 1 7 3 4 5 1 C - 5 3 
- . 1 6 8 9 3 2 C - 5 3 
- . 1 5 9 0 8 1 t - 5 3 
- . 1 43654C - S 3 
- . 1 2 1 1 7 G C - 5 3 
- . 9 1 9 9 2 4 C - 6 3 
- . 5 2 3 3 8 6 C - 6 3 
Intermediate values are omitted 
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Table C5. 3-c^ 
Errors in Numerical Solution of Example 5.3 
for, 6 • O. 5 . 
X 
1 / 8 
2 / 8 
3 / 8 
4/TB 
5 / 8 
6 / 8 
7 / 8 
1 / 8 
0 . 666791C - 4 ) 
o . 3 a 3 8 3 8 c -A:> 
0 . 146789C - 4 ) 
0 . 4 6 3 8 9 3 0 - 5 ) 
- . 6 7 8 7 7 3 C - 6 ) 
- . 2 6 6 8 7 8 C - 5 ) 
- . 2 2 2 7 3 2 0 - 5 3 
* 1 / 1 6 
- . 5 1 9 6 8 3 C - 5 3 
- • 6 8 a i 0 7 C - 5 ) 
- . 7 0 7 1 5 2 C - 5 3 
- • 6 5 3 8 0 3 C - 5 ) 
- . 544158C - 5 ) 
- . 391 726C - 5 > 
- . 2 0 7 1 8 0 C - 5 : ) 
1 / 3 2 
- • 2 6 7 2 2 2 C - 5 ) 
- . 2 6 4 1 68C -S:> 
- . 244207C -S:> 
- • 2 1 1 7 4 6 ( 1 - 5 ) 
- . 1 6 9 1 2 3 C - 5 ) 
- . 1 1 8 3 2 5 0 - 5 3 
- . 6 1 3 0 0 8 0 - 6 . > 
* 1 / 6 4 
- . 7 5 3 9 6 0 0 - 6 3 
- . 7 1 9 0 0 6 0 - 6 3 
- . 6 5 2 6 9 4 0 - 6 3 
- . 5 5 9 5 7 8 0 - 6 3 
- . 4 4 3 5 0 3 0 - 6 3 
- . 3 0 8 5 7 2 0 - 6 3 
- . 1 591 980 - 6 3 
Intermediate values are omitted, 
Tabl& C5. 3-dy 
Errors in Numerical Solution of Example 5.3 
for, 6 " 1 . 
X 
1 / 8 
2 / 8 
3 / 8 
4 / 8 
5 / 8 
6 / 8 
. 7 / 8 
1 / 8 
0 . 4 6 8 8 8 2 0 - 3 3 
0 . 2 6 9 0 3 0 0 - 3 3 
0 . 1 6 1 3 3 6 0 - 3 3 
0 . 9 5 0 8 5 4 0 - 4 3 
0 . 5 3 2 2 4 9 0 - 4 3 
0 . 2 6 9 6 4 5 0 - 4 3 
0 . 1 0 6 0 4 0 0 - 4 3 
* 1 / 1 6 
- . 2 0 5 8 2 7 C - 4 3 
- . 2 9 7 8 6 5 0 - 4 3 
- . 3 1 1 7 8 4 0 - 4 3 
- , 2 8 3 4 4 8 0 - 4 3 
- . 2 2 8 3 4 6 0 - 4 3 
- . 1 5 7 1 7 5 0 - 4 3 
- . 7 8 6 3 2 9 0 - 5 3 
* 1 / 3 2 
- . 1 3 8 4 7 2 0 - 4 3 
- . 1 3 5 7 0 9 0 - 4 3 
- . 1 2 3 0 6 2 0 - 4 3 
- . 1 0 3 7 3 2 0 - 4 3 
- . 7 9 8 7 6 3 0 - 5 3 
- . 5 3 4 5 2 8 0 - 5 3 
- . 2 6 2 8 5 8 0 - 5 3 
1 / 6 4 * 
- . 4 0 0 7 0 2 C - 5 3 
- . 3 7 7 6 4 2 0 - 5 3 
- . 3 3 5 9 1 7 0 - 5 3 
- . 2 7 9 9 2 2 0 - 5 3 
- . 2 1 3 9 6 6 0 - 5 3 
- . 1 4 2 5 0 1 0 - 5 3 
~ . 6 9 8 G 5 7 0 - 6 3 
* Intermediate values are omitted, 
Hi 
Table' C5. 3-ey 
E r r o r s I n S p l i n e S o l u t i o n Us ing t h e S p l i n e CS.4£0 a t T h r e e 
E q u i d i s t a n t P o i n t s betvreen t h e Nodes . 
Example 5 . 3 , f o r h » 1 / 8 . 
X 
4 / 3 2 * 
5 / 3 2 
6 / 3 2 
7 / 3 2 
* 8 / 3 2 
9 / 3 2 
1 0 / 3 2 
1 1 / 3 2 
1 2 / 3 2 * 
1 3 / 3 2 
1 4 / 3 2 
1 5 / 3 2 
1 6 / 3 2 * 
2 8 / 3 2 * 
2 9 / 3 2 
3 0 / 3 2 
3 1 / 3 2 
- 1 
0 . 855641C - 4 3 
0 . 6 3 1 457C - 4 ) 
0 . 4 5 2 9 7 2 C - 4 3 
0 . 3 0 8 1 4 9 C - 4 ) 
0 . 1 8 7 1 9 8 C - 4 ) 
O. 024794C - 5 > 
- 0 . 6 5 3 8 7 2 C - 6 3 
- 0 . 8 0 8 3 4 4 C - 5 3 
- 0 . 1 4 4 0 9 7 C - 4 3 
- 0 . 2 0 0 4 1 4 C - 4 3 
- 0 . 2 4 7 0 7 1 0 - 4 3 
- 0 . 2 8 5 0 0 7 C - 4 3 
- 0 . 3 1 5 0 6 7 C - 4 3 
- 0 . 223243C - 4 3 
- 0 . 180046C - 4 3 
- 0 . 1 29474C - 4 3 
- 0 . 6 8 3 4 8 8 C - 5 3 
0 . 5 
0 . 6 6 6 7 9 1 C - 4 3 
0 . 552897C - 4 3 
0 . 4 6 1 5 5 5 C - 4 3 
0 . 3 8 6 7 96C - 4 3 
O . 3 2 3 8 3 8 C - 4 3 
0 . 2 6 8 9 6 0 C - 4 3 
0 . 2 2 1 726C - 4 3 
O. 1 8 1 5 6 9 C - 4 3 
0 . 1 4 6 7 8 9 C - 4 3 
0 . 1 1 5 5 1 8 C - 4 3 
0 . 8 8 4 1 31C - 5 3 
0 . 6 5 6 9 4 7 C - 5 3 
0 . 4 6 2 8 9 3 C - 5 3 
- 0 . 2 2 2 7 3 2 C - 5 3 
- 0 . 1 8 4 6 5 8 C - 5 3 
- 0 . 1 3 5 8 6 7 C - 5 3 
- 0 . 7 2 7 2 9 6 C - 6 3 
1 
0 . 4 6 8 8 8 2 C - 3 3 
0 . 4 0 3 1 7 4 C - 3 3 
0 . 3 5 0 0 9 6 C - 3 3 
0 . 3 0 6 2 7 4 C - 3 3 
0 . 2 6 9 0 3 0 C - 3 3 
0 . 2 3 6 2 8 7 C - 3 3 
0 . 2 0 7 7 4 7 C - 3 3 
0 . 1 8 3 0 7 0 C - 3 3 
0 . 1 6 1 3 3 6 C - 3 3 
0 . 1 4 1 5 4 4 C - 3 3 
0 . 1 2 3 9 5 8 C - 3 3 
0 . 1 0 8 6 5 1 C - 3 3 
0 . 950854C - 4 3 
0 . 1 0 6 0 4 0 C - 4 3 
0 . 7 5 1 6 9 0 C - 5 3 
0 . 4 7 1 5 0 3 C - 5 3 
O . 2 2 3 7 7 6 C - 5 3 
Errors in difference solution. 
Hi. 
Tctble C5. 4y 
Nunie r i ca l S o l u t i o n of Example 5 . 4 , 
f o r h - 0 . 0 5 , r " 1 . 5 , 9^ " 0 . 5 and B^ " 0 .5+CR/12rO a t t • 1 . 135 
X 
0 . 5 
0 . 6 
0 . 7 
0 . 8 
0 . 9 
1 . 0 
1 . 1 
1 . 2 
1 . 3 
1 . 4 
1 . 5 
R -
E x a c t S o l u t i o n 
0 . 7 4 4 0 1 C - 2 ) 
0 . 8 9 5 6 1 C-2D 
0 . 1 0 4 8 8 2 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 2 0 4 0 1 C-13 
0 . 1 3 6 1 5 8 C - 1 > 
0 . 1 5 2 1 9 8 C - 1 > 
0 . 1 B 8 5 7 5 C - 1 ) 
0 . 1 8 5 3 5 2 C - 1 > 
0 . 202606C-1: ) 
0 . 220426C - 1 ) 
0 . 2 3 8 9 2 5 C - 1 > 
lOO 
N u m e r i c a l 
S o l u t i o n 
0 . 7 4 4 0 1 t - 2 > 
0 . 8 9 5 3 4 C - 2 3 
0 . 1 0 4 8 7 2 C - 1 > 
0 . 1 2 0 3 9 8 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 3 6 1 5 7 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 5 2 1 9 8 C - 1 ) 
0 . 1 6 8 5 7 4 C - 1 3 
0 . 1 8 5 3 4 7 C - 1 3 
0 . 2 0 2 5 8 0 C - 1 ) 
0 . 2 2 0 3 4 9 C - 1 D 
0 . 2 3 8 9 2 5 C - 1 3 
R •• 
E x a c t S o l u t i o n 
0 . 7 S 4 2 C-3> 
0 . 9 0 8 0 C - 3 ) 
0 . 1 0 6 3 4 C-23 
O. 1 2 2 0 9 C-2D 
0 . 1 3 8 0 9 t - 2 3 
0 . 1 5 4 3 9 C-23 
O. 1 7 1 0 4 C-2> 
0 . 1 8 8 1 1 (1-23 
0 . 2 0 5 6 8 C-23 
0 . 2 2 3 8 5 C-23 
0 . 2 4 2 7 4 C-23 
1 0 0 0 
N u m e r i c a l 
S o l u t i o n 
0 . 7 5 4 2 C-33 
0 . 9 0 7 9 C-33 
0 . 1 0 6 3 4 C-23 
0 . 1 2 2 0 9 C-23 
0 . 1 3 8 0 9 C-23 
0 . 1 5 4 3 8 C-23 
0 . 1 7 1 0 3 C-23 
0 . 1 8 8 1 0 C-23 
0 . 2 0 5 6 7 C-23 
0 . 2 2 3 8 3 C-23 
0 . 2 4 2 7 3 C-23 
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Table C5. 5:> 
Numer i ca l S o l u t i o n of V e l o c i t y Componen t s U & V f o r Example 5 . 5 
f o r h • O.SXN, 6^,6^ " 0 . 5 and © 2 , ^ 4 - O. S+R/Clf i r ) a t t • 0 . 6 2 5 
T y p i c a l 
1 Mesh 
P o i n t s 
C O . 1 , 0 . 1 ) 
C 0 . 3 , 0 . 1 ) 
CO. 2 , 0 . 2 ) 
CO. 4 , 0 . 2 ) 
CO. 1 , 0 . 3 3 
C 0 . 2 , 0 . 4!) 
C 0 . 4 , 0 . 4!) 
N « 5 1 
a n d 
r - 1 . 2 5 
0 . 7 8 2 0 0 
1 . 0 7 3 1 6 
0 . G 6 0 2 4 
0 . 9 3 7 6 8 
0 . 6 9 4 4 3 
0 . 5 7 2 1 4 
0 . 7 2 1 6 8 
FOR 
u 
N " 1 0 
a n d 
r - 5 . 0 
0 . 9 7 3 2 7 
1 . 1 6 3 7 5 
0 . 8 6 2 4 7 
0 . 9 8 6 3 6 
0 . 6 6 3 0 3 
0 . 5 8 0 7 9 
0 . 7 5 5 1 6 
R = 50 
N = ^ 0 
a n d 
r - 2 0 
0 . 9 7 2 5 8 
1 . 1 0 2 1 4 
0 . 8 6 2 8 1 
0 . 9 4 4 8 3 
0 . 6 6 3 1 8 
0 . 5 8 0 7 0 
0 . 7 4 4 3 5 
N = 5 1 
a n d 
r - 1 . 2 5 
0 . 1 4 6 8 4 
0 . 2 5 9 6 4 
0 . 1 2 0 6 1 
0 . 0 4 2 2 2 
0 . 3 1 8 0 4 
0 . 3 1 4 4 0 
0 . 2 2 2 0 4 
V 
N « 10 1 
a n d 
r » S . 0 
0 . 0 9 9 0 2 
0 . 1 5 1 7 1 
0 . 1 6 8 5 0 
0 . 1 9 6 8 3 
0 . 2 6 3 5 6 
0 . 3 2 7 6 4 
0 . 3 3 2 1 5 
N » 2 0 
a n d 
r - 2 0 
0 . 0 9 7 7 3 
0 . 1 4 0 3 9 
0 . 1 6 6 6 0 
0 . 1 7 3 9 7 
0 . 2 6 2 9 4 
0 . 3 2 4 0 2 
0 . 31 8 2 2 
FOR R = 500 
T y p i c a l 
M e s h 
P o i n t s 
C . 0 5 , 0 . i:> 
C . 1 5 , 0 . 1> 
CO. 3 , 0 . 1 ) 
CO. 4 , 0 . 1 > 
CO. 1 , 0 . 2 3 
CO. 2 , 0 . 2 ) 
C . 3 5 , 0 . 2 ) 
C O . 1 , 0 . 3 ) 
CO. 3 , 0 . 3 ) 
CO. 4 , 0 . 3 ) 
C . 1 5 , 0 . 4 ) 
CO. 2 , 0 . 4 ) 
N => 1 0 
a n d 
r = 5 
0 . 7 0 2 9 0 
0 . 7 5 9 5 4 
1 . 0 3 7 8 0 
1 . 0 2 2 0 2 
0 . 7 9 5 3 6 
0 . 8 3 3 3 8 
0 . 7 7 4 3 1 
0 . 6 3 1 2 7 
0 . 7 8 6 3 7 
0 . 8 6 1 1 0 
0 . 4 4 1 3 5 
0 . 5 8 4 9 4 
U 
N « 2 0 
a n d 
r = 2 0 
0 . 9 5 4 3 5 
0 . 9 5 6 9 1 
0 . 9 5 6 1 6 
0 . 9 5 8 9 5 
0 . 8 4 2 5 7 
0 . 8 6 3 9 9 
0 . 8 7 7 5 0 
0 . 6 7 6 6 7 
0 . 7 6 8 7 6 
0 . 7 9 2 0 2 
0 . 5 4 4 0 8 
0 . 5 8 7 7 8 
N = 4 0 
a n d 
r =« 8 0 
0 . 9 5 4 7 9 
0 . 9 6 0 6 6 
0 . 9 6 8 5 2 
0 . 9 6 8 4 9 
0 . 8 4 1 0 4 
0 . 8 6 8 6 6 
0 . 8 9 1 5 8 
0 , 6 7 7 9 2 
C. 7 7 2 5 4 
0 . 7 9 6 7 0 
0 . 5 4 5 4 3 
0 . 5 8 5 6 4 
N = 1 0 
a n d 
r «a 5 
- . 1 1 1 7 7 
-.12880 
- . 2 5 3 8 6 
0 . 3 3 1 6 6 
0 . 2 2 7 6 5 
0 . 2 7 0 9 4 
- . 1 1 3 7 7 
0 . 3 1 4 6 2 
0 . 4 0 2 3 8 
0 . 4 7 2 4 1 
0 . 1 8 4 1 6 
0 . 4 1 7 6 6 
V 
N = 2 0 
a n d 
r = 2 0 
0 . 0 9 8 4 3 
0 - 1 0 1 7 7 
0 . 1 3 2 8 7 
0 . 1 8 6 9 3 
0 . 1 8 5 0 3 
0 . 1 8 1 6 9 
0 . 2 1 0 6 8 
0 . 2 6 5 6 0 
0 . 2 5 1 4 2 
0 . 2 8 3 6 8 
0 . 3 2 0 8 4 
0 . 3 0 9 2 7 
N « 4 0 
a n d 
r " 8 0 
0 . 0 9 4 6 8 
0 , 0 8 6 1 2 
0 . 0 7 7 1 2 
0 . 0 7 8 5 5 
0 . 1 7 8 2 8 
0 . 1 6 2 0 2 
0 . 1 4 4 6 9 
0 . 2 6 0 9 4 
0 . 2 1 5 4 2 
0 . 2 0 1 1 0 
0 . 3 1 3 6 0 
0 . 2 9 7 7 6 
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